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dn t he diVOl~erwe dif fic ulty of qunntized field theories 

a the rigorous treau cnt of • 1ation r oaoti on 

By H. W. eng, Un1 V 1'81 ty of Ftd nlJurgh 

By on orthodox applbation of the perturbation 
t heory to t ho general cane of n quantized field , 
it i e shown t hnt the divorzenoe difficulty hitherto 
encount ered a rieoo fro a faulty application of the 
er.pnnaion rn t hod. ~he dif £ic1lty d1eappe ~ if the 
degoner oy of the unportu ~ed BJGt~ iG p o e rly 
tre t by the met hod ot aeculor per ... ur ation. 

h o en ly, t a ehcnm that t io emounto to a 
r1 ·oroua t r eatme1 t or t.he x•ediat-on c otion. 

The exiatenoe of elementary pa'ticlca (photonG. 

e_ectrona, e tc. in integral nu era o een aucc s-

tfwily cx.la1ned byte p" l 1cot1on of quant . cchnnic:J 

fot• the treat ent of :!'iolds ( a \;c 1' e fie d, D1r c( 1927) , 

Jo1 en and auli(l ea) ; Dirnc'G f.jeld, Jo an and 

\J gnei'( 1928) ; etc. ) • A-he int er ot1on of t e ele il ntar .. 

pnrticloo 1a usuall y intr uce by c ling t e oot·~ea-

pending f'ielda, for ?hicll a g noral description uill bEt 

f$J.VCn in 1 elo:1. lhc effects ( elf-orun•eiea and 

er oo- oect1ona) due to t e 1nto.·act1on .. vo ccn hitherto 

trco .. e t1e ex a o1on et - a o w se •ios 

x a no ion 1 t .r.·es. eot to t . c interaction oonat nt a. 

I 1 te ~ o o'f the rcsu tant e ~pa oio a f r the s elf'-

enereieo flnd the er en- aoct1o , c.cept1 the ten of 

t 1e lo est degree i n each ex ans1on, nre fourd to 

dive ;o. •hie d1ffic lty 1aa lea ~ny physicists to 

do\:Lbt oi t e r the Loual foxm1l t 1on of the field t heor.:r 
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or the ounl rooodure of Q.uantizat1on ( 1h eh 1a 

cnerully Nlo·rrn ae that of ne aemboz•6 n4 auli( l92 ) ) • 
.:f<Yt., 

But it 111 le oho m 1n B2 eltn7 that !!!!:£ uantized 

tiel , the nyato 1e degenerate in t e oenoo of the 

pe tux•ba t1on theory end hence tho exp rm1on teth raust 

6 va •'Jay to the ethod or Boculor crtu1• ation. • er ,flore 

no 1~ lffitl. tur de Pture !'ro::n tlle auo.l 1'or~ ula tion o'£ 

the qu.ant1zed f1eld thooriec ~ill be oonaidet>ed i n th1o 

er. on t o other hand, t o . athemot1cal treat nont 

necular Grturt,. t .. on · hi eh ·dll l: e devolo ed in 

hove to 0 UGed. ~or the dct•i V tion of tlle 

oe r-cne •0 ea and ot•osa- sect one 1n any ne·s for.nulo.t1on 

o~ the que t 1ze f1e~d theories. 

In H-.;. the eual method of' sccula • ertur ation fo • 

degenerate ayot~ s ill b, r scnted 1n o. fom hich 

can eaoily e adn te to the c:.toe of cont1n oua a eotr-~ • 
• 

~he ;enora solution of the SCCUUlr pr lcm 7111 e 

g vcn in 88·1-5, w 1e1-e 1 t will he seen t t moB~oi' the 

· etat1on ry G t o tcl3 of the secular.· .. ro 001 aeec 11 e 

coll e ... o B or tho ole:r.cntary pax•t1oleo. ox• the calcu-

lat on of the croon-oect1ono ~ the coll1a1ona, one a 

to Golve no e inte ral equations 1ch d 1ffo.r fr . thoae 

t.y lc1 tlr,;;I' 10- l ) ntl ilson(l" l) in the1 

t eox•y of 1" d1 t1on d.e _ 1 

o:n1 tting t 1e eelf-cn~t· ea. 

mct-o y by ot n~e ect1ng or 

!1:hc1r tx· at. ent · is only 

rel P.V and a 1nte rate in the Ar sent tre ten),. 

e x•csent t1•ca u .ont, \"Jh1ch in fac is juat tho orthodox 

crturbat1on trea ent and can l: o continued to any 

doo red oroo ... or a t"oxirn.ation, can the cfore bo 
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doacr1bod physically as o r1eoro1e treat ent oft~ 
~he aelf-cne~gieo a~ a oo o tained fro t eo~ t1o r.1 

otatoo of the secular p · )1~~. a re intiuot cad y 

the t•ad1at1on rocact1on. Ao \Hll be dc.t onotrot i n 

8o tJith tho llolp of a o1 ple exa:mlo, tho resent 

t1·ea t:. ent lead a to no di vordence d1f'f'1cul ty · e t e 

uoual trcat,nont dotlo. 

l , General deBOI'1 t1on of the into action of 

elom nta1•y pa t1elea by mean.'} of a quant ized t1elld 

6·11 ol entary particles can 'be shotm to tw1se f r 

the corr•eopnd1ng field thocn~1es y a def1n1 te proce u 

oalled ' uant1cat1on' (cr . D1r.ac(l9u5}v p . ~II , nnd 

aul1(1941) artli) . To acoount for tho 1nt e notion 

bet een el erltary pa ·ticlea or d1ffe :"'nt t ure (e. g . 

photons and cleot o 10) , the vat-iouo f'ieldo re com i ned 

het een t e d1f'fe •ent f i eldo (e. g . i ~ell' s field 

nnd Dir c'a field) . In the usual theory, part ic e 

t e n .o nat r .... ( •• tuo elect ona) nteract only 

indirectly v a t he.r inte • ct1on with p rt c l a or 

othel' netu1•c(e. g. photon13 ) 1~ aoco nee Jith a 

den in the oluoo1o 1 t 1eot•y , n cly he notion t 1 

a 1um. In 1~ t follo o, l a 11 al1aye consider 

t le ol field, including t e 1ntei•nct1ons. 

0 . 

r. er cntally, 11 henar ena CO ce n1 ""' t• e inter-

notion of t e cl '!':f partic e3 tn·~ inv t·iably 

st died 1n a volu e •J 1ch e1ng t lea at of a t Ol 1c 

d1J eP.a1o o) 1G r et cally infinite in eo _ ar1son r~i t l\ 

any e!'fcotive vol e of t elementary rtioleo (nG 
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dolt'ivcd from the obaorv d croe - oeot1ona or the r 

collisions) . icnce , fox· s1m 11c1ty , one y suppoac 

the hole ~icld be ri 1c, t 1e baoia beine an itrarill 

large ' fundamental ' cube of oides , because this does 

not affect t he os~ totioal esulte for largo vnl cs 

ot L. 

The fandrunental prop rty or a field 1a, in tho 

claeo1oal t heory, t.,e looal1~at1on of tl o energy , 

mo ent w , and ch.a~ e. ..n1o ar1ooo fi•an t c faot t . at , 

as tle oonecq onoos of the f ie d c uat1ons, an energy-

.01 . ntwn- s t rooa tens or T
11

v and a o 1ar e-curr nt 

vector jv cxiot at every po1nt ! a (xl, x2, x3) and 

t1 e t c xO 7hich obey t be c ua tio of cont1nui t y 

By 1ntc r ting t hese c~uationn over t e tunanmentol 

cu e , one o'btoina tl!e conac .-vn~o1on la m of the total 

onet,gy H, t he totol tnOi ont _ = (o1 , a2 , a3 ) , and t he 

t ot al cha1~ee contained in t e oabe 

h c t' t or fore col".st nt in t ime. I f t e :field 

~unt1~no c n e derived rr v riatio l principle, 

1 t oan l e abo m t t 'J.: 1
4 , T 2 

4 , 
3

.,. nd ,r1t r al 1ayo 

iline r cx~ roosiona in t o fie d quantit ea while T44 

cont ina beo aeo 1J111near t er.1.s also tex•. a of hi ·her 

dogrue ( 'nul1( 19 l)Purt I, 82) . Th1o ia oleo t e case 

if aome field equation hno to bo re·a 

(1. 1) 

{1. 2) 
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to tho var1ot onnl cq ati ona , c •• in the c 8 of 

a ell' o 1'1eld and Di1•nc • 8 field in 1nte et ion 

Born a Pene(l944) 3) . 

Let n° , 111 , •• • denote to arta or I which nr1ee 

f r tho 1linc r, tril1nea:r, • • • er .. o of rr4 
4 

I'capeot1vely, 

~~~ =ff{(b111nenr ter. s of ~.If ) d'><'
1 

)')(<., J.x-3 J 

,-f"t;:; Jlj t.r1l.1near tcr .. n of '4 if) Jx 1k .<.hd J 

In cone ol , any field quantit y (oay f ) 1 o plex~ real 

f1old quantities any be cona1dere ae e eoial c sea. 

By a t hree- imeno1onal ourier trnnsf rnat1on or 11 

t he tie a q ntit1eo, 

~ -Lkx 
f(>c ,t) =L-3 ~' flt)e--

- k .'\ ) 
ohero the a -tion of t he ave-veotore ~ xter~o over 

t he l~tt1c po1nto or the 1nf1n1ta k- lottice (a cubic 

lattice of t he latt oe constant I,- 1 ) , the volw e 1 .t e

grat1on 1n °, _, and Q io tranato~~d into the 

la t -oe eamma on r t he ve- vaotora. ho contribution 

f' r <Xl each ... 1avc-veotor ..:. , being a hn~ itian 111near 

fo~ or the eo reepondi ~ f»' a nd ~·a of all t he 

(1 . 3) 

( l . 4) 

t1t1ea, can 1'J.rthe1• c red ced to the cnnonical 

1'or.n y a 11nea1• tPa to •. !3t1on. one t e obt inG 

er t ere r e a ny a le. and: aka , d iot1neu1e ed 

by the 1ndox 11 • ao t e nwn c of lineal~ly indepcn ent 
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fk' a a ~.!e. 'l'he no . 11zat1on t: otor L- 3/ 2 has be n 

1ntr oa. oed in (1. 5) to dest t•oy the factor J}~ ar1a!.ng 

frOI. t e vol e integration oo that H0 , _, and Q 

oonto1n no r etor in L. 81noe each ad~1t1onal fiel d 
- /2 1 2 Quantity r1ngo in o £act or L , one has for H , H , ••• 

.L L-JA -:t H = ( t 111nea.~ fo~n of all aM and ~d ) , 

11 ~ = ~-J( tadralincor fonn or all a.io and t?~ ) , • • • 

1he1~ the a ' s and a ' a of d ~terent kc arc intor. ingl ed 

in eo.no definit e ay. In t ho ucual t heory, 111 io l inear 

1n ouch nat ural conotanto as the elementary c 

t he meoonic ohat•gc of a nncleon, bile n2 1o b111nenr 

in t hese i nt eraction conat nta, and eo on. The oer 1eB 

or ter.. B oi' 1ncreaa1ngly highe~ deg c c i n the a • s and 

(1. 7) 

( 1 . 8) 

( l . 9) 

can t h lG be rege ed as an cxnansion or H w1 th re epee t 

to the 1nt er·ot1on conotsnto. 

In the quentum thoery, t he field que.ntit ea are 

I•c l cad by q- ruun r qu nt1tico o eying non- oom tative 

abecbra, \7h1lc t he roar co-or-dinateo .:..• t are retained 

no c- rnunb 1' uant it1ea. .&.he 01 x-1ar tr nofonnat1on 

( 1. 6) car' e uned for - number ~ield <1 anti ties f(;! , t) 

and q- numlor ouricr amplitudes f (t) 7here the ~avc

veotors are retained l e ~ ao c-numbc~ quant ities. 

The alw and aka , t ~1ch o.re the l i nearly 1M.ependc nt 

eo: binationa of n.ll t 10 f ( t) nd f .( t), o1•e n q-.. 
ber quant ticc. T' e total nergy i ot t he oyot 
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namel 'I .h hole f1 ld in the fundamental cube - pl y 

t he ~ 
,.. 

of t he Ia.1ltontan. ~he ~un~t~ co 1t1ona 

bet~een t he a ' o and the o ' a arc dete~nine by the cond!t1on 

t at t ho q antw - echan col equations or ot1on in too 

He1sentc g representation, viz. 

tlo-u-
allould be f'o1•nally t he orur.e aaj~t ~ ob t 1ned from 

the field e~uBtions n the cl~Gaical t eo1~. (The 

ootorio , w"nen uo '71th a q- nw ber quantity, denote a 

the adjoint ). n the linear tr nofor.r~t on fra the 

(1. 10) 

f k a tk to t he a nd at;r 1 t 1 convenient t o 

i ntrodoo o a feotot-. i; - '/Z no that t e quant tu con:li t i om 

bet 1etm the a ' G ana. tne a ' a contain no longer /: , viz. 

of- * * *' a..ktr' Q.i;u / ~ aktcr-' t<~r = ~o- ~'o/ :r d.Ktlf"' ll<..., = o, 
+- ::t' 

tt-.ka- qk/tr' :r a~/6'/ ~~ = ~K' Jcr- <r- 1 

The+ oign (anti-ea tntion le ~s) ia uood only if lot h 

a~0 (or 1te 3djoint) a ak' a ' (or its adjo1nt) ara 

dot•1 vcd i'ran field quanti tics which tr nsform fol' tho 

Lorent z tranofor. t1on l a op noro. ~~e - a1gn (cam

.nutnt1on lat"m), on t he ot ber nd, 1a u e • t1cre at 

h~ one of t eee quant i ties s dcr 1vad f fie ld 

uant1tioa ich t_• nnfo .. f'o • f•t.e Lore t a trana~o . -:1 t ion . 
11 e te re (incl uding vecto and soa laro ) . 

Ae oonoeQuenceG or t ho ~uantum eo i t 1ons, the Q-

~or qu ntitica a a fo ' vax•ioua lW all c am: t e . 

:I.'lleir et.genvnlueo N ar e 1nde e ontly 0 , 1 , 2, •• • in t he 

(1. 11 ) 
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care of c nutation a 10 lleine used, or o and 1 in the 

case of anti- c nutation la o bo1ng ueod. Since o1 , 

a2 , o3 , Q and 11° of (1. 6) a~re linear c b1nat1ona of 

the c ting quanti ties aka aka ·11th c - num er ooeff1-

c1ente, they all commute. In ~act, Q o Q commute 

\71t he H .iltonian H, uhioh ,xpreaoea the conservation , 

aua of the total mo cntum and charge 1n quant theory. 

In the fol o t1ng , t he total r. o cntwn and cllor~e of t he 

oyst.o n 1111 be aestuned. to be kn un. 

After having obtc.1ne5. the quantum con1.1 torm 1n tho 

Heioonbe e I'CJ -•eaentat1on, 1 t ie pl'30t1oal to cha:ngo 

to t1e Sohroedinger ~ • • escntotion 1n n1ch all q- number 

quant1t1co nre represented by linear operators constant 

!I! , cnlled 

the o.ve fUnction, de3CI'i eo the quantum -..o;,.;o;..;.;..=. or the 

syotem and va.r1ea '1ith t · e nccordil'\!l to Gcllroedingcr' o 

t'avc equation in t · e* 

~~~ -:r Ii[ :::. fl !P :rbere !:P io short for ?/!{~er- ; f). ( 1-.12) 

*Ta~ t~ca~nent deccr1bed 1n the text 1o the ucual ohort-
cut we of e plying .icis •nberg end auli • o r ethod of 
uant ~at1on in the ·-roptleacntation. The com leto 

tr\::at ent '7h1ch includes alao t o 'l,Ue.ntum- schan1onl 
equnt1ona of tnotion in opaoe can easily e reduced to 
the a' ove e!.mple ti'catment (o:f'.Born end e (l ' 'l4) . 

n the complete treat: on1; • t .e ·;avo function!£'"( "'i.6'i ~) t) 
eat!~r eo t he wave e~unt1ona in t~e and a ace, 

_t 1jJ~6';J·fJ t; t 
i -()t =/I P(~;!.,f) J 7J~ Y.'{Afui3 t)-= tj 'P(~tr;!.• f.). 
f t e total rno.:nentw is ~. any _' , the c ,le t o 

treatment reduoea to t.lle s ."'>le · t . . ent b~· att1 

Y'(~~;!, t ) -= L -.vz. ei(f~ ~ /i ~(~d'"j t) . 
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he e iecn lues lllm ot akae for ll a adopted 

aa the urgw enta of ¥! on 1ch 11 ~ and aka 

ope1 te. For aet of ba aic functlono Bf 11 one 

can uae t e e ltaneous eig nfunot1on or 11 akaa • 

v1z. 
VJ(O)ft. J ) - 7r 7T r A/ 
J "V l 1v~ o-) - 1/ n~ ' ' (1. 15) 

.k ()'- Wtr /1. 

rllero n a.enotoe 1n short n oet of' qua.ntmn nwnbel'a 

[n!tcr} 11th all ku . Theoe functions, f ox:• all n , 

fo~n o cmnplete syst em or linea~ly independent ~unctions 

Of t he .~.i ' o, o a re or thonor• 1: 

( 1 ~~(o)J =2., J o)tN. )fcotJV: ) == Tr TT r1t m = S")L~ · ( 1. 14) 
, ... nv M n.. '1:. a" ltL kC' /(, a-- kr -<a-' 

~(!' 
Ae the zor~ rde~ approx~.nt1on, t i e conva ant t o 

int roduce a n i dea 1zcd ayat em, h1o s desor1 ed by 

t he s impl er HO! il t on1on HO , t1i t h t he aruno ~ and Q a e 

bef or e , oee ( . 6) . ~vidently . t e funct1onn (1.13) 

rot·.n a eet or e1geni'unot1o a :for t h1a i dealized ayct e. ,. 

Ho eo(OJ = E(ol uJ..o) G CJ, (o) = ;:_ <_t.<.tJJ ti y:a) == & <.f'-o) 
J )v n !~ ' _l J'llv :in. n., ' n, >t- >v 

, (•) O)/ ) 
where j';, 1a s hort 'for J~ ~ ~tr , wi t h t h e genva luea 

(1. 15) 

~:: (o) - ) ) £" h ~ - p. -L h ~> J.' ( 1 16) 
1.._ }• - .,.-J '-1 c:..~.... ;to- J .:,-,._ - f"L ~L '-'L"' = .:...JLJ e }1. /. • 

V ~ (!' "V - 'V (r - R_a"" j{{ ' 'V ,k. er- (t'" /( cr• 

eolu t 1on g;<.oJ, :3. ort for P{ J:}.t) of so •oedingcr• a 

:ave c a t 1on for t he i dealiz ed syat~ ia o1t .ple; t e 

goner l sol u tion bei ng a s a e r poci t i on of t he 

ot t1o r y- atate s ol llt 1o ~~ o) .11t a r l:1trar y constant s . 
~ 

~~J · s{o)t lt · 
-~ = 1-/o~(p) ~o) .=. i v >t. (t)(o ,1,. ' ( 1.17) 

~ ~t J ?t., d n... (a-, 
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e ecul1 r fo of the eig nv lues (1. 16) 

the u al inte pretation that , ~or the etat 

oh r et r1zod y the oet of quantum numb r 
' th r of the 1 ilithin the fundo-

ental cute, each quant ot the kind ko pooaesaing the 

cne~JY , the a cntwn piW' , a t he c. rge e
0 

• -
The index a oo .. 1noa the doecr1pt 1on or the ture of1 

t.1e quantum oleoti•on-1!...2, photon- ...l..::g, etc. ) with ita 

Op1n or1entat one (2s + 1 or1entat1ona for a quant um 

of op1n a) and electric chax:·ge (poo1t1ve, negati.ve 01~ 

neutral cco~ling to e0 = +o , - e, or o), hile t he 

, ind .x ,. deocl'i ee the mo entum ot the unntum (PJm=±~lS, -
1f 0 =± e, p = ~ ..£ if e0 c o) . l'he energy 

of t he uantw~, of the fol'lll +~hr + m;o• 
pooi t vo an independent of the opin orientation 

, i s 

of tho 

quant u and the directions or the m~ ontum or the 

quo.11tum. (It dcpendo, ho ,ever, on t o natu:Po of the 

" Q.uentum thrmgh the I•oct- onex•gy Jh.~c of t ho Q.uuntum). 

It follofla .t1)o:n th1c 1ntt I•ctation tl t, exoepting 

OOly the vacuum-~ otnte .1th all nka = 0, one onn 

nlso a ec ify the et ... te J'~o) by merely tho ore 

n1 , n2, •• nx of the quanta of various kinds (1, 2, • • K) 

mioh e lly occur ( 1. e. '\m f o for a c: 1, 2 , •• K) 9 

if at the ea~o t the a•e and t e ' a of t 1eae 

q nt ar 1vcn, s y u1, o2, •• aK and ~l ' • • ~A-l 

~ can then be 1nferi~ fr . the total moment um) . 

I ot be r~ em cred that the quanta of the system 

n° present an 1doalizat1on or the roal olernentacy 

part1oleo as oboorvcd in nature he la t ter ar e 
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deso1•1 ed by the rom11 ton1e.n fi , including the 1ntc otion 

tenoo u1' H2 • oto. ln theoc t o ne, 

occur in the simple combination a . a • 

I do not 

'l'ha effec t of 

a or~ o r ting one function of 11 tho l' e is , 

&part f'ram a .ericnl f ct.or depending on tho r ' a, to 

1norcaso or decrease the ar~ncnt N by un1 ty {the 

reaul t v-an1oheo if Hklt+ 1 O'l' N - 1 1 no longer an 

o1genv11lue ot• s.kaelw ). The etfoot or a or alto' 
c;,(o) 

opot'(; t11'>8 on o baa!c funotion J 7-v io thua to produce, 

... r t 10 rcaul t doeo not vanish, a :nu..'tl 1•1 o l 1 tiple ot 

a 1 bo.oic function 11ltoh cor· callonda to one ore or 

ono loao qua.nt m of the kind kO in the l\'t e t al cube. 

ram th o, the .. ffoct of ~1 • n2 , etc. on u f"anction of 

' o c n be deduced. 

Any state of affairs concernine t he el enta y partictee 

ie dcocr1led y a corrcGpo 1ng solution of then ve 

equation (1. 12 ) 1'01 .. Il , (no v ( .• 17) .. tl < , , nta) . In 
.tf rk.~ }f'&C~Uses } 

practioo, only ,.t;.tead~ effect c. _.re o .. uf.i ed, n eh aa the 

cx·oaa- Geo t 1ona for the collisions of the ele ento.1~y 

art1cleo, nfi lco their Geli'- enc1• iea. t encc, throa~hout 

at te) eolutiona of (1. 12} ore cono1dered. These are 

Of \C form 

!f == a.. (1. 18) 

er he a nnd tho E8 are t1e e1genfunct1o 3nd 

the e1gcnvalues of t he iltonian tl , 

H la.. == fa. ea.. ) (1.19) 
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/,() tz e .... re functiono of l th ' , t hey onn be 

rcao ' n.en no ali"ed, 11th the help of unit cy 

t nofo t1on or t he bae1c i'uncti ne ~)} . say 

t = f r::) r:· tPv 
Subst itute t . 1s into (1. 19) o develop /1 rt in t .e 

Laeia f r::!f • ~hen (l.l ) 1a t nef'Ol' 00 into t he 

ay tan of nlgeb 1e e~u tiona 

~(J~:·/1 fi:! J er:/ fa) -= C~r:! t J L~ ) 

cfJiry;:!) ~ oc~!ly;::_ ) 1' ~~!!1];:!) ~er:1n~:' t ... 

i th, according t o (1. 15) and (1. 14), 

, 0 /.) ) ·- S, C' (0 J ep,_ • I J~o: - ,- / 
J . ~ '"" - h ht., - )c..t , 

I 

The s~lut1on of (1. 21) can be aucccoo1vely appr ox ~tcd 

y the pertur a t ion oth."'-.:) . J uoir~G ( l . 23) os t he 

zo o- ordo1• apn1•ox1 tion. 

(1. 21) 

(1. 22) 

(1. 23) 

Fo1.~ phyoic 1 int r .Iwetat1on, . t 1a GO! ot1 .. ea conven1onf1 

toenalyr:e the st tionary- st. to solution (1. 18) of t e 

actual oyatem into a super oa1t1on of t e otat1onary

etate Bolutiona (1. 17) of the i dealized oystmn, nay 

( 1 . 24) 

· ith the coefficient (.:!~· !f'a ) rying with t .e. 

(!l~ . !Pa. ) = e > { E';!- t:.,,)t /f. (! .: -y.) 
(1. 25) 

Su otitute (1. 24) into chrocdi nger' s avo cqu tion 
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(1.12) an~ UGC (1.17). 

the y t ~ ~f rdinary d1 

en 1. 12) c tr nofo~ 

tiel eq atio 

into 

The pertl.trbat1on trcr-t 1cnt t'ol:l t o cuoeooo1 :e a roxi-

r t ion to th, aolu tion of ( l . J 

ation 1n of cou ·oe nnthel "'t1cnlly connected th tha 

2. D E • 1~ cy - the f'ailuro of the e ano1on method 

n order to ex_ lain the :fail ro of the ox ansion 

method, 1 t t 111 . cho\711 t t the un rtu ed ayotc. 

H0 io doveneratc. For this pose it 10 only 

necoo~ary to eo ider thp, at tos J~ pocoeso1ng e~ nl 

o genvaluce for the total o entwn g und equal eigcn

vcluea for the to~1l c~1a ,e , bccauoe t.e a• teo 

pooooso1 different e1 anvaluea f _ ond./o.. t ll 

i nto different non-co:nbini · clcceeo. 

•fhe v cut --1-e otntc, ~hich bolonea only to the 

cla o of ~oro t ot ·ntum zer total c ree, ie 

of c non-de'-'cnerote. .~e utos · ll1ch cor spond 

to but on 1 or quanta in the :f'undamcnt 1 cu c t.=l) 

s n1 a o1 only. Those ere in general 

spin- de e erate ( ean-\ng t t diffo~ nt states .1th 

d.iffctent spin oricntntions of the unnta cxiat and 

pooacsG precisely equ 1 eneVBY- valuee) ar¥1 can o 
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rt1t on into r • er or mut lly e elusive e o p 

Of rigorously d uOnevote t too. 

For the et teo J,1ch ro opec1f1cd by ~, n
2

, •• ~ ; 

' • • - K- 1 11th .. 2. 2, s1 o t he 

h' e can ry almost cont1nuoualy (n ly y units of 

L- 1), the enor y-valu~a fonn an l ont continuous 

spcotrwm for each Oleoificat1on of th 

uoh cix·ew Bt ancea , all the utatGa JZ 
n' o n a •o. In 

1 th C (o) lying 
Ju 

bet :aen E.(o>- 1 Ll ;: "~/ and lfr;J I J.. LJ.f.tc) con be an!d to 
~ ..z ,~ - ""' ~ 'Jt/ 

be a r xu t ly u QnB at 1t h roe. et to the cent ·al 

ctcte J!;! 1 thin the allo•J nee .Lle~ . or au:ff1-

01ently ltm c v lues of r .. , the allo~ a nee A E.r:/, ( h1oh 

1 l l ed t th 1 !. c L-.! o~ the a u aye r~e camp~r o e a ao n ;:, ~ 

denote t t v 0 1 

~ 
1o or is not lmoat de ,ou rat\ ... ·11th 

.. ea ect to y:} no c t t .. h tot 1 nw r or 
states co~t inod 1n the B!'OU. dcuo(o)n 1 ..., eosea ·11th 

L. 1J _•t her, 1 t is 1mpoas1 le o t1t1on the ctates 

of o t conti ~ a a ct1~wn n o n er of 

tu lly elusive grou s of lmost ri orouoly degenern o 

a tea. .In f c ... t e ero 1 degCoJn pa tly overlaps 

1 th tho gr p · dce(o) m 1f' m dcu (o} n) . 

T1o notut1on ae. 0)n y elso be used if the at te 
~(o/ bu 

...~ 11/ cox·!"es onda to t one ~1na o!' uu nta 1n the 

oubo =l) , then dl;l3CoJ m coi c1dea .1 th d<;.u ~ n 1.!' 
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m c derioJ • 01' a non ... l gun r-o tc sto. tc r ?t. ( , a g c)n 

(j, o) 
conaiota of only tho sta 1 "' itself. 

The c~enoracy oft e Gtrt of t.he un rtu · 

3yetc .. nO teunlly laya no ", > tor the i'irat- oroer 

'-0 ·If J. pert r bat! on, b o uoc ~ ou lly van1shoa f or 

m dee(o) • (Sine~ 1 iG tx•ilinoe · in the o era o1•s 

nka and a1 , {<.t: , r .t. ,' ~J} di f re rOi zoro only if 

nkO' c: • 1w ± 1 e1mu tnneo ~ol fo thl've :1ndc of quanta • 

t 10 o1.. r.Jhioh ere usually of t 1 c . natu1~o. Th .. n 1 t 

1G k i n 1 t1cally nposoi lo to EJ. t!efy t•la eo xrvat1o 

ls 1a of ot the ament~m l tto nergy). ~ c B 

the clcctroat t c 1ntcraot1on b~tle n D- rno •c f cld 

(or cl ct1--ono) nnd the long1tudinol :11•t of' c.X\ 111 o 

fiold or t c lon~itud~nal quant of Pern1(1932)) 1o. 

ho ·cvel~, cl:ccpt1onol . (Here tnc eo ::tna of' the 

lons1 c11 quon u vnn-t3lOG d nt CE.:-1 ·, both 

eo oc :'Vat_ 1 ... o c ... c et. _of~oo. o any a.oo re 

accll .. :'uCY !f lw .o= 1cntw. o JU ho oe the eno ·y o!' th..: 

l ong!. UC1!Iol qum. u oo co-'·nod io a '1 - u..rily Ol r ll) . 

But, _n • cooc, ao :!.t .. ill lO 

acgcncr:.cy 1' . e s t a. .,uo of {J • e 1 ~o frcv. 

t he aeco -o~ 0 • crtu~bat_o onua a. 

~e fc1l roof io . . oathod csn ne be 

C:.o. •• onot .. oat 

now. n e 

y applyin~ t te . ortant thoor~ well

·t -·~t1on hoory ford 00 r utC 

eyo ~ (c_ . Born, .. 

Sch r oed1f1Gor l92G) , o '!. 

f.'lic~ 1n t o ... o ~or ~a 1 · 

re JoJX.an( 1 ':!5)' 

(:93 )v:m • ·r), 

GOd 1. t1e c . -G1-

l'O.t.Jrooent a tion, ( l . 1 ) or ( 1. 21) . 
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I:f cane atate ... of the un a tur y tern re 

te, other r~oroaoly c on r tc or almost o , 

t hen th o1 cn1Unet1ona a o:r t a erturbed y t 

cannot t X!}l!llde straight o ly 1th ron ot to 

tho o tur t1on y o vmer ser1oa of tho fo ~. 

t:::% J f:) ,f ~ j_ + fa.~+- . .. } 

tthere t~ cent ino the f'1r•st o· or of the 1ntc cct1on 

conetant oo f otor 2 cont ino tho seoon4 ower of • e 
tl'le 1nte ction conotant as "' ~actol', and eo on. 

goot 'l"h1 n t eorem can ea oily l o pro by contrnd1 -

t1on, eG follo. • If the e. annion ( a . l) et·c p oas1lle, 

(1. 21) and (1.22) nho th:1t a. c ll l)o similu1•ly 

ex_ . so (1. 21 . ec~ ee; by ucine aloo (1. 23), 
t'~ l ~ r ... 1r\.. :~ ~~~r::_) + cr:B~J: .,. .. · .)l,l ' 

f l C.C , IbL]..,_ c_Ju,~) ,,_ 
-=. on.{. .,.. ,.. r,l- 't ~~ 

The z t• -o!. e r flP!'l"O:t1mnt!ton to ( 2. '. ie o'£ oouroe an 

1dont1 t:;, The firt t l' rox1 tion to ( 2. 2) then lcodn 

t o 

uh1ch e veo r1ao to he y 

C) • .1 t)r~ c.: for .f...E tl~ o; a__. . -I l, -
or tntc1• ot a c t o cnceo. 1) rt:/·11~}':1) =1: 0 for 

(2.1) 

(2. 2) 

(2. 3) 

(2.4) 

ne dez(oJa n :f= a . ncn 0 00 ition o~ ealub l y 

( 2. ) io not 2 t af:.ed, llenco t l() huo • 1 ... o p .. ov 

by oont "au1ot1on. ..L • s s ... e ea eo /lUll' ur. 1 ' a 

longitudinal Quant a of arb1tr.r11~ ll mo. 1cntum and 
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energy ro cancer • 
.I (D ;:: 0 fer n ... 

crone l o 1n qu~ntizod field 

theol"'ics. Tho cond1 t1on of aolu 11 · ty ( 2. ) 1o tllen 

Stlt1Gf1ed by 1 c: 0 0. 
a ' 

t o oolutio~ of ( .3) eiv o 

But t J en t he aeco .r· 1 ~t1on to (~.2} lcada toe 

but the £2.:!!iJJ:.i,g,n P.! . .;.;;;.:;.;:;:..;;;..: (z . '-) ~ .cly 

t hat , f'o:." r.. e de .. o) , t'1e .eft-hnnd-ci c of: (n,G) 

ohoulu be diagonal, is sctunllJ not ~ t1sfiet1. (I~ ~ ot• 

i'or n e deg(o) o and n ¥:- a, he l f't- 1 - oide f ( 2, G > 

1n ua Gl.ly calle• ~ho tr::r.aition . t 1% elc: ent tro. 

(r/n) .-.+ ... t"' <P (O) } t he s ate J ~ to t !l ... ~ ... .. .., J ?V , rcnce t c 

cxyansion (2. ~) f 1lc. 

Ao a col'..nequcnce, ( 2. 6) cannot l e uncc fo the or.lcu· 

lation o! ~~ by tt t i'f\'1 n a, even if' t'lc r ceu tt.nt 

GT- reac1on for the eclf-ener.~ .ere not d1vcr~ent. 

~~e ~~poasi 111ty of t he ez ans1on (2. 1 , tn t he 

enc ·y- roacntnt 1on L nlieo, ly (l.l8). th.r.t it 1 

11 0001 .. to e ~ the I-' a. in tle fo 

!fa. - ~ (o) i- pi. "!- 'j:..J <. r- ... - (\_ (. -<-

Icnoc, in the tL~o-ranre entntion, it 1a L~ os~! 1 to 

nt o r nt e t ho eyetc.. ( 1 . 26) or ci1fferontial equo.tiona 

(2. 5) 

(0. 6) 

(B. 7 ) 
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(t e - ast step bei e~octed by uci.) (~. 15 nnd (4. 25) 

og 1n, nit ~,r C) . Si~~c for lnree vnlueo of 1., the 

allo,7anoe Af!: oan be nndc tu~ 1 tx•a r1ly s 11, ( .~ . 24) 

BhO'iS that t l,.v .•J.ght - hand- aide of ( • 22) vanishes. T.te 
~<-) J 'l.- 'o u~e t hcpefor mutually ortho~onal . 

r x•cxn ( 4 . 9) , ( 4 . 10 ), ( 4 . 16) ond .•• 19 ) fol, o a loo 

(-1.). (<~.)} = :! f 6~-<- l,_p -iiiJ(~Co(~(o)),J ~~rb/S~)lo)fZ 
(_J tJv J'a 1 L l~) &,c~ r o a b ~ 1 1 J tt / 

I? £ale~ \., "\ b 
... ( o}f J A ,./ o I-

Ce., ~ut:~ 

== 
11 j~':!~e 6., - L1r~ et:-ei'1 }~ j"~j(~~ t4,~-s~y;_<•[t!)/ ~~et~ d~/ '4

• 
25 

J 

E:,Co)_ 1.JJt"-o) 
a.. .t ~ 

tha loot otep being effected by uG1. (.-. e) . I t ill 
.. 

bo aho n later, (5.15) ~ (5. 7), t t, for lnr e VBluea 

of' L, t he integral of ( . 25) can te neglected 1n 

ccxup r1son h un1 t y. er ce the J~~) • o are also 

nor lized. 
D,(o} 

It t e r ~ deglo) n c nt 1 no o er eta e .. r b 

for nich ( r,Co~/((~ l 'f(o)) =/= tJ t n the Gt to ~c.o; 
~ "' " -' lt. J~ 

itself, the eolut.1on of the aeoula" oblcm (4. 2) ie 
" ft. ~e&¥ tr1 v1al. t~a; .ely, 

' 
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~or the c l oulat1on of he o ~ey-v 1 ao by (4. 15) or 

( 4 . 26) , t diego 1 trix ole e t or K(JI can be 

cv luate aa foll~ a. Consider t e numcr tor of tho 

"!' 
~ 

(o) • of 

le ~ o a~.::cond ion c.'Utonds ove .... n argc 

vir 1 ~ 1eG1on o~ sa.e unnt ). For large values of 

1,, t c f rat oum. ._o or the or er of L - 3 nd c an be 

ncgleoted. in compariaor.. · i t h ho oecond 

independent of L. 

n1ch 1c 

(4. 28) 
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5. byn1o l inter 'et t1 n or the occul 1~ c 

bne1e tor the etate of t10 al at continuous opectrum 

~bnot~ob t e c1ge t1on J~~~ of the oecul r 

pro 1 .• y ( 3. 15) ' ( 4 . 1) , ( • 9) (4. 10) , 1t re de 

(,p~l = (I;( ol -r 6 t~ ~ (o)(- f - {rr~f c_foJ-t_(oJ) f " \r'-<~co \ ) 
Jtv J4- ~( j, r:. (o) t:Jo ~ 4-- /; 'J,L b ~./ (5. 1) 

6£ ~ o a., '"'a- - eh 

e phyaicnl interlH'eteti""n '>f thia particular oupel~

tion of t he et tea :/Jo) of the olmoet oontinuoua 

o eotrum (b de~) ~) can LCGt bo explained 1n the 

lant~unge o. uovc I.cohan1os. In ve mechanioa, e eh 

state <tt o) of the idealize oyste2 correspond to 
.J j, 

a • ovo propagation 1n the oon.fig1.u• t1on e ce of the 

QUant , t e ~regucnoy of th 1avo pro aga ion being 

r~1ven by £.~o}// ~ • Tb.e Ottporpos1t1on (5. 1 ) then 

I' rcoont... e c!l of' nave props ~o.tioY'la, lhioh 1e 

ea posed mninly of an i ncident :avn J:! suppor ted by 

tho approp1•iato e,.g· tte;:ed 1avoa Jjo) of approxi tcl:T 

he aamc frequenc~' t e ru. l1 tudc.. :_to) st<'J~~)) ) (I ~ .:t J 
o each soatter d .nve 

aot ... on { r,foJ. K(~ / c,oCo; 
le. J J I 

accordance 1 th ( 4. lcl). 

e1ng de ter.n1ned by tho inter

( c 1-J ) amone 11 tho t1aveo in 
) 

This 1ntc pretation ie oug-

cot , in t . e o ocial oaao • ere 11 t e et tea ~ta; 

cona der corroopond to only t o articles 1n t e 

fu n nl cu e, by a cam . . 1Gon 1th t o f~il1ar 

lava- . eo n1co.l t.teor-y or nt !c collisions. ol' 

exar l o, let t e reot oa o:t: one of the _ rt1clo be 

pr otioally infinite f_xod ccntor) , and let the sides 

L of the :f'und . ental oul c te 1 to 1 in1 t y. Bocauoe cf 
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~(-?} 
the inter ct1on, the at t1onary-state solution J~ 

1e of the fo~n (of. ott n4 esey (l9S5) C p. II), 

- t ~~ k. r S (.a tp + r- e ea. VJ , 1 

for large values of tho diatano r fra~ the fixed 

centar! In this part1calnr c oe, D1r o (1935, p.l99) 

t~e ohottn, by n direct Fourier tr nsfo tion, t t the 

eonttered ,,avo r--t e i 4.. ,._ S (~J) can e resolved as fl 

super osition of ave propngat one 

-- ,:-k · -re -6 -

by . oens ot the pa •ticular combination or 1~ c' a delta 

function and the :pr1nc1pl valued rt,oip rooal f'unct1(')n 

a given by the ex.vreoa1on \71th1n th.e bracea or (5. 1 ) . 

J.n o~Jor to aho tha~ tho abovo 1nte~ etetion is 

valid 1n the general case, 1t 1s convenient to ork in 

t he t tmo- re. rooentation. y (4. 1) and (3. 37), t he 

eeculnr pro~lam (3. 42) 
...~,_ ,/ ~(o~ ,.(.J!) 

..... '1 ;J:' e :t:: q_ 

L\ - d_f 

='=c 
't~ 

rends, for r = 2 , 

j~ 41(0~ 

( ) f.({-J .. )~ -- J/(Z) _ fl 0. lh.Cl'C , l>y 3. 2 , pl {\ 

+ 

(5. 2) 

(6. 3) 

(5. 4} 

*:J:hie holda onl y 1~0~ t he regular esse. In the oaee o"f 
Codo.'n 1nte otion, the pheoe of t!\e incident uave hes 
to e modified according to Got'don (cf. tott nd oae:r 
(193") 0 1 • III). Ey a F~ ricr tr naror. ion, 1t 1o 
easily seen t t such conpl1oa.t1on d e to the long 
r e or t h. Coul intc cct- ou o coJmeoted ·.11th 

c .u' o longit 41nal uonta of ar 1trarily o 11 ene~J 
a moment . • I o r..ention 1n tlle beeinni or t .. e 
lnat Gection, ouch co: r>l1ont1on will not be conoid.ered 
in th1o pa e '• 
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The eoy.u tot1onl oolution 
. ( 7i 

g 1 von by · • 9) an/.1 ( 4 . 10) ncm ooumao the to . 

01 10 quivalcnt to that 

(5. 5) 

' ( E.Co) E.CJ.> ) t I f; 
if(o) . ;tC2) ) =.. e, '\.. a.. - Q., I 1

t. 

~ ~ , 
~ E. (o_L Ef~J) C /t: i ( t:(ol cCol) t /t 

{ f6c~, Sfl.J' :_) , 
I •J • 6 

f'~). ~c~ .:- e ~ a. ~ J 4 __::_ 1 
P /:...(o ~ t_ ( ol 

q, v 

11hich e t'e v l i d only for tho :fol l ov 1~. t 

ro · t 

J. >> t >> L t 
~ ~J :-{o} t:_ ( bl 

(J a.. J ~./; ... ~ 
I 

c ot values 

ere, t e lo~e1• bound -or t io or th ordet• or L / c 
" 

a t ho condition -t >> ~ / 1c i o of' eo _ a nt.ceaoa~ in 

order t h t the oca ... tOl"'Od ' nve 1' uoheo . ~~ ot tionnry 

state. The u per bou.r.d f or 't i s nooeos1 ted by the 

deoaj of t v , l itade of t e 1 oident uave, t he decay 

C0~ntnnt ~(~} being rclut~\ to the ·inary part or 
E:, C::, oa f t,."'.lO\m ( com.L a ( 5. 5) ). 

{~J "' I ~: {.J)) r: -::: -T ~- ~ 

(5. 7) 

= .;r a). [ L f.pl/t_o)J .K(~(/)(0) ~(11))) p(6Je,o'JI orl--<o)J ·S.t.)(t,(oteoJ)!} 
-~; AJ .. l/A t Q/' J 5 .._tt./ r e}..L <{,. v er·"' / ' A (t, J < 5. a> 

MA j L'f. /5)) 

~ L , o t o • t 't o s_co ·s'<- ,..,(oJ,c'o') )/Z ~ +. t.:,) • 
{ B'!A 13 a. I 8 a. ., A o1..J) cl 

1noc p o)(c c.oJ) c • .. a.i. a fnotor t 3 , and. , !'ox• B :/: 11 , 

1/ L3 .t, ;~ f ~o £-;i· ·Jno .::~ c ont aina a f notor L -6 • 5. 8 ) aho a 

t. , t !;_(~) ccJ ... t .... ~ a a :foetor L -~. .~.he u .. er bound 

for t cont a ins t .le!'efor c a f ac t or 3 ' . or 1 _ e v 1ueo 

of , (5. 7) oan e ant 1of1cd 71t out d1f£1cu ty (eay, 

by l c tt1 t contain a fact or L2). 



J:hO ool tion ( 5. 6) and ( 5. 6) in t 10 t1m - epz·co nt ilon 

can be vcr1fled directly by eubot1tut1ng the solution 

into (5. 4). For o c a, (5. 4) than eco oo, (the 

c rnon facto I· ex!) i{. ~~o)- C.~) C /t o1ng oved 

throughout) 

f: (.J.j- t:: Lo) = (_ (p ( o) . K (~) .2. (p (o + 
..... 11<. Ca.. ja. j a. 

u .. ( ~·~K{J/ <•il t- e;,{c<;}-€1
1
Jt;j/; (v.C·~l~J (•J) (5.9) 

L, ftZ ]J, / ~(o) £_ (ol J b J Ov • 
J£~Co)ct lt. - 6 

Tho n ·~ cnn e tronsfo~.o by (.e) into an 1nte0 ,al~ 

wh1oh CP then e cval ated by the follotiog tor. 1la 

£~'+ jLJc~' ~~~(O -c~~Jt lt 
J t- e tt. f{_eroVdccf)J = -'1-·Tt-f'lcj, . lo) 

.1: (o, . r- Co) b £ a,. • 
c(·~ .L IJE{oj c... - c h 

t<- .t A. I' ( J} l: Co) 
( 6 . 10) holds fOI' o.ey OOllt1flUOaO function r{f / Of Cb 

orul tor c.ey '1 \r ... r1ly a.Mll ull ~a nee L) f:. eo) , .. ov1dcd 
0,... 

t t t r t!et e1 ~u. l) c.nd honce i L\£~) / /; > 
/./.(CJ0 £~'} /fv / >>.1 / {bt~(o~ J Jft<}. 1' ~0 (5. 9) 

c;ivca the anme ex _•eaaion as (4.15 ) fo • C~ • Fur th9!.", 

f'or c '=f o., ( 5 . 4) beco;. eo, by diff'orer~tie. t1ng ( 5. 6), 

( c(-1)- c {6/ J { :f{o! f (-?-}) -1- i { £. ~)_ t:/-~1 ) t /t ( ~ 0. s <.) (o}) 
Q.. a_ / <- ~ e ':j c J({, 

• ( £•) (t>l)t !l 
~-= (~ o. <r.<;z. (o(o (t."o.l.Z I ., e cr. -c.a. "(o)'/~) (r~)'.P~r.~c1 . 11) 

_.... c, ~ tt. fc • J~ a et-

•. ' {. (o1 {o) \1 /L 
t, 7- Ec - et /&~~ L v~, ~<.) (o)} f(o~ _ia,)} 

( • J ] ~ j J b ll, , £ tt. 

{_ c £. ~<•)Q.. / c jztL J. 
To e cone1otent 1 th t he .. ro.x1.ma t1on do bovc 

(~ollow1 (5. 17)) 1n t •e dcriv t1on of t~o metr ~ 

ela onta for the sec lar ;po •tur ation, ar d by using 



)I'OX t :1 

~ C:f.tL , I~ 

c £ 

t he l cot otep bo1ng e~rocted by uoi ( . 16) , oco1ns 

t hat, .for c f: o, ( !/1t · £ ~) oontoina 1 e dy tho 

faotor (J~oJ .. sc~J.J~J) Tih1oh 1o or the 0 1 er of L- 3. 

ot r ot ( 5. 12) f'oo.n (6 •. 1), introduce ( 5. 5) and 

or rei ove t ho c 1on faotor e .. i{€("1
- c :~}_) t / z£-

< '<.. t J 

thr·O'.l lout . By sing (4.6 ) n4 (5.10) , h a l'eeult 

U (o~ s(-l} Cc)) := ( Jfo'. )( (J)J (r>)) -1-' 

(6. 12) 

r 1~ t A 

C tt, i E.,fo}_ e,t»Jt /f (5. 13) 
J L J c ({J(D~ K..(.l}J c l 1 - e. tZ 'j vfe! s~) (~ ) 

j ~(o) J c b E (oj _ f:. (o1 l;J fA- 1 

E. -·a ~ ~ ~, 6_ r e&p., tt , c 77tt ) 
1a eae l y seen to be t he sam as . 13) . uif t c 

ool tio• (&. 5) and (5. G) i s ve~ifted ·tor the x ngo 

( r • 'l) ot val tea of t.. 

he solutio. (J.5) and (5.6) a t•o connoctod with the 

aolut1on ( 4. ) and (4. 10 ) by (3.39) , t hat i o 

( l co'. i (~J) = e-i(t<•'- L~ ) t /i ( f •l j"(<l) 
(.. 't c I(, 

~onco, f or t he r ange (5. 7) of v l u 

cont aini n f ctor L2 , s y) 

of t, or for t 

(5.14) 

/ (5. 15 ) 
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ith t he holp of (5. 15) , t o i ntc .,rel or (4. 26) con bo 

evaluated y tto fo ala 

0 

nhio 1o va lid urvlor t e Gtll .. c cond1 tiono as thos e 1'o1• 

6. 10) . y (5. 8) ond (G. ) . the non 11z t ion condi

t ion (4. 25 ) of t he J~ 1a e oily vo!'1f $od for 

large v 1 ea ot L, 

Stt•1otly G c ... . 1 
,:r..(«-) 

, f or finit e v .. l uea of L, :t:: a.....-

r rcnonto a q~asi-otatio ~Y a t c of t he aeo~lar 

p oblc. . It cnn be ·o~roocntOd by a pr olabilit y 

d1etr1lJ 1t 1on ove r t e ota.t onn.ry ot teo tjo} of t 1e 

1deal1zod ayst~., na .ol y , by (6. 5) and (5. 6) , 
y-t-l) L 

(5 .17) 

/1~'f. oJ. p(~) / .l ~ -d .q,. [;- J t ' (.J) ~ 
A .r a., <t. e tJ a, , < 6 . 1a ) 

' l:(o+L.(j ,.(o) 
"-a. .;, c:;t • € (o!_ el.o~ t /f. 

~ I. ico. -p~ JfZ--=-T f 1- a. 6_:_jz.l(rcoceo~. f.zJt/fc<:j '?.co)ecov deo' o)a!' /) I J e_ (o) - c 'o' /'18 " JA a. I a 619 ) b 
& . s(o_ t,!jeol . w b ,( • 

p..~ £t 

~ M p-0 C(o)} /(~rtc'D)\ •sc~; 0 Go·'}/ z_, Is ¥ A-) 
1; r 13 ""~- I { J13 A../ A <{ / I 1 

._ .1 

l i Ch oro V l i d only fo~ t e r-.... r 'V '. fi , r/) of V lues Of 

t . J.o 1 1cat ed by eg~>a , 5. 1 ) s vea t 1e tot al 
:n lr-1 

o o i 1t y over all atnt~~ L ' t1t h1n an arhitr n-
P 

" r LO .1" (o) r 1ly ;u.1ll ollonanee <-.1 ~ a round c 1h1oh · 11 
...... 4(., £t,. 

aonto~ to t o otailca apca1t1cat 1on B. By d1frercn

t 1o.ti on tt1 t h respec t t o t, i t i o see.\ ... ~t t e r <; t e of 

decay {no.moly yC-2) ) of /( :ECr).p(<-) }Y ~ J.alo, by ( 5 . a ) • 
/} ().., • ' a;, 4., ; , 
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t e e of the rate of' gl•(YI.th (oay r(~-~) ) f'ot• all 
to) BA a.. 

g rou a dogB a , .19 )} 

~· . ~ £:<'') = F r ;' t!;') rJ:cc . . (~j~· c~·v r ) B ;6 A)_ ( 5. 19) 

de f'o • t e <l aa1- otat 1o cy. 

sustem 

I (jJ ~ (.! 'l.f ~ .(,) l 
.,... c ·I c ( ; c . ~ 'l · ( 5. 20) 

he proba 1l 1ty distribution over t he otatio r y ctateo 

or the idc l1~cd syotom no· cxtende to ctatos of quite 

differ nt cner y- v lueo, c t deg 0>a , (see {3. 2~) and 

( 5. 2'1)) , nhich hooevcr doe a not gro· 11th ti.l o. I or 

o do:;-·0) a , (S. ~9) ohcna, t1ith t e alp of (3 .. ... 2) , t hat 

1G i ndependent of , 

f or c ; deg(o a a nd I o r: e. io 

of t he ordes. of L- .3. ('l:hio 1et1nct1on :.t.O air 1l nr t o 

\"Jhat has een d-eeuaeed nbove i n connection uit the 

d aaonal ve euo t ho non- dingo 1 1 trix olCl ente or 

f((~ ) . lence f or la1~c val en or L, 

(
c ~ -1~ (~'X(,f~ /ltf"_~)} 

f. (o CZ)\~~ _ { _ 2.., -1 ~· J' LJ. 6. tt _j ~~ 0 • ~(~} )/~ 
flpc, . ptt,J -~/ I ~;: /ol E=(oJ)~ )~~~ C. ..._~}{ 

h £ l&a{() a., I..... a. - b ) (5. 22) 

c. £ ~Co} "-- ) ' 

'\'lh ich allows thnt t e var intion in ti! e of t c •clat1ve 
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!f.>ic.o'. *ill c:)JII~ ro a 111t1eo (~ ~ ~ 1 ~or c dogCo) n ia the 

, on the o e hnntl, fr 

the t1oorot Cl. ,int of viou, one JaY r ga t e 

n o_e ~1eld ( o ud · t o 1 ltC~ ctio ) w1th1n t e 

tal cu o ao o echon1cnl system, the eta t of 

affo1ro 71th1n Which o dcocr1 ad by the nuao1-
wC<J stntio ry otate .;_-~ • On t e other • f the 

ex>eri ental point of v1o , t e fund JOntal o , o 

r cprooont.o roughly tho •ce1on ot s~ aco r~,o o dif:te ent 

elo .ont ary part c!ee collide, ahilo o to de this o~ion 

t e nte1•act1on li !a:J o ne..;leot d and ao tho f'rec 

by th otion of theoe n t~cloo nro doocr1 

at. tiollllry Btates P:' . The abovo l ysis of the 

vo1•1nt1on in ti."l!O of' t he pro ab111ty d1atl'1but1on 

I / ff.lO. .!:J ~) I <- ,.. 0 a t •nt ~ (~) 1 ~ ' .... ~ ~ ::t: tt- ~ay be sed 1nate d or 
Y! Cl) fot"' the dcacr1pt1on of' enc collision prolle s . 

a.. 
hio Jurtif'iee the pl~o!oal inter retnt1on or t he 

(p (<.) 
aeoular oigonf motions J tt.. statel in t e be~inni ~ 

of "hio aoot1on. •he t;,tJ.) (£;"J ot ( 6. 19) thus gives 
BA 

t~ e trana t1on p ~lPbilit1eo per un t t ~o f or the 

tr no1t1on fran J;_o' (o) 
to tlle group degB a. The 

t 1•ana1 tion prnt: abi.-. ties can e conv 1-ted to the 

croao- oeot1ono 1n t e usual y, ~ 1ch 111 t hen e 

1ndepc cnt of • 

ln r otico. t e calculat on of t e c ooG- soc 1ono 

for ooll1s1on ro le G involvoa· t he sol t1on of t1e 

syateJ of nt .;gr 1 c uat1ontJ t . 13) . 1hese nter:; ·al 

equations vo ali"Cady l een o t a1ned 1ndcpe ontly by 

lo1tlor (19 l) o r'ld t 1laon (lu· 1), ut t e 1r derivation 
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did not ola1m t o be t e tic lly rieorouo, nor s 

t1o d1vore;cnoc 4!1ff1c-tJ.lty r ov • (1n foot, they uoed 

the ox9a ion r .othod 1hich oo no clear d1ot1not1on 

1 o tweon the occ1.1la a t e non-o ou or o •t u . at1on 

and 1o, as e1o·~n in 2, bou to tail). ioitl r (1941) 

has also oh , by a corn orison th clnooic 1 

elect~ y 1ca in the opecial c eo or t o non-rclat1v-

1at1c scatter1 · or light by n electron, that the 

croos- aectiono calcul tcd y (5.19) and. (4. 15) inclucloa 

tho e:t!'ect duo to the r act on of the radiation (to tbe 

f1rot order only), \7111 o t ltlt calculated by the usual 

ex anoion ... et od c rreapo e to t e ... lcct1on of t ll1a 

e1'fect. '.Lh1a f'i ends to a conventent interpret

ation or tho aeoulat• cha ge of noia for the ~teteo or 

l~oot 1n the present tr a t ent or 
coll a on roble s by the e hod or secular ertu ation. 

y, by the secular eha .e or ao1a, tlhioll hoe to e 

dono 1 homat1oally, one t .eo account of' the "Cacti on 

or t ho o.diat1on. The r .ethod or oec 1lar pe1')turbation 

can be continued to highe1• ppr :Luo 1one, involving 

saccesa1 ve seculox· c a e of bards. y oo ddting, one 

n .os account of the- diat-on re ct1on of hi· o~ 

or or. Si: ilar nt ezrpx•oto.t1on can also e g1 VGn to the 

occular chu e of oeia o.f tho atat a ot: the al! oet 

oontinu o G 7h .... re o eh otateo not only os 

1nte~ 1atc states. 

' 
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G. T'lle ffeots of the radiation t•c et ion - f1n1 te 

oolt-cnerg1eo nnd or ao- o otiona 

It 1ill be ahown in th1o aact1on that th tGual 

dive goncc difficulty uutcx. 1cally d aap a~ f the 

1nt r otion 1a treated by the ethod ot aeoula e turh

nt1on. 'or ou 11c1ty, this n1ll be d onatratod by 

1enna or an exo.-n,Ple, rtaich deal a \71th. the 1ntcn•· otil'l.n 

bet oen t ho eaon field and the nuolecm t1cld. ( A 

nucleon 10 eit er n nc~tron or a rot~.~ 

Suppooc the t otal charge of t he oyat~e 1 l a +e, A nd 

c t ot l o ent t or t 1e eyatGJ vanie ea. Let 1-.,(o) 
-p 

at te uhich corrceponda to a prot on- 1 e 

ontUJ nb 1'0Bt 1n tho fund .ent 1 cube; let j~0 \ 

etato .h1ch corr·e ona.o to a eson-l_ .. 

r &e • e, and o: ent £a , together with 

onoutron-11 e quanttun of 0 ual but opposit e nent 

The enet•gy- v l ues of .heae s t ates are 

iher o -nv f J ">11N and n,M ienote the :r•ost GGOO Of 

the proton-11 ~e , neutron- like , and rneoon- 11ke ua t a 

respectively. 10r o1mplic1ty, aaowne "'nt.p = m..N 
L eh is r otioally 1nf1n1tc, and n lect the 

de endcnce or t he t~ >: o e ento { jpJ · H 1 J;::) 
on t he op1n or1entat1ons o t e d1. ct1ona of the 

t.Ol enta ot tllc q: anta , eo 

(6. 1) 
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I 

1 1oh all de end only on the enJrgy 
3 

of the cson-

11 o quant • ith t h is a~l1fic t1on, the ~ernel 

C, w 
I 

lite density r!J")( t:.~) of' ota teo 1o given by 

p (o) f (oJ} ~ L J C -.t ~ -J .-/, t J.Q 
B - a.- r~ ~ 8 

•1. ere t! 12.
8 

donoteo an ol o .ent of ool d a ngle a.t•ound 

t he direction of" the m ~ont ~ o£ the oson- 11.o quantum 

(aay). ~hO GOlut1on ot {~.15 ) iG t JCn t r Vial, , 

,( E~) 

1 + i rr-k · E. a,) f ( t.a.,) 

w1th 

(6. 2) 

(6. 3) 

(6. 4) 

(6.5) 

! LE. ) = ~ fl'o e:~ I -== ~ J c - ~ f ·J .J E. -rlr. (G. G) 
IV 13 I B "V /a... ({; 

~ne tr 1 s1 t1on p x- o.b111ty ( 5. 19 ) for t e ocatteri of 

o o of enerzy c 6 by o nucleon is, 11 (G. 5) , 

Jb1oh d1fferc fran t e sual ex ·caa1on given by the 

ex anoion ethod, na.ely 

(6. 7) 
) 
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J:rr'f 0 E.r;') r ~E •. / ~:r~· to~~r' ~ 2/1-r~) E~J[ K Eq y ~ 
18 /3¥-A 

by the f.'ootor {t '".ir I((E._)(ff ,.) l} -l . In the usunl 

(6. 8 ) 

oon 'theory, fox• lnt~0e val eo of 
9

, one o ( oc 

oaning ' var1oo no 'j e den t1ng t he 1nte ct1on conBta~t ) · 
3 .L 

He•"') o.: {£ J E~ oo K. E~Jfd = t· .;; (G. 9J 

by (G.G) a {6. 6) . i'he effect of t e radiati on 

re et on., a.o 1nd1oated by the appcaranee of the factor 

[1· :IIJ((tJfE.~J)~ } - 1 
in (6 . 7) , ie thuo a 

eduction of tllo Ol•oea-aoot1o s for the sea tte ,.1ng of 

meoona ut 1 uh energies of the meoons. (For more 

accurate caloulat1onG of t o ooatterins croaa-ee~t1o , 

oce o{t94a ), le t l er and e ( l 45) , 3 a."ld I nU eh 

(1 4 )• but t he I~Gllto a qucl1t tively a~1lar o 

(6. 7) d.ooueo above. The ofreot of t he •ad1ot1on 

reaction mal~ea t he cr ooa- oect1ona o fe ·1 lm m red t1mos 

a ~llor and 1B favoured y c ar1aon ~itb e~o r ~ente 

on t he ocstt er 1ng of coSJ 1c-ray meoona by atomic nuclei 

( lleitl er ond )e.,.. (1 42) ) . 

Conoide.' n0\7 the se!t- cnorgy of a roton, 1hlch, tor 

the second p rox~Jat1on, s civen by (cf. (~ . 2B)) 

:o~r 1 ( o. 2 ), { 6 . b) 'Lnd (G. G) foll o .a 
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(6. 11) 

) 

I 
(6.12) 

l'h1a diffct• ft• t he exor eaion( 7h1oh is usually t n re~ 

to c the eelf- enerdY 1n t he ex_pans1on . et 1 ' ~ 

~ 1 \ =f KCi ) t" ) t{f'l 
/ ( J' (' · H 1 'f~) 1 <- J !)::) / 11 0::.-) /z w, 11 (.. ~ "-

2- ? - -- -= - - p(i(J.)c!t.a_' 
a.. .c o) _ E. LO -<., l Q. { J.. ( G. l3} 

f Q.. ~f\1 c 

aga:J.n by the factor 1 +[1t-'/((E~}fLE.tt) },?;} -1.. in tho 

1ntegr · nd. T 1c 1·nctor orisuc fro.i 1 t he secular change 
• 

of bao1s of t he into~ ed1ate etet ea, and ma1 be inter

pretod e t ho effect or diati on r action. or t e 

uoual eaon t1oory, by ( . l)~ t e i ntegr 1 (6. 12) ~or 
L!<.c. JO(J ~ 

the seU'- e y oonve1•eeo J.ntct ~o et od of ceoular 
~ ~ 

crturbat1on, whil e the 1nte · 1 (G . l3) d1yer-es li*e f l z it Uv 
"' a 

t he ox~ono1on .eth • The mnth tioal oric1n of the 

divor·ono d1f£1culty nrioos fran t he fact tl~t t he 



rao tol' { L t- [ 7r KU ,.) fU·"' i Y- } -i , though 1 t oow ea 

t he v lue nity f or van1oh1ng 1nt ernot1on (g c 0) , 

cannot e ox and~ aa a . .'oner acriea in t 1e intor· otion 

constant g for ~1!: valuoa or & u· 

For the calculation or t he oroso- sect1onn fot• the 

ac ttcr1 of eaono by a olcon to t e f o rth a proT~-

rnat ion, say, t ha fourth-ox'llor eecu r pe tu bation 

(fc'~'K('I-r~o) 
1 

(c£r11f2)J l oan be der i ved 1 ~ mlyi Tl(j t llo 

ex 3no1on method 1n t ho baoie /Ji'f)} and t hon chanei ng 

the booi a, coy t o j Jio)} . (Cor .. , r~ (3. 25 ) end (3. 55) 

f or nn 1 luotr t 1on). ~ e non- :\.agonal elez. ent of' J{'f} 

contains in pa1•t:1cu1nr t 10 own (n"tt,; t t, for t he non-
(¥-' .(.1 

dc..,cncr te ot~te c , J J ~ J = J~oJ ) 
"cfo/.H~:fr.oJ) ~ ( 'f.o).H1. J(~)V(tf.:t(1)) ~ ( L'l-).r_oJl('!_Co!t(J.<f.(o)) c~(o· t/J10Y 

L L c Pa.£(1A/~,j,' P a.A. a;___!_~'t"dtJ.lJ,'fP, c.t l c' p f (G. l 4) 

f/[ J;fi1j, ~:- (4} _ ~ (~} ~ (~) ~ -1 1 ) c I~(<} t:> f<i.) ) I ) 
~ rl c j, E.. 'p c. t -~ l.. 6 - c p c :I p 

ln t he ex or s 1on et , the aecule.r change of haair i.l 

the num r s tor :is neglect (oleo f2(o) i · uoed _or ,e a; 
~ a_., 

wh oh ia not aor 1o a), resul ting o divcreent e r r~ ·~ 

In t e ct hod oi" secular ertur e.tion. t he non-d1ogo i.al 

ele~ente (6. 14) nre needed for the deter. i tion of t he 
( 'f-

Beoular eigenf' tion ... J a...- i'or t o t'o~u·th ppl"OX1 t1 n, 

o f or t i "' •' " !l(> , \ . • 14) y o r ';;. " t c ·• 

'CJ.:} ~:xo) \ 6 et o· H1!l~Xr.(fJ!· fL~)) 6 ( ~(~~ J :>)('f.~),Hly<o )(~(.o! H i.~LO) 
L -0c H r II!E"'J'b' r a; et_!_ <'ui'J'''b' }; - < ( l' !!. J - ) 

b'i: Ju.l~J b ~~./.I- tp(~l) e.-- -~~)) {E)~'- E: ~t.)) (c. * J ) • ( 6 . 15} 
d .._b 1 O I / 

T le p r -.1 . t1on consists t x•ep ac1n.s ~ :) by of-{.' 
'--~ ~~~ r. rl5.v ~ wV ~ p JJ' 

7h1ch oort ~ onda to/~uc .d alove tr~n ( ~ . 4) to (4. 5) 

1n the cnoe of t he oeco a_ prox:il tion. 1 ecnuae or 
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the c feet due to t e eecul r cha e of bae1e fro ~(~ 
}a..l 

t 
(p( .ZJ 

o Jb t for tho 1nte~. 1ate otate~, (G. lS), like 

( 6. 12) , convor on. Ho nee { J{'l. }( (" 1 J1)! c, 2. ~<Jb; e,o f,) 
1a of ound v r1 tion, ~ t he e~n~to 1onl oolution 

of the secul ar roble can e o tain ~11 rl • The 

t r ,nsition pr o ob111t1oe J:(~t&Jcnn o calculate fr~~ 
l3A a. 

t llc c rrea 0 1n.g ~Jbo! s(lfJ r:o)).) (fi~~J. a, ( : ~ 1thout 

nny d1vore;enco dif'..~~ ... c 1 t y. 

The oclf- enex• y fot""~ the fourt h ap roxi nation c n t hen 

e c le-~late wit the help ot Jt~) f"-}~o) J, (iE J1i .> b F aJ. 

I 11ah to ex ~ s o my great indcbtneec t o a nd 

llaUc (1944 ) . \ ithoat t ne r ne:1 der1v tion of Heitl e_•'o 

nd \ 1l con' n integral equnt ono in the energy- represent

a t1on 11th t l le help of Di r ac' o delta f unction oa.'tlb1ned 

~1th t he pr1ne1_le-~ lued rec1p~ocal ~ tion, the 

nyata:n ot almoat continuous o eot1~ 

o o d1f.f1cul t . 

1ould htlvo b en 

am lso ver y much obliged to r of cooor ax or~ 

f or hia cont1 ~ous encou1~gement. 
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Anomalous Scattering of Mesons 
\V. IIEITI.ER AND 11. \V. PENG 

Dubli11 !lrslilutc for At/vallcctl Studies, Dub/ill hda1u/ 
l'vlay 22, 1942 

I N two recent papers in this journal Code and Shutt1 

have described measurements of the anomalous scatter
ing of mcsons clue to their interaction with nuclear par
ticles. The cross section obtained was of the order of 
magnitude of 0.6 X 10-27 cm2 per nuclear particle, for a 
selected sample of mesons having an average energy of 
0.8X 109 cv in Code's measurements. The energy was not 
measured in Shutt's experiment. \Ve wish to point out that 
these results like previous measurements by \Vilson2 arc in 
reasonable agreement with the mcson theory of nuclear 
forces if we assume a spin . 1 or 0 (pscucloscalar mcsons) 
for the mcson. \Vc need not make any further ad hoc 
assumptions. The apparent discrepancy of earlier calcula
tions3 with the experiments is clue to the fact that the usual 
expansion method, under the assumption that the mcson
nuclcus interaction is small, breaks down at high energies. 
The reason is that the coupling of the meson with the 
charge and spin degrees of f rceclom of the nuclear particles 
becomes increasingly strong at high encrgies. 4 It has now 
been shown by \Vilson and by one of us5 that a more exact 
quantum mechanical treatment of the scattering problem 
is possible which difTers from the usual expansion method 
essentially by the inclusion of damping. The cross section 
thus obtained is in units of 

(fz./ p.c) 2 = 5 X 10-26 cm2 (p. = meson mass) 

where p, e are the momentum and energy of the meson in 
units of the rest energy p.c2, and g, j, f' are the ordinary 
coupling constants for longitudinal, transverse, and pseudo
scalar mesons, divided by (he) i. (The primary mcson is 
assumed to be pseudoscalar.) Some of these constants 
may be zero, but we believe that the best account of all 
experimental facts is obtained if they are all different from 
zero. All three arc then of the order of magnitude g2 r .... p 
"-'f'2 rv1 /10. For energies of 0.8 X 109 cv u becomes of the 
order of magnitude of 1.8 X 10-27 cm2 which-in view of 
the scanty experimental material and our insufficient 
knowledge of the constants g, J, !'-may be considered as 
in reasonable agreement with the measurements quoted 
above. It must also be remembered that (1) is derived 
for an infinitely heavy nuclear particle and that the motion 

of the heavy particle will probably diminish the cross 
section by a factor 2 or so as e approaches the value J\fc2• 

Formula (1) has also been derived recently by Ficrz6 by 
a scmiclassical treatment of the charge degree of freedom. 
It is also very similar to the cross section for a particle 
scattered by a classical magnetic dipole f1cld. 7 This is not 
very surprising in view of the great similarity between the 
formalisms describing the spin and the charge. 

:\ttempts have previously been made to explain the small 
experimental value of the anomalous scattering by intro
ducing the hypothesis that the proton-neutron can exist 
in excited charge and spin states by which the inertia of 
the charge and spin degrees of freedom would be increased. 8 

\Vhilc this possibility has to be kept in mind we believe 
nO\\! that so far no sufficient foundation for such an 
hypothesis exists. 

The quantum theory of damping can be developed in 
quite a general way. After the diverging self energies and 
other similar diverging integrals have purposely and sys
tematically been omitted, a new set of equations can be 
obtained which is free from any singularities and differs 
from what is obtained by the usual expansion method by 
the inclusion of damping. The theory makes no assumption 
about the strength of the coupling. For a number of ex
amples [compare, for instance, (5)] it can be seen that 
this damping corresponds to that part of the classical 
damping which is independent of the size and structure of 
the particle, but, of course, there is not always a classical 
analogy. The theory can, without difficulty, also be applied 
to the multiple processes ("explosions") occurring as a 
consequence of the mcson theory and the results turn out 
reasonably in every respect. These questions arc dealt 
with in a paper to appear shortly in the Proceedings of the 
Cambridge Philosophical Society. 

I F. L. Code, Phys. Rev. 59, 229 (1941); R. P. Shull, Phys. Rev. 61, 6 
(1942). 

2 Wilson, Proc. Roy. Soc. 174, 73 (1940). 
3 Heitler, Proc. Roy. Soc. 166, 529 (1938). 
4 The case of "strong coupling" has recently been :-tudied by \Ventzel 

I Helv. Phys. Acta. 13, 269 (1940) I and by J. R. Oppenheimer and J. 
Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 60, 150 (1941). 

6 Heitler. Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 37, 291 (1941); Wilson, Proc. Camh. 
Phil. Soc. 37, 301 {1941). 

5 Fierz, Helv. Phys. Acta. 14. 257 (1941). 
7 Bhabha. Nature 145, 819 (1940); Proc. lnd. Acad. Sci. 11, 247 

(1940); Proc. Roy. Soc. 178, 314 (1941); Bhabha and Corben, Proc. 
Roy. Soc. 178, 273 (1941). 

s Heitler, Nature 145. 29 (1940); Bhabha, Proc. lnd. Acad. Sci. 11, 
347 (1940); 13, 9 (1941); Heitler and Ma, Proc. Roy. Soc. 176, 368 
(1940). 
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VII. 

ON THE PRODUCTION OF lVIESONS BY PROTON-PROTON 
COLLISIONS. 

BY W. HEITLER AND H. W. PENG 

(From the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies). 

[Road 10 M.AY. Published 28 OcTOBER, 19·13.] 

IN'rRODUCTION. 

AccoRDING to the experimental evidence it is most likely that the mesons 
observed in cosmic radiation owe their origin to primary protons entering 
the atmosphere from the universe. This suggests that they are created 
according to the process 

P + P + P + N + Y+ or P + N + P + P + Y- etc. 

which is the meson analogue to the emission of Bremsstrahlung when a 
fast charged particle is deflected in the Coulomb field of another particle. 
Collision processes involving mesons can, however, only be treated 
adequately if proper account is taken of the reaction forces. For this 
purpose we shall use the theory of radiation damping proposed recently 
h~· us.1 However, an attempt at calculating the rate of meson production 
by the above process directly on grounds of this theory would meet with 
exceedingly great mathematical difficulties. Instead a method due to 
Williams and v. Weizsacker2 can be used which has proved to be very 
valuable and useful in the electromagnetic case : We consider a fast 
proton colliding with a proton or -neutron at rest. The field of the fast 
proton-in our case its meson field-is equivalent to a superposition of 
plane waves describ!ng free mesons, provided that the velocity of the 
proton is very nearly equal to c, i.e. its energy large compared with llf.c2

• 

This field can simply be obtained from the static meson field by a Lorentz
transformation and subsequent Fourier expansion (part I). Thus the field 
of a fast proton is virtually equivalent to a number of free mesons with 
a certain energy distribution. These mesons then act on the proton or 
neutron at rest and can, for instance, be scattered by the latter particle. 
To obtain the cross section for the production of a meson of given energy 
during the collision we simply have to multiply the cross section for 

1 Heitlcr and Peng, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 38, 296, 1942. 
2 Williams, Kgl. Dank. Yid. Sclsk., 13, 4, 1935. v. Weizsacker, Z. f. Phys., 88, 

612, 1934. 

PHOC. R.I.A., VOL. XLIX, SECT. A. [13] 
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scattering by the number of equivalent mesons occurring in the above 
energy spectrum taking, of course, duly into account the conservation 
laws. The only way in which the damping then occurs is in the cross 
section for scattering which can easily be obtained on grounds of our 
theory (part II). 

In the following we shall call a ''nucleon" a particle of protonic mass 
if it may either be a proton or a neutron. \Ve shall put h ~ c = 1'

(meson mass) = 1, thus expressing all energies in units p.c2
, and all cross 

sections in.units of (hftlc)2 = 4·3 X 10-20 cm2 • 

W c shall use the meson theory in the forJn proposed by l\1cpller and 
Rosenfeld, 3 which no doubt gives the most satisfactory account of the 
nuclear forces. We thus assume that charged and neutral, pseudoscalar and 
vector mesons exist. Part I is valid for an arbitrary choice of the varion:3 
coupling constants, thus allowing the meson field to be described by an 
arbitrary superposition of charged and neutral pseudoscalar and vector 
fields. Only for the calculation of the scattering cross sections and for 
the final results we assume the connection of these constants to be that 
of Mcpller and Rosenfeld's theory. In order to see, however, in what way 
the results are modified if a different for.m of the meson theory is used, 
we shall also derive the scattering cross section assuming that only charged 
mesons exist.· 

PART I. 

THE :MEsoN-SPECTRUM OF A l\ioviNG NucLEON. 

Our first task js to find the number of virtual quanta of the mcson 
field associated with a moving nucleon which are effective for the 
production of mesons during a collision with a second nucleon originally 
at rest. For this purpose we shall follow closely the analogous treatment 
of the electromagnetic field by V. Weizsacker and vVilliams.2 

Let the path of the moving nucleon be ANX and the position of the 
second nucleon at rest be B. Confining ourselves to collisio·ns during 
which the transfer of mornent'u,rn is snwll c01npared to the 11wmentwn of 
the nwving nucleon we can take ANX to be a straight line and use· it 
for the x-axis. We take the line BN which meets ANX at N at 
right angles to be the z-axis, and denote the distance BN of closest 
approach by b . For the origin of time we choose the moment of closest 
approach when the moving nucleon passes N. We shall want the 
mesonic field at B at the time t produced by the moving nucleon, 
which at this time t is at A, say, and moving with a speed v. 

It is convenient to denote the field at B at t by either primed 
quantities or unprimed quantities according to whether they refer to an 

a Mcpller and Rosenfeld, Kgl. Dansk. Vid. Selsk, 17, 8, 1940. 
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observer moving with A or at rest with B, respectively. The 
connection between the two sets of coordinates 1s : 

x' = ~ ( x - 1;t) , y' y' z' z, t' = ~ (t - vx) (1) 
where 

(2) 

Referring to the observer moving with the moving nucleon the mcson field 
satisfies the following equations with a static source at the origin: 

(.a) for the charged vector meson field 

F' - grad' V' - ~ U' 
ot' 

G' = curl' U' + 4 rr f nt a- 8 (r') 
(3 a) 

curl' G - U' + ~ F' 
at' 

div' F' = - V' - 4 rr gUt 8 (r') 

(b) for the charged pseudoscalar meson field ('I'' c pseudoscalar) 

<I>' 0 I 

ot' '~' 

r' = - grad' 'l'' - 4 rr f' IIt a-S (r') (3 b) 

d• I r' 0 rl I ,y,l 
lV + ·- 'J? = - T 

ot' 

Since the operators II IJt, a- are fixed operators (not to be affected 
by a Lorentz transformation) we have not affixed any primes to them. 

The :field at B at t referring to the moving observer is given by 
the static solution of (3a), (3b),4 

4 The ''static field'' ( 4) is the solution which is usually used in the theory of 
nuclear forces. In fact '('4) is not an exact solution of the quantized field equations, 

the operators n, n+, cr being treated as time-independent. More important still is 
the fact that (4) does not really describe the field of a free proton or neutron. It 
can easily be seen that for this· solution the charge ·content of the field is zero, the 
field thus consisting of equal numbers of positive and negative mesons. The particle 
described by ( 4) is in fact a particle which is half proton, half neutron and has total 
charge 1/2. Exact solutions, referring to particles with charge 0 or 1, are not 
known, nor can they be known at the present state of the theory, because of the 
well-known divergence difficulties. It is not difficult to see (by a semi-classical treat-

ment of the n o.nd n+ operators) that the solutions describing a free proton or 
neutron are in fact those semi-static solutions which vibrate with frequency " > 0 
but small compn.red with 1 . As functions of r these solutions differ only very 
slightly from (4). We shall ther~fore use (4), especially since for our purpose 
positive and negative mesons behave exactly the same, but we must not be surprised 
to find that the meson-current accompanying the moving nucleon is zero. 
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e_,., 
V' = - gilt ., , 

?' 

d e-r' 
'I'' = f' nt ( a-r') -, - -, , 

?' d?·' ?' 
((>' = 0 

d e_,., ( d ) 2 e-r, 
r' = - 4 7r /' nt (T a (r') - f' nt (T ;.' d?·' 7 - f' nt ( a-r') r' ·?:' d?.' -;:; 

For r' we have to insert the position vector of B In the moving 
system of reference, i.e. 

r' (- ~ vt, 0, b) (5) 

according to (1). For 1·' we have to insert the positive square root of 

b2 t:z 2 t2 d 
1 

d b 1 ll 
1 0 W1'th tl1e + ~;, v , an -;;; dr', can e rep acec )y b fib • 

abbreviation 

0, 1, 2 (6) 

we obtain :from ( 4) for the field at B at t : 

V' = - 9 nt /o , U,/ = I nt CTy a~ fo 

Uy' - f l1 t (a= b ~ b f• + a~ :b fo) 
(7) 

F ' t 0 ~ F. ' o F. ' - nt 0 ~ 
X = - g {] m jl I y = I .z - g 0 b .Jo 

G/ 

G' y 

jilt ... (!. - b;l,l· - b ~b b ~b f,) + jnt "' {); b~b f, 

I nt CTy ( lo - b~ b fo) 

G,' trrt .. ,(f. - b ;b 1:- b oob b~ bf,) + Jnt "• oob b :b f, 
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.. rr' = f' nt 0 f f' nt 0 1-' '"'' = 0 
T - Uz b 0 b 1 + CTz 0 b Jo ' 'i" 

rx' - f' nt CT:r (b ~ b fo + u ~ b b ~ b f 2) + f' nt CT: oob b ~ b f, 

ry' - f' nt uy b ~ b fo 

r,'-- j'ntu,(b;bf' + b:b b:z;!.) + j'nta,,;ab ,;bf, 
(7) refers still to the moving observer. To obtain the meson field at B 
at t produced by a moving nucleon referring to the observer at rest 
with B we need only apply the Lorentz transformation (1) : 

V= ~ (V' + vUx'), Ux = ~ (U:A/ + vV') 

Gy ~ (Gy' vF:'), G: = ~ ( G:' + vFy') 

Fy ~ (Fy' + vG:'), F: = ~ (F:/ - vGy') 
(8) 

c~ ~ (f'x' + V <I>') ' <I> = ~ (<I>' + vrx') 

The other field components are invariant. 
(8) expresses the field at the position B of the second nucleon at the 
time t. It is a function of t and the distance b of closest approach, 
and also of the speed v of the incident nucleon. 

We now try to represent the field at B at t d1.te to the incident 
nucleon as nearly as possible by an incident meson pulse bw£lt up by m 
superposition of free plane 1neson waves of all f'requencieis. The meson 
waves satisfy the homogeneous field equations without source: 

F = - grad V -
a 

G curl U atu, = 

curl G - E_F 
at 

= - u, div F - V (9) 

0 r grad 'I' , div r 0 
'l' <I> = at.'~', = - + 0 t <I> = -

referring from now on always to the observer at rest with B. For a 
typical plane wave solution of (9) with the propagation vector k in the 
x-direction and the frequency £ , 

l:2 = 1 + 71;2 (10) 

the various field quantities are interconnected by : 
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F:r !Jv p e 
F:. 

e 
Gy + + y-;G::, le ' 

y 
k 

Ux 
E 

Uy 
1 

U:. ~-JGy + k V, + ~~- JG:, -
(11) 

E 1 
<I> = + 1 r:c, '1' -- Jr le X 

Gx = f'y = f'z = 0 

J stands for the operator of advancing the phase by 1r /2 , i.e. 

Jcos(Et- lex)= sin (t:t- lex), Jsin(et- kx) =- cos(£t- kx) 

(11) shows that for a plane wave of a given k there are still four 
independent field components, e.g. V, Gy, G:, r:.c which can be chosen 
arbitrarily. This means that there arc 4 independent polarizations, 
namely, the three polarizations (one longitudinal, V, and two transverse 
G11 , Gr.) of the vector-meson field and one polarization of the pseudoscalar 
meson field (r xl· Other plane wave solutions of (9) propagating along 
the y- or the z-direction can be obtained from (11) by cyclic permutations 
of the subscripts x, y , z , but will not occur in the following. 

In view of the interdependence of the various field components for a 
plane meson wave it is impossible to match the meson field of a moving 
nucleon by free meson pulses exactly for all the field components. In the 
case, however, of the incident nucleon having an energy large compared 
with its rest energy its field can very nearly be represented by a mason
pulse (11) for all those partial waves for which k )) 1 . In the following 
we assume therefore5 : · 

~ )) 1' le >> 1 (12) 

The field (8) can then be represented by a superposition of waves (11) 
which all go in the forward direction. If (12) is satisfied, (8) and (11) 
both reduce to 

Ux = + V, Fy = + Gz, F:. = - Gv, <I> = + rz (13) 

while all other field components are small. On the other hand, k cannot 
be too large, for we have confined ourselves from the beginning to the case 

5 If we wish to represent the Lorentz-transformed Coulomb field by a light pulse 
there is another case for wlrich this can be done approximately, namely, the case 
v (( 1 . (cf. Williams, l.o.). In the meson case it turns out, however, that for v (( 1 
the other conditions which must be satisfied ( (14) and conservation of energy) le::wo 
hardly any room for the application of the method. The reason is that the proton 
mass is only 10 times bigger than the nieson mass. It is therefore not possible to 
apply the method for v ( 1 . 
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that the transfer of momentum during the collision is smaller than the 
momentum of the incident nucleon,_ i.e. 

I k I ( ( ~ 111 V ,.., ~ JJf (14) 

M being the rest mass of the incident nucleon. If (14) is not satisfi~d 
the motion of the incident nucleon relative to the second nucleon would 
no longer be a uniform motion along a straight line 8s was assumed above, 
because the recoil accompanying the production of a meson then would 
distort the path of the nucleon. 

vV e shall now represent the field (7), (8) of the moving nucleon by 
rneson pulses (13). This is easily accomplished by resolving the field into 
Fourier integrals. According to (8) and (7) the field at B at t of 
the moving nucleon depends on t only through fo, [ 1 , [ 2 • fn is 
either an odd or an even function of t and can be expressed therefore 
as either a sine or a cosine integral : 

fn (t) = - Un (~:) 1 Joo 
7r 0 

[}11 (~:) is then given by 

Un (~:) 

Sill Et dE 
cos 

r :~ .. (t) Slll 

cos 

odd ) 
even 

d clt 

Substitute (6) into (16) and change the variables: 

~ v t = b sinh (rp + in), tau a = ( 

(16) then becomes 

i ~ g,~ (s) 

~ g" (s) r 
+ oo - ia - b sec a cosh tp 

. bn sinh'1 (p + ia) e d q, 
- oo -t.a 

( 
odd ' 

n -
- even) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

The integral (18) can be expressed by Hankel-functions. We deform the 
path of integration into the real axis and make use of the well-known 
integral representation of the K 0 function 

(19) 

as well as its derivatives K'0 , K"0 , obtained by differentiating (19) 
with respect to the argument z. Then (18) is evaluated in terms of the 
K-functions of argument z, 

z = b sec a = b ./1 + (E/~) 2 , (20) 

as follows:-
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2 
~ f{o (z) 

') 

- ~ b sin a I<. 0' (z) (21) 

If we insert (21) into (15), then -(15) into (7) and then (7) into (8), w·~ 

arrive at the Fourier resolution of the field of the moving nucleon. 
It is convenient to put 

(22) 

~o that Ii1 as well as K 0 assume positive real values for positive real values 
of the argument z . The Besscl equation for ](0 can then be written as 

(23) 

According to (8) and (7) the G, V, r components of the field contain 

fo, f 1 , .f2 , linearly in the combinations: /o, fb!o , b ~ b Vo + b ~ b fz) ' 
a a ( a \ a 02 

ob bob /1 and bob -r 1) bob fo = ob 2 fo. The Fourier resolu-

tions for these combinations can be considerably simplified by means of 

(22) and (23), remembering the definition (20) of z. Combining (8), (7), 

(15) and (21) we give the results of the Fourier resolution for the G: V, r 
components of the field at B at t of the moving nucleon: 

G" = 0. (24a) 

2 Joo ( K \ - j fit (J y ]( 0 + SeC 2 a -
1

) COS E t d E + 
7r 0 \ z 

2 00 

+ - g n t f IC sec a cos E t d E 
7r 0 

(24b) 

2 Joo Gz -jilt u:: (1(0 + sec2 ct/C') cosetde + 
7r 0 

+ - g n t 1( 1 tan et sec a sin e t d e 2 Joo 
7r 0 

(24c) 

V 
2 00 

- - f fl t (J y f f{ 1 SeC a COS E t d E 
7r 0 

- = g nt f(o cos et cl e 
•) foo 
7r 0 

(24d) 
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+ ~ f' nt Uz r 
00 

IC tan u sec a sin Et dE 
7r .I 0 

(24e) 

(24f) 

(24) is equivalent to a meson pulse propagating along the direction x of 
the incident nucleon. The Poynting vector for this pulse is 

Sx = 
4
-!_ (Fy* G:: - F::• Gy + V*U:x + <1>* rx + adJ) (25) 

7r . 

which describes the flow of momentum passing through B at t. Since 
we are dealing with collisions for which the transfer of momentum is 
small, we can neglect the motion of the second nucleon during· the collision 
and thus obtain from (25) the total, fio'W of momentum passing through 
B , during the whole collision process : 

Ix = bdb d(J Sxdt joo f21r f+ oo 

bmiu 0 -oo 
(26) 

Only the direction of incidence is fixed, the impact parameter BN assumes 
with equal probability all positions in the plane passing B orthogonal to 
the direction of incidence. 

We have treated the motion of the incident nucleon by classical 
mechanics and assumed the other nucleon to be initially at rest. This 
requires a limitation of the impact parameter b at low values. An 
estimate of b min can be obtained in the following way (due to Williams 
and v. \Veizsacker). The application of the very concept of an impact 
parameter requires that b must be larger than the extension of the wave 
packets of both nucleons in the direction perpendicular to the direction 
of incidence. The relative momentum in this direction was assumed to 
be zero and cannot be allowed to assume values larger than Me, say, for 
two reasons : 

If this momentum were larger than Me the velocity of the nucleon 
would be comparable with e and no definite Lorentz-system could be 
affixed to the nucleon "at rest." SecondlYi if the uncertainty of the 
momentum is larger than Me an unlmown number of nucleon pairs 
could be created making the number of nucleons indefinite. Hence, by 
the uncertainty relation, we have to put : 

1 . . ) b min = M (m our umts • 

\Villiams and v. Weizsacker have shown that in all collision processes 
which can be treated by exact methods, the contribution from smaller 
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impact parameters can be neglected. The same may be assumed to be 
the case here, although, in the meson case, there is so far no example 
which could be treated exactly and with which our results could be 
compared. Fortunately our results will be seen to depend very little on 
the value b m in within any reasonable limits (otherwise we could hardly 
trust this method very far). 

Inserting (24), (25) into (26) all cross products vanish either by the 
integration over t or by the integration over (} (the latter, because of 
the explicit occurrence of uy, er::)· By using the Fourier formulae (15), 
(16) again, the integration over t of (26) is transformed into an 
integration over the frequencies. The integration over b can be changed 
by (20) into one over z ; and it happens then that all the products 
containing the ](-functions can be integrated directly using (22) and (23). 
In this way we can express (26) in the following form 

I, = I~ kq(•)d, (27) 

and interpret q ( £) as the number of virtual qzuvnta, of the 1neson field 
accompanying the moving nucleon. These mesons will be effective for the 
production of mesons during the collision of the moving nucleon with a 
second nucleon originally at rest. We see that virtual mesons of all 
polarizations occur, the transverse, longitudii1al and pseudoscalar mesons 
arising from the FG, VU, <P f'-terms of (25) respectively. The 
corresponding numbers of virtual quanta work out, from (24) to (27), to 
be the following : 

qtr (e) dE = ~ / 2 \ccos2 « + tan2 « sin2 a) A + 2 sec2 a J(lZ + tian2 
(( nt 

dE + . - qz B 
7rE 

q ( \ d = ~~ {j' 2 B + g2 cos2 a A} lo11g E1 E u 
'TrE 

qp, (e) de = dE /' 2 ta~2 a { sin2 a A + B} 
7rE 

(28) 

The argument z of the K-functions here comes from the lower limit of 
integration of (26), i.e. 

1 
z = bmi•' sec a = Af /1 + (1:/~? (29) 

z ranges from 1J~ = 0·1 to approximately one (for e ,.J ~ Jll energy of 
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the incident particle). (29) can be used to eliminate the trigomctric 
functions of a in (28). 

The number referring to the transverse .mesoils includes mesons of both 
transverse polarizations. 

When neutral mesons are to be included a neutral meson field will also 
be associated with the moving nucleon. The corresponding numbers of 
virtual neutral quanta are given by (28), (30) with the coupling constants 
p, g2, f'2 now replaced by / 0

2
, g02 

71 /'0
2 (say) of the neutral meson 

field. In the theory of l\'f1>1ler and Roscnfeld these are related with 
f2 ' g2 ' f'2 by : 

0·065 

0·027. 
(30) 

The numerical values are taken from the theory of nuclear forces, assuming 
1he rest mass of the meson = 1/10 of that ·of a nucleon. Por numerical 
calculations the 1{0 and 1{1 used in (29), (31) can be found from the 
tables in W atson 's work on Bessel !unctions. Tables for Hankel functions 
may also be used, cf. (19). 

Finally, we give a table for the functions occurring in (28), and 
defined by: 

qe,· = elf (fz De,· 
71'€ 

+ g2 C) 

q[Oil!J de (/2 C + g2 Dtollg) (31) 
'll"f 

de 
j' 2 Dps qp$ 

71"€ 

T.ABLE I. 

z Dtr Dtoug Dpr c 

0·1 195 0·91 0 3·'9 
0·2 193 0·20 9·3 2·5 

0·4 179 0·035 29 1·4 

0·6 ' 165 0·011 42 0·82 
0·8 144 0·0042 49 0·51 

1 122 0·0018 50 0·32 

The g2 term wherever it occurs is negligible; the number of longitudinal 
·mesons is also very small. Far the largest part of the field is due to 
transverse mesons, their number depends little on z and therefore also 
on the value for bmin. The number of pseudoscalar mesons is not 
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negligible but zero for small z (small €) and depends not very strongly 
on bmi" either. From (31) and Table I it is clear that the largest 
contributions to q are proportional to r ' /'2 thus arising from the strong 
coupling of the meson field with the spin of the n1wleon. 

P.ART II. 

THE ScATTERING Ol!' A l\fusoN nY A N VCLEON. 

In the earlier work on this subject it was assumed that only charged 
mesons, but no neutrettos (neutral mesons) exist. Their very occurrence 
causes some alteration in the formulae for scattering even of charged 
mesons. In this section we derive the cross-sections for scattering for all 
cases, including also that of extreme relativistic energies >> M, which 
has so far not been treated.G \Ve denote the field quantities and the 
coupling constants referring to neutrettos by a suffix zero. 

The Hamiltonian for the interaction of a nucleon with the charged 
and neutral, vector and pse.udoscalar meson field is, according to Kemmer, 
l\ffj>ller and Rosenfeld : 

Hit1t = [ ] + [ ]* + [ ]o • 

[ ] 

+ f fi IPa (<T curl cp) - pz (<T, ~ + t/J) -
- g' fi pz 'I' + f' fi ( ( <T gracl 'l') + p • q,} 

(1) 

(2) 

denoting now conveniently the longitudinal, transverse, pseudoscalar 
wave functions by tfJ, cp, 'I' respectively. 

<T denotes the spin of the nucleon and p1 , p2 , p3 are the Dirac 
matrices occurring in the Hamiltonian of the free nucleon (momentum P, 
rest mass M) 

(3) 

The matrices p1 , p2 , p3 satisfy the same algebraic relations as the 
Pauli spin matrices rrz, (J"y, rr::. [ ]* and [ ] 0 are obtained from 
[ ] by passing to the adjoint or by adding the suffix zero to IT , g , g' , 
f, f' and to the field quantities respectively. IT, nt are operators 
for the transition of the nucleon from the proton-state to the neutron
state and vice versa. TI0 allows no transition between these states, but 
is plus or minus one according to whether the nucleon is in the neutron 
or in the proton-state. Following the Pauli \Veisskopf or the Heisenberg-

8 With the exception of a paper by S. T.. Ma, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. in the press. 
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Pauli quantization for the charged or neutral meson field resp·ectivcly we 
obtain from the interaction given above the following matrix elements of 
JJi,lt.ueeded for our present calculation:-

'l'he matrix 
elements 
for the 

rabsorption by a neutron of a positive l 
I emission , neutron :, negative 

I 
abs.or~tion proton , neg~~i ve I 

L enusswn proton , positive _J 

~- }1 ( .rJ { p - E pI (<T i) } ) 

= j 2
; l= ~ f (p, (<T (P j]) + P• • (<T j)J 

- l_J /' f(<rP) - PI d 
j 27T 

+ ·-
E 

The lllatrix 
element 
for the 

rl abs.or~)tion by a neutrou of a,neutrall 
em1sswn , neutron , , 

I abs.or~)tion proton 1 

L em1sswn proton , .J 

(

longitudinal meson) 
transverse , 
pseudoscalar , 

(4) 

(

longitudinal meson) 
transverse , 
pseudoscalar 

p , € denote the momentum, energy of the meson concerned, j denotes 
the unit polarization vector for transverse mesons. The polarization vector 
i of the longitudinal meson is taken parallel to the momentum vector 
which is + the wave vector for + mesons. In either ( 4) or ( 4°) there 
are 4 entries in the square brackets which can be combined with the 3 
entries in the round brackets, making altogether 12 cases each involving 
charged or neutral mesons. Each individual matrix element is the product 
Cif one factor from [ ] and one factor from ( ) . It is understood 
that on the right-liand side of (4) , ( 4°) , the matrix elements of the 
operators p , u (formed with the wave function of the nucleon) are 
always to be taken for the transition in question. The matrix elements 
for the absorption by a neutron of a negative meson and other cases 
where the charge of the system is not conserved vanish. 

From these elementary matrix elements for absorption and emission 
we shall form the "compound matrix elements" of second order for 
s<'attering. Only the compound matrix elements for scattering are needed 
for the calculation of the scattering cross-section. \Ve shall confine our-· 
selves to two limiting cases where the energy of the meson to be scattered 
is either very small or very large compared with the rest mass M of 
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the nucleon. Furthermore, we shall carry out all calculations for two 
different forms of the meson theory: (i) no neutrettos exist (so-called 
''charged theory"), i.e. g0

2 
. g'0

2 = [0
2 = ['0

2 = 0; (ii) neutretto's 
exist, the coupling constants g0

2
, [ 0

2
, etc. are half of those for 

c·harged mesons ( g2 , [ 2 , etc. ) , as is required in order that the 
P-P forces should be equ~l to the P-N forces (so-called ''symmetrical 
theory"). Following 1.1:cpller and Rosenfeld we assume in both cases 
f2 = f' 2

• In the "symmetrical theory" the values of the constants are 
give·n by (I) (30), but are somewhat different in the "charged theory." 
The final formulae which are only valid for one of these two forms of 
the theory are labelled "sym. Th." and "eh. Th." respectively, formulae 
without such labels are valid in either case. 

The compound matrix elements for scattering are 

(5) 

A, B refer to two states of the same energy arising from each other by 
scattering, HAi, etc., are the matrix elements given by ( 4), ( 4°). In 
order to calculate the cross-section for scattering we have to solve the 
following radiation equations which include the damping (cf. ref. 1) : 

U AB = H AB + irr H AO p o U OB (6) 

where, in the last term, the sum over all states C of the same energy as 
A, B is to be taken and p 0 is the number of states per energy 
interval d E 0 • The sum over C includes the summation over all 
directions of polarization and integration over all scattering angles. The 
{'ross-sectiot1 for scattering is then given by 

(7) 

(i) N.R. N on,...relativistic ca.se t: ( ( M. 

For the scattering of a meson of low energy t: by a nucleon the 
recoil of the latter may be entirely neglected. The energy of the secondary 
meson is then also t:. Taking the nucleon at rest we can simplify the 
matrix elements ( 4) and ( 4°) by putting p1 = p2 = 0 , p3 = + 1 and 
thus treating the spin of the nucleon by the non-relativistic Pauli theory. 
'Ihe incident meson may be positive, neutral, or negative and this may 
be scattered by a proton or a neutron. During the scattering the charge 
of the meson may or may not be exchanged with that of the nucleon. Since 
the total charge of the system is conserved by the scattering, it is convenient 
to consider cases of different total charge sep~rately. 
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CASE: N.R. (2, -1) i.e. total charge of the system = 2 or -1 . 

The system consists of a proton (neutron) together with a positive 
(negative) meson. For the calculation of !fAll (5) we note that there 
is only one intermediate state i in which both the primary and the 
secondary meson appear together with the nucleon. From ( 4) we obtain: 

p2 
][AB = - 2rr ·-;;- KB KA 

E • 
(8) 

where 

]( = .rJ. f (CJ' [pj])' /' (CJ'i) (9) 

according to whether the polarization of the meson in the states labelled 
.A or B is longitudinal, transverse or pseudoscalar respectively. 
(i = pIp). I I 

To solve (6) we put 

. p2 
UAB = - 27T 2- {XAB ](B](A + YAB J(AJ(JJ}. (10) 

E 

If one of the suffixes A, B refers to a longitudinal meson, J(A and 
J( B commute, and we can then put YAB = 0. Inserting (10) into 
(6) and carrying out the summation over the two transverse and one 
p~eudoscalar polarizations on the right-hand side we can compare the 
eoefficients of f(JJ J(A and J(A J(B on both sides, ru1d equate them. 
\Ve thus obtain a system of linear equations for the determination of the 
coefficients X dB , Y AB of ( l 0) : 

V 1 - i JJ ~ (g 2 X + 3f2 X 1': ) An= E n ~ 

X fu = 1 - i p 3 (g 2 X uu - fz X Ju) 
E 

X If = 1 - i p 
3 

2 .f2 X If 
E . 

Y If = - i ~ (g 2 X uf + f 2 X If) + i 7!.!_ f 2 Y!! · 
E E 

H·ere the suffix f refel's to either transverse or pseudoscalar mesons 
while g refers to a longitudinal meson. The exact solution of (11) is: 

1 1 
Xgf = 1 . . + 4:,..r +ta-~r v 1 + 2ir' 

4crr-ia-~r 1-4ir 
y!f = ( 1 2 . ) ( 1 . . 4 ) ' X gg = 1 + i u - i T + 4 ,.. T ( 

12) + ~T +~u-~r+ uT v 

with 
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Prom (10), we find the cross-section for the scattering by (7). Integrating 
over all directions of the secondary meson we have for the integrated 
cross-section for scattering : 

Here f refers to one particular tranverse or pseudoscalar polarization. 
For large values of t , i.e. g 2t 2 

, {2t 2 » 1 ( 13) simplifies into : 

4rr 
rf) =-
'J: gg E 2 , <I> !!.'r = <P r9 = 

J :;: 4/2 g 2 E 6 , 

47r 
~ ff = 3;2. (14) 

In (13), (14) no summation has yet been carried out over the 
polarization of the secondary meson. For large t <I> 19 is of a much 
smaller order of magnitude than <I> 11 , in other words 'a pseudoscalar 
meson is almost always scattered into a transverse or pseudoscalar meson, 
but not into a longitudinal meson. The occurrence of this selection rule 
is entirely due to the damping and is one of the nicest features of this 
theory. We shall find even more stringent selection rules below. 

In the case (2, -1) neutrettos appear nowhere during the calculation. 
'l,he results are valid for both the charged and symmetrical theories . 

.~.Y.R. (1, 0). Total charge of the system = 1 or 0. 

The system may consist of a positive meson (or negative meson) 
together with a neutron (or proton), and also, when the neutral mesons 
e.re included, it may consist of a proton (or a neutron) together with a 
neutral meson. In both the "charged theory" and the "symmetrical 
theory," the matrix element for the scattering of a charged meso·n into 
another charged meson m : 

(15) 

This differs from (8) by the different order of the 11-factors. In the 
"charged theory" the solution of the radiation equation (6) with matrix 
element (15) is simply : I 

= ') P 2 J(AJCB 
UAB ""'7r E:. 1 + i 0' + 3i T 

(16) 
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The corresponding cross-section for scattering is : 

(Oh. Th.) (17) 

JC/ , ]( n2 denote, according to (9), simply g2 or / 2 according to 
the polarization referred to being longitudinal or otherwise. For large 
values of t:, g 2t:2

, f2t: 2 » 1, (17) becomes 

47r g' 
.I: 2 (g 2 + 'J j ") 2 ' 

(Oh. Th.) (18) 

(17) and (18) are the formulae previously obtained by. \Vilson and 
Heitlms. They are only valid in the "charged theory" and only for 
the scattering of a y+ ( Y-) by a proton (neutron). 

In the symmetrical theory also such matrix elements H .AB occur 
where one or both suffixes refer to neutral mesons. In these cases there 
are always two intermediate states where either no mesons or both the 
primary and secondary mesons appear tog·cther with the nucleon. The 
matrix elements are obtained from ( 4) and ( 4°) and, together with (15), 
may be comprised in the following form: 

Here CAB, DAB arc numerical coefficients depending on the charge 
and polarizations of the secondary and primary mesons. As a 
generalization of (9) we now have 

f(A=g, f(u[pj]), j(ui), go, /o(<T[pj]), /o(<Ti) (20) 

flccording to whether A refers to a charged longitudinal, charged 
transverse, charged pseudoscalar, neutral longitudinal, neutral transverse, 

. or neutral pseudoscalar meson. The numerical values of CAn, DAB 
:lre the same when one suffix refers to either the transverse or the pseudo
~-;calar meson. They are summarized in the following matdces: 

c 1-ll ) 
g 

j 

fo 
(21) 

7 Heitler, Proc. Cam. Phil. Soc., 37, 291, 1941; Wilson, ibid., 37, 301, 1941. 

PROC. R.I.A., VOL. XLIX, SECT. A. [14] 
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where the columns and rows arc arranged, as indicated by the coupling 
constants on the right-hand side in the order: charged longitudinal, 
charged transverse or pseudoscalar, neutral transverse or pseudoscalar 
and neutral longitudinal. 

To solve the radiation equation (6) we put for U.ttn : 

(sym. Th.) (22) 

X.ttn, YAn have to be determined in a similar way as in the case 
N.R. (2, - 1). Note that when one of the indices A, B refers to a 
longitudinal meson, J( 11 J( A = J(A J( 11 • In this case we have to put 
Y..tn = 0 . so that the first and fourth rows and columns of the matrix 
Y are, like in D, zero. Inserting (19) and (22) into (6) and 
summing on the right-hand side over the transverse and pseudoscalar 
polarizations we obtain, by comparing the coefficients of 1(1 J(n ~mcl 

]{11 f{A on both sides, the following linear equations which we write in 
the form of matrix equations : 

X 

y 
a + i ( C - Js D) LX - i -b- (a - D) Y 

D + i!fs.DL Y 

Here L denotes the diagonal matrix, putting now f2 -

(~ 
0 0 0 

l 
o) 0 0 vT 

L 
0 ~T 0 

0 0 IT 

:r 

The equation for y is easily solved, 

0 0 0 

1 1 0 ir 1 

(23) 

2 fo 2 , etc. : 

(23') 

( 
lJ 

y 
1 - ir 1 + 2ir (sym. Th.) (24) 

0 1 2ir - 1 

\ 0 0 0 

Here again 

T 12 P3/~ 2 fo2 p3f~ 

(T = g2p3f~ 2[!v2 p3/E 
(25) 
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Substituting (24) into (23) we obtain the equation for X 

( -ia 
- :Jir - air 

- ~") - '/,(J 1 - :3'ir - ~T - ~(1 ..tr = 
- '2ia - 2ir 1 - 2ir 0 

l 

\ - 2i(T - 6ir 0 1 

1 1 2 2) (0 1 + ir 2ir 

!) 
1 1 1 2 ir 0 2T 1 

2 1 1 ~ - (l- ir)(l + 2l;:j ~ 1 2ir - 1 

2 2 0 2ir 2 
(sym. Th.) (26) 

The exact solution of this four-row-four-column matrix equation is 
rather complicated. In practice one may solve (26) by numerical means 
for a few values of t: • For large values of t: , g2E2 , j2E2 » 1 the 
solution is 

(
i~a 

X= 
0 

0 

0 0 

i/2r 0 

0 

0 

~) ijr 0 ' 

0 2ija 

0 0 

ij2r 0 

0 i/r 

0 0 
( sym. Th.) ('27) 

where places marked by zeros eontain terms proportional to high negative 
powers of t: (at least t:- 6 

) • The cross-sections are also written in 
matrix form: 

g 

f 
fo 

(sym. Th.) (2S~ 

Again (28) gives the scattering cross-section from one primary 
polarization into one single secondary polarization. Thus the second and 
third rows and columns have actually to be understood as submatrices: 
for instance : 
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in (28) instead of 1/3 the 3 rows and columns referring to the 2 transverse 
and the pseudoscalar polarizations. Asymptotically ( f2f.2 » 1 ) <I> 1s 

the same in the N.R. (2, - 1) and N.R. (1, 0) cases. The total cross
section for scattering of a mcson of any polarization into all other 
polariza tions is always 

47T 
<I> = 

E 2 
(sym. Th.) (29) 

(29) is larger by a factor ( g2 + 3 f2) I f2 than the corresponding 
eross-section (18) in the ''charged theory.'' This factor is about 3. 
(18) was found to ag~'ee fairly well8 with the scattering experiments. 
lJsing (29), the agreement would not be quite so good. Considering, 
however, that (29) is an asymtotic formula valid for {2f.2 » 1 and 
E « },[ (there is indeed not a great margin left by these two conditions) 
and that the scattering experiments are not very accurate yet we do not 
think that (29) is really in serious disagreement with experiments. 

(28) shows the same selection rules as for the (2, -1) case (no transition 

g -:t J) and in addition a selection rule for the charge : The charge 
of the meson is practically conserved during the scattering, no trans
formation of charged mesons into netdrettos tnking place. This, however, 
holds only for f 2 f. 2 » 1. The latter selection rule is of great importance 
jn view of the fact that this transformation has never been obServed 
experimentally. The theory of damping explains this fact, which can 
therefore not be used to prove that neutrettos do not exist. 

Finally, we give the total cross-sections (into a-ll secondary polariza-
1-ions) for scattering of a pseudoscalar meson for lrno energies, as obtained 
by a numerical solution of (26), including also the cross-section for 
transformation into a neutretto. The latter is large only for energies 
lesS than f. = 4, for higher energies this transformation is forbidden 
by the selection rules. For the coupling constants the values part I (30) 
are used. 

TABLg II.-Scctttering c?·oss-sections. (sym. Th.). 

E 1·5 2 3 5 
• 

y+ +N+N+ Y+ 0·41 1·02 0·63 0·46 

y+ + p + p + Y+ 0·48 1•14 1•16 0·50 

y+ + N+-P -t yo 0·20 0·56 0·28 0·028 

8 Hcitler and Peng, Phys. Rev., 62, 81, 1942. 
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(ii) E.R. Ext?·Mne relativistic case £ » JJ. 

Por the scattering of a mcson of high energy by a nucleon, say, at 
l'est, it is convenient to perform the calculation for this cross-section in 
a moving Lorentz frame of reference where the ·meson and nucleon have 
equal opposite momenta, P = - p . The cross-section for the case 
where the nucleon is originally at rest can then be obtained by a J...~orentz

transformatioil. W o consider again the two cases for the total charge 
of the system being 2 (or -1) and 1 (or 0) separately : 

E.R. (2, - 1). Total charge of the ~ystem, = 2 or -1. 

In the calculation of the compound matrix clement for scattering (5) 
we note that, as in the non-relativistic case, there is only one intermediate 
state where both the primary and the secondary mesons appear together 
with the nucleon. Since the total 'momentum of the system is zero and 
conserved, the momentum of the nucleon in the intermediate state is 
Pi = - (P .. r + Pn) if p_,r , Pn are the momenta of the meson before 
and after the scattering ( I JJA I = I Pn I ) . The energy of the nucleon 
in tlm intermediate state may be positive or negative. From the matrix 
{·:lcments ( 4) we obtain the compound matrix element for scattering (5), 
putting· now p = £ and keeping only terms of the highest power of £ , 

after the summation over the two sig11s of energy of the nucleon in the 
intermediate state, 

]{AB = 

27TE ('!'A -.l(B( 1 - P1 ( CT in) ) p1 ( CT, - P.4. - Pn) ( 1 - Pt ( CT i.,L)) 1(4 -qr 
8

) 

(PA + Pn) 2 

(30) 

'l' A is the wave function of the nucleon with the space dependent part 
nlready split off. A, B include the description of the energy and 
momentum of the nucleon. 'l' 8 satisfies 

- qrB (31) 

where E8 

En = I Pn I 
is the energy of the nucleon and in the E.R. ease 

I - Pn I . Similarly 

(31') 

H. now stands for : 

J( = g. f P3 ( CT [ i j] ) , (32) 

for the three polarizations respectively. · 
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(30) can be greatly simplified by the help of (31), (31') by changing 
the order of the factors in (30) and making use of the cmmnutation 
relations of the p 's and a's. 'rhe result is, arranged in matrix form 
as in the N.R. case: 

\\here 

1 1 

1 0 - 1 

1 - l 1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 ) 
:f/ 

f 
f' 

(34) 

The rows and columns refer to longitudinal transverse and pseudo
scalar polarizations respectively in the order indicated by the coupling 
constants on the right-hand side. If il B do not both refer to 
transverse polarizations the second term of ( 33) is zero. 

Tc solve the radiation equations ( 6) we put : 

UA B = - 4rr {X AB ( ~ A* 1{ A 1{ B 'I' B) + 

+ / 2 DAnY('l'A*(jA + ip1[iAjA], j/J - ip,(i,;js])'l'"s)} 

(35) 

XAB will be constants which can be arranged in matrix form similar to 
(34) whilst Y will now be a function of the angle between iA, i 8 

which occurs in the second term of (33}. \Ve insert (35) and (33) into (6). 
In the term i 1r f>c llAc U eH of (6) it is easy to see that all cross terms 
containing products GAc Des Y or DAc .Lfc8 vanish after the 
summation over both transverse polarizations j c· \Ve thus obtain two 
separate equations for X.-tB and Y. The equation for .XAn Is a 
matrix equation : 

( 
a 0 0 

) X G- iGL.X, L 0 2r 0 (36) 

0 0 T 
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For Y we obtain, after some calculation, which we shall not give here 
in detail (sec ref. 9), the following integral equation: 

Y(y) 
1 - 4 i r J d nE __ 1_ '(1 + a + {3 

= -- ------ Y (n) t . l + '}' 4rr 1 + {3 1 + '}' 

<) 1 + + {3 + (1 + Cl) (1 + /3)} ,) a '}' -
2 1 + '}' 1 + '}' 

a = (is ic) , {3 = (ic iA) , '}' = (iA in) 

'l'hc integration is to be performed over all directions of ic . 
'l'he sqlution of (36) is a diagonal matrix: 

1 
0 0 

~(T 
[j 

0 1 0 f .Lr 2T~ 

0 0 1 
f' 

't T 

+ '}'y-
J 

(37) 

(38) 

The integral equation for Y (37) is a special case of a more general 
equation solved in the following paper by Hamilton and Peng.0 'V c 
give the solution without calculation. Y( y) is expanded into a series: 

00 

Y ( '}') = 2; ( 2n + 1) Yn Pn ( '}') (39) 
n=O 

where the P n are spherical harmonics and Yn are coefficients to be 
determined from : 

Zu = ( 1 
\ 

3 n + 1\ 3 n + 3 3 n + 1 
) Y + - ------- Yu+l + -- --- Yn+Z + 

2 2n + 3 " 2 ~n + 5 2 2n + 3 

+ (1 - ~ _n_~~-) y 3 

2 2n + 5, 11
+ 

2 (- 1)" 
(n + l)(n + 2)(n + 3) +Sir(- 1)" 

(40) 

We now form the cross-section (7). Except if both the primary and 
the secondary mesons are transverse only X ~1n occurs. Inserting ( 38) 
into (35) we find from (7) very easily in the usual way: 

1 0 0 

) 
[j 

s~ ( 0 
1 

0 f (41) <I> AB A+·-
f 2 4 

0 0 1 f' 
which again gives the cross-section for scattering from one primary 
polarization into one secondary polarization. If both mesons are 

8 Hamilton and Peng, Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. in the pres&. 
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transverse there is a contribution to <I> arising from I X AB 1
2 which 

gives the term 1/4 in the matrix (41). In addition there will be terms 
arising from Y, which in ( 41) arc denoted by A.. rl'o calculate A. we 
note that again all cross products X Y vanish after the summation over 
ilte two transverse polarizations j A. The. calculation of the additional 
part of the cross-section arising from I Y j 2 is also given in ref. 9. The 
result is, when averaged over the final polarization: 

00 

A = 2/4 r 
2 

• }; ( n + 2) I z 11 !2 (42) 
11=0 

with z,1 given by (40). \Ye estimate the order of mag11itude of X. 
\\T c introduce instead of n the variable x defined by n3 = 8 r xs . 
If r is large, which is always here the case, the summation (42) over 
n can be replaced by an integral over x : 

(43) 

X is therefore approximately: X.:: 0·3 f 1613 ~ 413 • Although it increases 
with f it is much smaller than the term 1/4 arising from X except 
for extremely high energies. Using for f2 the value 0 ·13 the energy 

3t which :\ becomes comparable with the main term 1/4 is E ...- 60 . 
(Remember that this is still in the Lorentz-system where the mcson and 

nucleon collide. with equal momenta.) For all smaller energies ~ can 
be neglected. 

As to the angular dependence of the scattering cross-section : The 
terms arising from XA 8 are all independent of the scattering angle. 
Only that part which gives rise to the A.-term depends on angle. There
fore for all energies for which A. can be neglected the scattering is 
independent of the scattering angle in this l..Jorentz-system. 

The selection rule for the polarization is, in the E.R. case, more 
stringent than in the N.R. case. The pscudoscalar polarization is now 
separated from the transverse. polarizations so that there is practically 
no chance. for the polarization of a meson to be changed by scattering. 
The two transverse polarizations may, however, change into each other. 

From ( 41) we see. that the total cross-section for the scattering of a 
particuiar primary polarization to all secondary polarizations of a meson 
jg 

<I> = 8: (} + 2 ~) 
E 

(primary polarization 
longitudinal or pseudoscalar) 

(primary polarization 
transverse) (44) 

'fhese results hold in both the charged and the symmetrical theory. 
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E.R. (1, 0). Total charge 1 or 0. 

The calculation for this case, in the symmetrical theory, is very similar 
1o that of the (2, -1) case, the only difference being that neutrettos 
also play an essential role, because the system may also consist of a 
J.•entrctto and a proton, etc. If the result is to be represented in matrix 
form as above we obtain a matrix with 6 rows and columns. We give 
the result without calculation: 

1 0 0 0 0 0 9 

0 i + A1 0 0 "3 0 f 

Srr 0 0 1 0 0 0 f' 
<j> AB 7 0 fo' 0 0 1 0 0 

0 A3 0 0 i + A2 0 fo 

0 0 0 0 0 1 I 

[/o 
(sym. 'l'h.) (45) 

The attribution of the rows and columns to the various polarizations 
and the charge of the meson is indicated by the corresponding coupling 
constants on the right-hand side. The .A's arc again of the same order 
of magnitude as .A equ. ( 43), but have different numerical factor'S, all 
of them, however, of the order of magnitude one. For E: < 60 the 
A.'s can all be neglected and the selection rules are very stringent: 
No transformation into neutrettos and no change of polarization 
(except between the two transverse polarizations) takes place. At very 

·high energies, however, a charged transverse meson can be transformed 
into a transverse neutretto again. The total cross-sections are given by 
( 44) with a correspondingly different I . 

The calculation for the "charged theory" is very similar to that of 
the N.R. (1, 0) case. The result is : 

8 7r g' 
<I> uu = 7 (g~ + 0f~r , 

8 7T f~ 
<I> If - -~-2 -(0-~-+..:......-0-j"'""~:-)z 

(eh. Th.) (46) 

There are no selection rules in this case. 
All the previous formulae for the E.R. case hold in a Lorentz-system 

where the meson and nucleon collide with equal but opposite momenta. 
\Ve now transform them into a Lorentz-system. in which the nucleon is 
initially at rest. The energy of the scattered meson will then depend 
strongly upon the angle of scattering. The law of scattering can very 
<'asily be found for that part of the cross-section, which in the first 
Lorentz-system is independent of angle, i.e. for the part not included 
in the A.-contribution. Henceforward, we shall assume that E: < 60 
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and therefore all A.'s negligible. Let f , () be the energy and angle 
of scattering in the Lorentz-system where the nucleon moves, and 
e , e' , {)' the energies before and after the scattering and the scattering 
&ngle in the Lorentz-system where the nucleon is initially at rest. Then 
¥te have: 

cos (J 

Jlf ]If 
cos (J = 1 + -,;;- - ~ '-

€ € 
(47) 

by a simple Loreutz-transformation. Since in the first Loreutz-system the 

differential cross-sections are all proportional to d cos() the proba

bility for the scattered meson to take up an energy between €' and 

€' + d f.' (0 < f.' < e) is simply proportional to d E'f f. . The cross-section 
itself is in variau t against this Loren tz-transformation, it is therefore 

obtained just by expressing € by f. and d cosO by d€'/f.. Thus 
the differential cross-sections for the scattered mesou to take an energy 

in the energy interval cl €' are: 

(long. or psendosc.) 

(transv.) (48) 

(4~) holds for the (2, - 1)-case and in the sym. Th. also for the (1, 0)

case. 

For the charged theory in the (1, 0)-case the formulae are slightly 
different : 

<I> df.' 
16-n: r/ d€' 

(longitudinal) 
~ ilf (r/ + :3/2)2 € 

<I> df.' 
16 7T .f2 cl€' (transverse or 
€ J11 (g'l + 3f2Y· € pseudoscalar) 

(eh. Th.) (49) 

( 48) or ( 49) gives the scattering cross-section of a meson from the· 
indicated primary polarization to all possible scattered polarizations. 

According to ( 4 7) the angle (J is very small if f.' ~ e, but is large 

if €' << €, as is to be expected. li'or large ii almost the whole energy 

E is taken up by the nucleon which receives a big recoil energy. 
( 48) is valid only as long as the A.'s can be neglected. This is true if 

€ < 60, or now, expressed in terms of €, if € < ! (60? = 720 . This 

limit is ve1·y high ( _, 7 ·1 0 10 e. v. ), and for practically all energies occurring 
in cosmic radiation the A's can be neglected. The condition E >> lJJ. for 
the E.R. case becomes, in terms of f., E > > 2.Jl . 
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PART Ill. 

TnE PRODUC'rioN oF l\fusoNs BY Cor,LISIONS Ol•' Two NucLEONS AND THE 

ENERGY Loss Oii' A NucLEON. 

Vv e now combine the results obtained. in the previous parts I and II. 
According to I a fast moving nucleon can be considered as being 
equivalent to a free meson pulse moving in the same direction.· This pulse 
contains mesons of various energies t: and of various polarizations, 
mainly transverse and pseudoscalar, which ma.y be charged or neutral. 
The production of a meson of certain specified charge, energy, and 
polarization during the collision of two nucleons appears, in the treatment 
c!i 'V illiams and v. W eizsacker, as a meson scattered by the second 
nucleon from the equivalent mesons of the moving nucleon. 'l'he 
condition that the meson field of the moving nucleon can be replaced by 
H pulse of equivalent mesons has been obtained in I, equations (12) and 
(14), i.e. 

1 << f << b'' (1) 

H being the energ-y of the moving nucleon and t:, that of the 
f·quivalent meson. The energy distribution of the equivalent mesons is 
given by I ( 31) and table 1. The equivalent charged mesons replacing 
the field of a moving proton (neutron) are to be regarded as positive 
(negative). 

The cross-section for the production of a .meson in a collision between 
i wo nucleons is now obtained by forming the product of the scattering 
(~ross-section multiplied by the number of equivalent mesons in the energy . 
range cl t:. There are, however, two points to be taken into account: 
(i) If t: is the energy of the equivalent meson then t: is equal to the 
~urn of the energy· of the meson produced plus the energy transferred 
io the nucleon initially at rest. In the N.R. case the latter is 
negligible, but in the E.R. case the energy is on the average 
shared in comparable parts by the meson produced and the recoil 
nucleon. (ii) For the production of a meson of given polarization 
equivalent mesons of several polarizations may contribute, according to 
whether the selection rules allow the polarization to change during the 
scattering or not. Accordingly, to obtain the production of mesons of 
gjven·polarization, we have to sum over the polarizations of the equivalent 
mcsons, as the case may be, 

For the production of mesons of energies t: < }rf but not too small 
( {2t:

2 » 1) we can use the asymptotic formulae for the scattering cross
;-;e:ction given in Part II, for the N.R. case. In the symmetrical theory 
the scattering cross-sections for the cases (2, - 1) and (1, 0) are then the 
same. "re denote for instance the cross-section for the production of 
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longitudinal neutrettos by <I> 1~11 (1 and that for the production o.f charged 
transverse meson <1> 1,., etc. From I (31) (tllC g2-tcrms are neglected) 
and II (14), II (28) we obtain the cross-section for the production of a 
meson within the energy range d € : 

l () d •) 0 d - d E 4 f 2 (D D ) <I> ps C. E = <l> tr E = -' <!> ps E - 7 :f I r + [IS 

(f-l < < E < < J1f) • (sym. Th.) (2) 

G ancl the D's are functions of In the 

charged theory the scattering cross-sections for the cases (2, -1) and 
(1, 0) are different, given respectively by II (14) and II (18). vVe have 
then to distinguish between P - P and N - N collisions on the 
one hand and P - N and N - P collisions on the other hand. 
'fhe cross-sections for the production of mesons of various polarization.'3 
are: 

<I> d dE4rC long E = € 3 , 

1 l l d E 4 j· 2 (D D ) -2 <Ptr C. E = <I>ps C E = - 3 'f tr + ps E . l (P-P and 
N-N collis.) 

dE 4f~ ,r;''- l 4>toug cl€ = ~ (g?. + 3/ 2) 2 (Dtr· + Dps) . 
. cl E 416 (P-N colhs.) 

~- <I>tl· dE = <l>ps cl E = 73 (g2 + of2Y (JJt,. + Dps) 

(/- 1 << E << Jf). (eh. Th.) (3) 

]'or P - N collisions a term g2 C has been neglected in comparison 
with / 2 D tr . The sign of the charge of the meson produced, for both 
cases (2) and (3), is determined by the rule that it is always the fa,st 
nucleon that changes its charge by the collision. This is so because the 
production of a meson is due to the scattering of one of the equivalent 
mesons of the fast moving nucleon by the nucleon at rest, which does 
not change its charge. It is always the fast moving nucleon which loses 
the meson. This, however, is only true as long as the selection rule for 
the charge i's valid, otherwise the fast moving nucleon may lose an 
equivalent neutretto which may be transformed into a charged particle. 

For the production of mesons of energies lower than that considered 
above ( € - 1 If) we have to use rather complicated formulae for the 
scattering cross-section. There is then no selection rule of the eh a rge 
'Jl' .Polarization for the scattering. Each scattering cross-section possesses 
a maximum somewhere between € = 2 and € = 3 (cf. Table II). 
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'J.'hc maximum is of the same order of magnitude for the scattering of 
mesons of various charges and polarizations. Since the spectrum of the 
<:.quivalent mesons varies in this region slowly it is certain that the cross
S€ction for the production of mesons reaches its maximum somewhere 
between f = 2 and f = 3 , i.e. in the neighbourhood of f = 1 If . 
'l'he cross-section for production then falls to zero for f ~ 1 . 

For the production of mesons of energy f' » 2 M we have to use 
the scattering formulae II ( 48) and II ( 49); the ,..J used there to 
distinguish the I.~orentz-system can now be dropped. A meson of energy 
t.' is produced by all the equivalent mcsons of energies f > l the 
balance E' = f - l of the energy is transferred to the recoil nucleon. 
'l'hus from I (31) aud II ( 48), II ( 49) we obtain the following cross
sections: 

8/
2 'I d€ <I>tr· d l:

1 

= 2 <l>?r d E
1 = .A{ d € f' Dtr· 7 

( J/ « E I « R ) • (sym. Th.) ( 4) 

In the "charged theory" we have again to distinguish between P - P 
or N - N collisions and · P - N or N - P collisions. 'l'he cross
S<:;ctions are respectively : 

(111 « E' « Ej . 

r P-P or J.l-J.V 
· collisions.) 

(eh. Th.) (5a) 

\Ve may put the upper limit of the integration in these integrals f = E. 
Since the main contribution to these integ-rals arises in· the neighbourhood 
nf the lower limit of integration the error made by assuming the spectrum 
I (31) to be valid for E ,.. E is negligible if l < < E. The A.-terms 
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o.f the scattering cross-sections have been omitted in (4) and (5). These 
equations hold therefore only for c::' < 720 . 

For every meson or neutretto produced there is a recoil nucleon. \Ve 
denote the energy of the recoil nucleon by E'. The differential cross
Sf::ction for the production of a recoil nucleon accompanying the 
JH'oduction of mesons and ncutrettos of a11 pola.rizations is therefore 

<l>R,dE' = ~~!_~dE' I (Dps + 1- D,r) d€
3
E 

Jll Ji:' 

(111 « E' «E) . 

(6) 
(sym. Th.) 

For practical purposes the D 's and C can very well be approximated 
by some simple functions or average values. They depend essentially 
on c:: I E. \Ve may use (compare Table I): 

,-
Dps -o E Dt,- 165 c 0 ~ J-- ' = 

it 

Dps 
1 

115 Dps Dt,· 200 
(7) 

+ 2 Dtr = + = 

Hence the cross-sections for productio·n of a transverse or pseudoscalar 
meson of energy f.' becomes approximately, putting the upper limit equal 
to E and dropping the primes of c:: : 

and 

16/2 2 1': ( 1 1 
de Jlf- -g ~o / E e3t2 (8) 

de ~~2 1~5 (~ - j.l) 
( c:: >> M) (sym. Th.) 

1 
- <I>t dE = <I>JIS de 2 r 

d 4 /2 900 1 E ;; ""' -3 
.) f: 

( 8') 

( c:: << M) (sym. Th.) 

<1>107111 de is always small. 

Thus, in a collision of two nucleons, mesons are produced with an 
energy spectrum of the form d c:: I c::

3 if c:: < < M , and d c:: I c::
2 or 

r1 c:: 1 c::312 if c:: > > kl . There are also recoil nucleons with the same 
r.nergy spectrum dE' I E1 2 (according to (16)) for E' > M. 

We calculate the total cross-section for the production of a meson of 
any kind by a nucleon with energy E > > M. We may use (8) and 
(8') approximately for c:: < l'ri and c:: > M respectively (instead of 
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far £ < < JJf, £ > > JJ1) and (8') also for £ > 1 If instead of 
£ > > 1 If. 'l'he largest contribution arises from (8') and i~: 

(9) 

(9) is' a very large cross-section. (Remember that the units used are 
( h 1 p. c) 2 = 4· 3 X 10- 26 cm.2 ) • A fast nucleon only travels a 
distance of 5 · 5 cm. H 20 before it produces a meson. ::Most of the 
mesons produced have, however, only a small energy, of the order of 
magnitude 1 I f. There[01·e, a fast nucleon will prod1tce rn:any mesons 
before it is stopped. 'rhere are, however, also fast mesons produced, in 
small numbers though, but most of the energy lost by the nucleon is· 
eontained in these fast mesons. We can define a cross-section for energy 
loss 

<I> en. loss . (10) 

where the ~ is to be extended over all polarizations and charges of the 
mesons produced. £ + E' is the total energy lost by the nucleon 
including that given to the recoil nucleon. We find from (8), (8'), using 
:the values I (30) for the constant f : 

1 I E) 
<I> en. loss =- E ( 40 + 36 log M (11) 

(sym. Th.) 

The second logarithmic term arises from mesons with energy > ilf, 
snd is, of course, the bigger one. The energy loss also is very great. 
F1or instance, a fast nucleon with E > > JJf loses p·er cm. H 20 an 
energy (me1sured in 11 c

2 
""' 108 e.v. l 

dE E 
- dx = NE <I>en.loss = 1 o 08 + 0 o 97 log ]J{ (12) 

(sym. 'l'h.) 

(N the number of nucleons per em.3
) 

which is more than 108 e.v. per cm. H20. 
In the ''charged theory'' the energy loss is considerably ·smaller, 

firstly because no neutrettos are produced, secondly; '!Jecause the cross
S€ction for scattering is smaller in the case of P - N and N - P 
collisions. Taking the average for P - N and P - P collisions 
and using the values for the coupling constants 

g2 
::> 0. 17 ' f2 = /'2 = 0. 11 (13) 

(eh. 'l'ho) 

(which give the right values for the nuclear forces) 
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J ( B) <I>ru.loaa = J!} 12 + 14 log .A£ (14) 
(eh. Th.) 

The application of this theory to the production of mesons in cosmic 
radiation will be published elsewhcre.10 

Finally, there are a. few points, chiefly of theoretical interest, to be 
s~ttled: 

As we have seen the meson is always emitted by the fast moving 
nucleon. One might wonde'r whether the nucleon initially at rest is not 
also capable of emitting a mcson. 'l'hi's question has been considered by 
\Villiams in the clectromag1retic case. His considerations can be 
immediately extended to our case to show that meson emission by the 
nucleon initially at rest is negligible. 

Our theory is only valid for: E >> .Af, I <<. r: << 1~'. \Ve briefly con
sider qualitatively how our results will change if these conditions are not 
Mrictly satisfied. 'l'he conditions for t: arc not of very great importance, 
the case £ ,_, 1 being of no interest and if t: approaches the value E 
the cross-section becomes rather small. For £ = t R our formulae 
should still hold approximately and it is very unlikely that they will 
undergo a change by an order of magnitude if t: --7 E. Our formulae 
\\'ill certainly give the right order of magnitude also for this case. Our 
theory cannot, however, be used if E < ?.1.. In this case we can obtain 
a guidance as to the result ·to be expected from older calculations11 in which 
the rate of nreson production has been calculated for E < < jlf 

neglecting the damping. The cross-section is found to be quite small. 
Thus we have to expect that all our cross-sections decrease rapidly as E 
becomes cmnparable with },f or snwller than Jrl. Our theory itself 
indicates that since for E < "Af the minimum impact parameter Part I 
(27) is 1 I M v instead of 1 I M and that means larger values for z. 
All our D's and C decrease cxpmientially for large z. Thus we expect 
that meson production practically ceases if E - .A1 . 

In addition to the mode of meson production considered in this paper 
there is another mode in which mesons can be produced in a collision 
between two nucleons. A fast moving proton has also a Lorentz
transformed Coulomb-field which is equivalent to a stream of light quanta. 
A light quantum can be transformed into a meson by the process 

· h J' + P -+ .N + Y + etc.12 ,.ye give a brief estimate of the order 
cf magnitude. The equivalent light quanta spectrum is2 

1 2 dv E · locr -
137 7r lJ b V 

10 Hamilton, Heitler and Peng, Phys. ReY. in the press. 
11 Cf. for instance Massey and Corben, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 35, 84, 193fl. 
12 This kind of meson production has been considered neglecting the damping by 

Kobayasi and Sato, Scient. Pap. Inst. Phys. Chcm. Res. Tol{)'O, 38, 51, 1940. 
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The cross-section for transformation into a meson is largest if the mcson 
js longitudinal and has. been derin~d in the following paper by Hamilton 
and Peng.° For v < < 1ll (the only case for which the problem is 

solved) the cross-section is ..-2 e f I 2 y2. Thus the rate of meson 
production is 

. dE E 
<l>tono d~ = 5·10- 4 -log ··· 

E E 
(N.R.) (15) 

(15) should be compared with (8) and (8'). 'Ne first notice that the 
energy dependence is different, (15) is proportional to d f. I f. • log E I f. 

whilst ( 8') and ( 8) are proportional to d f. I €
2 and d f. I €

3 
• On the 

other hand (15) has a very small numerical factor. That means that 
this mode of meson production is negligible for all energies E except 
the extremely high ones. Unfortunately (15) is only. valid for f. < 111 
aud we can therefore not give an exact estimate at which energy E (15) 
·would be greater than (8). If we tentatively apply (15) also for f. > Ill, 
the energy loss due to this kind of meson production would be comparable 
with the one considered in this paper if E ~ 10·1 which is about 
1012 e.v. This limit will be lowered if a proton collides with a heavy 
nucleus because it can be shown that then the effect increases with Z 2

• 

It will he noticed that the contribution of the A.-terms of the cross
S('etion also sets in at very high energies ( E - 1011 e.v.). In addition 
there are also other processes, for instance the emission of light quanta 
hy collisions hetween 2 nucleons which become important if the energy 
fxceeds these limits. The formulae given in this paper, especially for· 
the energy loss, do not therefore hold for the e~'tremely high energies. 

PROC. R.I.A., VOL. XLIX, SECT. A. [151 
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XI. 

ON THE PRODUCTION OF l\IESONS BY LIGHT QU.AN1'A .AND 

RELATED PROCESSES. 

BY J. IIAl\1ILTON A.J.'ID H. \V. PENG. 

(F'rom the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies.) 

[Head 10 l.L\Y. Publishctl 31 JANUAL:Y, 194-1.] 

1. INTRODUC'riON. 

UN'riL recently it was impossible to apply the mcson theory of nuclear 
forces to collision processes of any kind involving mcsons. The reason 
is that in such collision processes radiation damping is of paramount 
importance- and a theory of radiation damping is part of the very 
problem of quantum electrodynamics. To take an example: The process 
studied below, namely the transformation of' a light quantum into a meson 
during a collision with a proton, say, 

h ,, + P --7 1V + Y + 

has, if da.mping is neglected, a cross~scction 'd1ich would increase with 
( h v) ·2 (cf. reference ( 5)) . The same would be true for the rcYcrsc 
process. Both arc quite incompatible with the actual facts, as has in 
fact loi1g been known. Recently I-Ieitlcr and Pcng ( 4) have developed 
a general theory of damping which may be regarded as an attempt at 
guessing the correct formulae of a part of quantum electrodynamics, 
namely, that part which is dealing with transition probabilities. 
l\1athematically, the calculation o:f: trcmsition probalJHitics requires the 
solution of a set of simultaneous inhomogeneous integral equations. It 
is the object of the present paper to show that the above difficulties 
disappear in this theory of damping. ''7hilst applications to the actual 
production of mesons in cosmic radiation will be made in a paper by 
Heitler and Peng/ the contents of this paper are mainly of theoretical 
interest. In the first place we show that the cross~sections for the process 
in question and its reverse process arc small enough to he at least 
qualitatively compatible with the experiments and that both processes do 
not play a very important role in cosmic radiation. The method developed 
here for solving the integral equations can, however, also be used 
for other, more important, processes, nnd nre actuaJly used jn th~ 

paper quoted above. In the second place we shall discuss a problem (as it 
seems of purely theoretical interest), namely, the so~called ''principle of 

1 Hcitlcr and Pcng, Proe. Roy. Irish Aca<l., 49, A, 7, 101, 1943. 
PROC. R.I.A., VOL. XLIX, SECT. A. [24] 
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detailed balance." \V c shall sec that this principle no longer holds in its 
most general form in the present theory of clamping. (If clamping is 
neglected, it is a triYial consequence of the fact that the Hamiltonian of 
the interactions hc1 wecn all fields· and particles is Hermitim1.) .As far 
as our present inYestigation goes, 1 he Yiolation of the principle of detailed 
balance is of a very special and limited kind; it is only violated if the 
spin is inrludcd in the description of a state, it holds again whenever 
the average oYer all spin directions is taken. 'l'his, however, we have so 
Jar only been able to prove for the in·ocesscs dealt \Yith in this and the 
paper ref. 1, but we suppose it to be true more generally. \Ve suppose 
that it may Ycry ,~·ell be that the non-validity of the ]Jl'inciplc of detailed 
balance is an e~cntial part of future quantum-electrodynamics. 

'l'hroughout the paper \\"C shall assume that the proton mass is large 
compared with the energy of the light quanta or mesons concerned, thus 
neglecting recoil energies, etc. 'l'hc form of· the mcson theory used is a 
combination o£ vector and psendoscalar charged mcsons, but, for simplicity, 
we shall not include any neutral mcsons. 'l'hc inclusion of the latter 
would make the calculations much more complicated, but for all we know 
would not ~tltcr the order of magnitude of the results. 

2. TnE IN'l'ERAcrrwN o1" LwnT .AND niEsoNs w l'l'n PnoToNs AND 

NEU'l'RONS. 

Light a.nd mcsons arc treated quantum mechanically according to t_hc 
nsual field quantisation methods. Protons and neutrons arc considered 
as two states of the one particle, which we shall throughout call the 
nucleon. 

According to the mcson theory in the form suggested by nlcJ)ller and 
Hosenfeld,2 the Hamiltonian for the interaction of light, mcsons and. 
nucleons is given by 

H interaction = .Ui + Jiii + Jliii + Hiv 

with 

Jfi = ~: J ((A, lfl'~~ + ~·) di v lfJ + ([A, 1>*- ~·] c11rl cp) + '11* (A grad '!')) d V 

+ (adjoint terms) ;- (terms quadratic in A), 

Hii = lgf1• di v l/J* + /fl'' (er curl cp•) + j'n• (er grad '¥•) l + (adjoiut terms) 

Jliii = ic (gll* (A, l/J* + ~*) + fil'~~ (er[ A, <? • - ~/]) + j' n• (erA) 'l'"} 

+ (adjoint tenus 
c2 

Jiiv = - ll ll*A2. 
2.Jlf 

(1) 

: Mcpller and Rosenfeld, Kgl. Da.nsk. Vid. Scls., 17, 8, 1940. 
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Here the velocity of the nucleon has been assumed small compared 
with the velocity of I ight. A, 1./J, cf>, 'I' describe the electromagnetic, 
longitudinal mcson, transverse mcson and pscudoscalar mcson fields. 
IT is the operator denoting the transition of the nuclco~ :from the neutron 
to the proton state. The asterisk denotes, in all cases, the adjoint. O" 

is the spin vector of the nucleon. c is the elementary electric charge, 
while g, f, f' arc the coupling constants· of the nucleon with the 
longitudinal, transverse, pscudoscnlar meson fields respectively. The 
units are "meson units," chosen so that l1 = c = 11- (mcson in ass) = 1. 

\V c no\V give a complete list of the matrix elements of If for all those 
transitions which will occur below. To explain the notation we take a 
typical non-vanishing matrix clement of H i corresponding to the virtual 
transition 

ll I' -7 Yi~ng + y~ans.' 

This elemeut we denote bv 11~,~ !.·' 
1 

, where ''1' k'1, k:~ denote respectively 
J •3 1 • I 1'1 

the polarization vectors of the photon absorbed, aHd of the transverse and 

longitudinal mesons emitted. }~m"ther, by V'J, k'3, k3 we denote unit 

vectors in the directioiJS of propagation of the photon and the me~:;ons. 

Also k~ = [kJ k 1]. In the case of a meson being pseudoscalar, we use 

the suffix le~ in the matrix element, bnt its unit vector of propagation is 

always called k 3 • Primes are used for the second of two·mesons involved. 

For example, the element for the virtual process 

]s denoted by 

y+ 
trans 

The H 1 elements are then as follows :-

i i 
H I = llk k' 1 kj I l' I k 3 z • 3 I' I 

i 
][ 

k4 I ,.IJ;'' 

+ 1111 

i 

H ~·:1l v1k'1 
v'; c {- it:k'([vtk~Jk'2) - i{k(vtk'a)} 

-/2 VH1
)J 

{1r_c _ {- iEk'( [v1k3]k'2) + i~:'k (v1k'1) I· 
V '2 Va'l' 

(2) 

[24•] 
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V is the normalizing volume for the fields. f, f ', v arc the energies 
of the mcsons and the photon. ( f 

2 = 1 + k 2 
) • 

The conservation of momentum necessitv.tes 

k' = k f V (~') 

according as k refers to a meson of charge ±, where k, k', v are the 

propagation vectors of the mesons and photon. ( v = 11 v3 , k = le k 3) • 

Using the suftt'\:es P, N to denote proton and neutron states, the 
other elements can be written :-

1 ii Hii lrr 
l. 

- 1 Nk3l P = - gk Pk3l N EV 

- Il~k, I P 
·Hii l ... fk(o-k,) (3) ""' Fk1l N t:V 

j J·--Hii ll~k41 N 
2rr 

- Nk4l P - f I k ( ()" k3) 
EV 

Hiii Hiii 
2rre 

-·-·-·- ( g (v, k3) if E ( ()" [V 1 k3l ) } Nka I l'v 1 
- Pk3l Nv 1 Vj~ 

-

I1 iii Hiii 
2rre 

Nk l Pv1 Pk,j Nv1 
j-- 1 igE(v1k 1) + f( u[v,kt]) } 

V Ell 

2rre 
(4) 

Jliii Hiii --= f' (<T v) Nk, I p,, - Pk4 I Nv1 V jt:J, 

H iv 
7l' ez 

l IV I p, VJl{ Jv 11 
, (vi v/) 

J I 

J 
(5) 

jy 
0 HNv' jNv = 

I I 

In (3), ( 4) and (5) the nucleon is assumed to be initially at rest. Each 
of the equations in sets (3), ( 4) and (5) is a two-row-two-column matrix 
equation, arranged according to the two spin directions. of the final and 
initial states of the nucleon. (Terms free from a- contain the unit 
2 X 2 matrix.) 

3. PRODUCTION OF 1\tl.ESONS BY LIGHT. 

According to the theory of radiation damping3
• ·t the probability for 

the transition from state B to state ..t1 is given by 

r A 11 = 2 'rr PA I u AB I 2 
( 6) 

1 Heitler, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 37, 291 (1941); Wilson, ibid., 301. 
4 Heitler and Peng, ibid., 38, 296 (1942). 
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where PA is the density of the states A per unit energy interval. UA B 

is to be determined from the equation 

where G denotes a state of the same energy as A and B. ]JAB is the 
compound matrix element of the lowest non-vanishing order for the 
transition frmn state B to state A. 

For the production of a meson of energy E by the collision of a photon 
oi the same energy with a nucleon (neglecting the recoil of the nucleon) 
we consider all final states with one photon or one meson of energy E 

present. \Ye neglect final states with two or more quanta, since the effect 
of multiple scattering is small.4 

-

The compound matrix elements of the lowest order are as follows:-

H
ii r_rii 

r.r NkJ· I P .n. P I Nk'z 
.1.2 Nkj I Nl!z = 

ENk'z - Ep ' 
(8) 

H i Hii 
+ ~ kj I v1k'z Nk'z I P 

EL' - BNk'z 

For the calculation of HNkj 1 Nk'z we have to sum over the spin of the 
nucleon 111 the intermediate state P. This is automatically taken into 

account by consi~eri11g 11 :~'kj 
1 

P JI~ 
1 

J.Yk'z as the matri.x prod net of its 

i \VO factors. The summation (Z) is to be made over the four polarizutiont) 
(2 transverse, 1 longitudinal, 1 pseudosealar) of the meson k'z in thl' 
i11termeiliate state. The propagation vector k 1 is uniquely determined 
by the law o£ conservation o.l momentum ( 2 1 ) • 'rhe denominators are 
the energy differences between the initial and intermediate states. The 
set of equations (8) refers to the case where the total charge of the system 
is always + e. A similar set of compound matrix elements cOl-res
ponding to the case where the total charge of the system is 0, are obtained 
by interchanging N and P throughout the equations (8). 

Using (2), (3), (4) and (5), we obtain for the set (8) the following 
expressions (dropping the N, P and I in the suffix) :-

(9) 

where 

(10) 
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a<'cording as the total charge is + e or 0 ; 

« c I 
± 1.r ( _ k) '( g (1 - k 

2
) (v 1 k 3) 

y ~ v, V + 

i j E ( 0* [V 1 k 3]) i j E ( 0*, k + V) (k + V, [V 1 k 3] ) l 
'L7rC ~ 

± V " ( ;,-; +--k) ~ .<J E (V I k I) - if ( 0* [V I k I J ) - (11) 

- i/(o-,k+v)(k+v, [v 1 kt])- -ifk([o-,k+vJ[v,kz])l 

+ 2 7r c !' l < ) _ La-, k +_ ~) (k ) 1. 
- JT ' o- vl - ) vl I 

f , (v, v + k 

,vhcrc the upper or lower signs are to he taken throughout according as 
the system has total charge + e or 0 . (9), (10) and (11) arc 2 X 2 
matrix equations, like (3), ( 4) and ( 5). (9) giYes the matrix elements for 
the scattering of mcsons by a nucleon, (10) the 'l'hompson scattering of 
light by a proton, while (11) gives the matrix elements for the production 
of mesons by light. According to the ordinary radiation theory 'vhich 
neglects damping the calculation of the cross-section involves the 
elements (11) alone. 'l'his has been done in an earlier paper by Heitler. 5 

\Vhen radiation damping is taken into account all the final states are 
coupled together, and therefore (9) and (10) .are also required. In 
particular, for tpe production of mesons by light following (7), we have 
to solve the following simultaneous equations for U kv 

ulcv If k v + i 7f Jl kk' p k' U J! v + i 7r H kv" p "11 U I!" V 

11 IJIV + i 7r ll "'kl p k/ u k',, + 'i 7f H "1,,11 p ,,, u II"V 

(12a) 

(12b) 

Here the polari:t.aLion indices have been omitted. p k V -E ~~- l ( n,.. 
8 7f 3 

-a1Hr p v 
E 2 v -- rl n 

8 3 V 

" 
give the unmber of k atHl 11 states with 

propagation vectors lying in the solid angles d n k aml d n v respec
tively. The prochict . terms containing the density functions imply 

summation over all the polarizations of k I aud I'", and integration over all 
directions of these propagation vectors. U kv are 2 x 2 matrices with rows 
and columns corresponding to the spin direction of the nucleon in its final 
and initial states, similar to 11 l•v. Also terms with pratll'tets of If and [( 

are matrix products on account of the summation over the spin of the 
nucleon in the states /;;I and 11 ". 

6 Hcitler, Proc. Roy. Soc., 166, 529, 1938. 
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Fur t,Lo l'C\'Cl'SO process (LhG produet.iou or a phoLoll by a lllCSOll) u ,;. 
has to be solved from the equatious obLained from (12) by interchanging 

k and ,, throughout. 
For both processes the cross-sections arc then obtained from the 

transition probabilities, given by ( 6). 

4. GENERAL SOLU'l'ION OF 'fi-lE lNTEGRATJ EQUATIONS. 

We now explain the g·eneral procedure adopted in solving the 
5imultaneous integral equations (12). One of the variables U is 
eliminated giving an integral equation for the other. This elimination 
is carried out by making use of the 1:eciprocal kernel method of solving 
an integral equation.6 

If J( (x, y) is tJ10 kernel of the integral equation 

{/ (..1') + J ]( (:iJ, y) f (y) d ff, ( 13) 

and if the reciprocal kernel k (x, y) is defined by the integral equation 

k (;r, y) ]( (.t, y) + J ]((a;: .~) k (z, y) tlz , ( 14) 

then the solution of equation (13) is 

l (uJ) = .'J (;v) + f k (:c, y) (J (y) d ?I· (15) 

From (14) one can easily derive the important relation between J( anJ 
i1s reciprocal k 

J ]((;?:, z) k(z, y) dz = f k (x, z) Iq(z, y) dz. (14') 

\Vith the help of this theorem the problem of the solution of (13) is 
reduced to that of solving (14), which is often much easier. Clearly this 
theorem also holds when x and y stand for several variables. To 
;,pply it to equations (12) we have to understand by the integration ovc1· 
y in (13) integrations over two continuous variables describing the 
direction of k' (or v"), as \v·ell as a summation over discrete varwbles 
describing the polarization of the meson (or the photon) and the spin 
,>f the nucleon. 'l'he latter summation over the spin variable is taken into 
account by tJ1e matrix multiplication of Il and U. Due to this t!w 
reciprocal kernel is also1 a 2 X 2 ri1atrix, and the order of the facVJrs i11 
the matrix products in the above equations must not be altered. 

\Ve solve (12a) for Uk,, in 1icrms·of U,,,v· The kernel reciprocal to Ilk!.: 
WC denote by Vkk' , defi 11ed by the eq nation 

(16) 

8 E.g. see Whittakcr and 'Vatson, Modern Analysis (4th eel.), p. 218. 
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Using the abbreviation 

Vkv =:= Ifkv + irr VH' Pk' ffk'v (17) 

then the solution of (12a) is 

(18) 

Now substituting for U 1.-, in (12b) we obtain 

Uv'v = Hv'v + irr ]],,'v'' pv" U.,·•,, + irr Jf,'k' pk' (V;;., + 'trr Vi.'v" {'''" U.,•·., ). 

IVIaking the abbreviation 

V.,·, (19) 
we obtain 

Vv'v + iu Vv'v" pv" U,".,. (20) 

Thus we have transformed the simultaneous equations (12) into two 
independent integral equations (16) and (20). Equation (18) then gives 
the solution for. uk, . 

For the reverse process, i.e. the production o:f a photon by a meson, 
the integral equations can be solved in a similar mnnner. Defining 

v,k by 
V.,k = If,.~; + i rr If,~;, pk' Vk'k (21) 

we get the solution 

Uvk = Vv!.: + i 7r Uvv' p v' Vv'k (22) 

where V kk' and U ,,, are again the solutions of equations (16) and (20). 
Here the relation (14') has repeatedly been used. 

5. Low E1\1ERGY REGION, PRINCIPLE oF DE'l'AILEo BALANCE. 

The first integral equation (16) can be solved easily because the kernel 
H kk' ·given by (9) is composed o:f a factor·depending on k followed by 
one depending on le'. The solution is simply 

where 

1 
Hkl.' i - i" 

1 2rr k~ 
77 -1--.- --v--:--l J(~; .Ilk' 

- '/," "' 
(23) 

(24) 
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Therefore using (17) and (21) 

~" V;.., = H~.;, + -·-- !(;.. J(, 
1 - i" 

(25) 

V,~.: (26) 

where 

(27) 

K: is the adjoint of J(, . Using (9) and (11) after some calculation we 
obtain from (27) 

(28) 

where 

)/ = 1 {fg E 2fZ + /'2 2fr; (3fg ~tz + /'~) . ) 
z 9.-F~ j''2 'J 1. - --1.-- - - 1. + 2. 1,·l + -- -~..2 -- log(~: + k)j • 

g + """'J + .... 11 '" (i lt· '" (i " } 

(29) 

Using this result it is seen from (19) that V,,, pv" is of the order c2 f 2 ~: 4 • 

Using. (20) it is clear that if 

e 2 f 2 e ·i << 1 (30) 

then V,,, is a good approximation to U,.,,, and hence by (18), under 
the same condition (30), V;.., is a good approximation to Ukv. Similarly 
V,,k is, in this energy region, a good approximation to U,k. Using (6) 
the transition probabilities for tile production of mesons by photons mlll 
for the reverse process ean be calculated from (25) and (26). As (2ti) 
is not the adjoint of .(25) it remains to be· seen whether or not these tw(J 
probabilities are equal (apart from the density functions). 

Fo·r statistical considerations it ·is usually postulated or proved that 
the "principle of detailed balance" holds, more preciseJy that the folJowing 
theorem is true: If A and B arc two states completely specified, i.e. with 
given directions, polarizations, spin directions, etc. of all particles involved, 
1"he transition probabilities A ~ B and B ~ .. 1 are equal ~f 

referred to a unit volume of phase space. (I.e. the transition probabilities 
are equal apart from the density functions). 

To discuss this in more detail we restore the polarization indices, and 
a·dd two indices, a , {3 describing the initial and final spin directions 
0f tJ1e nucleon. Then the principle of detailed balance would require that 

v13a - va/3 I 
I 2 I 12 

kj ,. 1 - ,, kj • (31) 
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lising (25) and (26), howm·er, we find that 

( _
1 

i,.-. + _
1 

iK. ) ~1£"13, .. (K!-:; Kv1)13a- If~." (J{,~. H!.'j)a/31 
- 'l, ,.- + 'l, ,.- ( VI I•J ''J 1'1 

(32) 
On evaluation it is found that, in general (32) is not zero. However, lf 
we average over the initial and final spin directions of the nucleon then 
1 he right-hand side of (32) vanishes. rrhis is essentially due to the fnct 
that 

is real (because the above matrix i~ a real function 
principle of detailed balance is not satisfied if the 
nucleon is included in the description of a state. 
average over the spin directions is taken. 

of' i er). Hence lhc 
spin direction of th0 

It ·is satisfied if an 

Principle of Detailed Balance.---:-'fhc above failure of the principle of 
detailed balance is a feature of the new radiation theory. In the onlinat·y 
quantum theory of radiation where damping· is neglected, this principic 
follows from the fact that the perturbation Hamiltonian is Hermitiau. 
The difference is that, whereas in the ordinary thcor~' the probabilities 

are given by I 11 AB I 2
, when clamping IS taken aeconn t of I UAn I 2 

has to be used. 

From equation (7) there is no indicatioi1 that, in ge11eral 

However, in all the processes so far considered', the case just discussed is 
the only example for which 

I UA n I 2 =f I UnA I 2 

Although, due to the fact that on averaging over the spins of the nucleon, 
this inequality disappears and therefore the failure o:f the principle i::; 
1 f no practical importance; yet it is of considerable theoretical interest. 
Jt may be connected with the fact that in the classical treatment· of 
radiation damping a term .r. arises, which upsets the time reversibilit,y 
it£ the equation of motion. 

Cross-sections for the Production of J,f esons by Photons.-'fhcsc cross
sections are actually of the same order of magnitude as those given by 

1 Cf. especially the paper by Heitler and· Peng in these Proceedings. 
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the ordinary tl1cory neglecting damping in this energy region. We give 
1 he values for f >> 1 ' C2 r f 4 << 1 of the average total cross-~ctions 
for the productions of mcsons. 

<I> long 

<I> tranR (33) 

<l> ps 4 7r e2 f'z + 

6. Hran ENERGY R.EGION. 

\\T e now discuss Lhe euergy region where e2 .r~ ~' > 1. l[J..,, is no 

longer closely approximated by Vkv. Tlms equation (20) must be solved 

fur U,,,,. As now ~; >> 1 we ohly reta_in the highest powers of ~; (or k) 
in all expres~ious. From (11) it is seen that JIJ,3 , is of the order ef, while 

II;.-1, and JIJ..~, are of the order cf /E. (25) gives 

where we use the approximations, e.g. 

]{ "t = 

i cf 1r 

V 

~ e 1T' 

V 9 · 1 9 fz !''2) (a- V2) • 
i-1 (g + "' +. 

f.r; 

Similarly from (26) it follows that 

(36) 

(37) 

r1 o tl1e same order of approximation the kernel of equation (20) is (by 
(19)) 

'l'hc integral 

J£,, 1 /.-3 P k3 ffkav 1 

c-z .r ~ 2 J d (l.k ( v/ kl) (a-, k3 + va') (a-, k3 + v'J) (k3 v2) (39) 
V 8 1r (va', v' s + k3) (v3, Va + k3) 
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is evaluated in Appendix I. For the second term in (38) we have 

V ~2 
- (g 2 + 2 r + t'2

) J(* I J( 2 7r2 • • l't Jll 

(40) 
n~ing (27) and (36). 

From this and (I. 6) of Appendix I we obtain 

c2f2< [fJ ( ''l( I. I . -.[1 ( )}A(r I') 
v,,l,Jil '!, 7r 8 V l . + er v3) I v. - 'l, v2, v. + '!, Vz) + 'er v3 ~V a V a' + 

+ ( l- (er V3
1

) J (v.' + i v/, V1- i V2) [1- (er Va)} A((va' V3)) + 

(41) 

where 

1 
) (42) 

1 - __ g_~--- . B2 = 
[!~ + 2/2 + /'2 

(41) shows directly that Vv 1v is skew-Hermetian, 

(43) 

Hence from (20) it follows that U,/v is ske,~-Hermetian. Comparing (22) 
and (18) and using the fact that Vkv is Hermetian (37) we see that Ukv 

is Hermetian, i.e. 

(44) 

Hence the cross-section for the production of mcsons by light is the samo · 
as that for the reverse process in this region of high energies, apart from 
such differences that arise from the density functions. 

Solut·io.n of the Second Integ?·al Equation.-The kernel V,~, · of the 
equation (20) has, in the form (41), been split up into four terms of 
different types which have the orthogonal property appropriate to this 
type of integral equation. This _has the important coneequence that the 
solution U v1v has the same dependence on spin and polarization as V ,~v • 

Therefore U v 1
1, 1 is given by an expression obtained from ( 41) by replacing 
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A ( (v3' v3)) by a function X ( (v/ V3)) and replacing B 1 and B2 by constants 

Y 1 and Y 2 respectively. On substituting these expressions for Vv'v and 

U ,,, i-n (20) it is found that no cross products arising from terms of 

different types occur in the iutegral V,,,,, P,, U,,, . This is easily seen 

from the followiug orthogonality relations 

(45) 

f cl Q,, ( u v/') ( u vt) = if d .n,, ( u z;/') 0 (46) 

~ { vt + i vt} { 1 + ( u vt)} ( u v/') 

~ { vl" . "} ( " . v " , ~ + ~ V2 VI + '/, _2 , (]") 

{v/' + iv/'} (v/' + ivz'', u) + {v/' - ivt} (v/'- iv/', u) 

0 (47) 

as the summation ~ is to c..xtend over the two polarizatfons of v'' . 

(The second term is obtained from the first by replacing v/' by 1•/' 
and vz'' by - v/'). li,urther two terms of the same type yield, in 
this integral, a product which is again of the same type. 'rims (20) breaks 
·up into four equations (arising from the four types of terms) whici1 
determine the X, Y1 and Y2 separately. ('l'he two equations contain
ing X are identical). These equations arc (putting "A = 62 f2 {.1 

/ 2) 
where 

yl B1 
A -- B1 Y 4 1 

Yz B2 
A 

Yz 4: B2 f 
(48) 

where 
_ _11 + (v/ v3) + (v/ v/') + (v/' v3) }

3 

- I . 1 + (v/ v3) 
[ ... ] 

3 I 1 + (v/ v3) + (v/ vt) + (v3" vJ) l f 1 + (v3' vt)} 11 + (v/' v3) l 
- 2 - { 1 + (v3' V:~)} 2 

(50) 

w.·ising from the summation of the spins and the photon polarizations 
v

1
", v./'; as shown in Appencli.x II. 

'rhe solutions of ( 48) are 

1 + ~ B ' 4 1 

A 
1 + --- B2 

4 
(51) 
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To solve ( 49) we expand 11 and X in terms of the Legend re funcLions, 
thus 

11 

(5~) 
n 

The integral equation ( 49) then on substitution becomes equivalent to 
an infinite set of algebraic equations determining X11 • As shown ·in 
·Appendix Ill this infinite set of equations can be solved exactly, ti1c 
1 csult being given in the form of a recurrence formula for the ;t; 11 's . 

Defining x,
1 
+ ~ , by 

~ 

(n = 0, 1, 2, .. ) (53) 

and ((, 3 
11 +-

2 
similarly in terms of Ct 11 , a,H 1, •• a,,+3 we obtain for the 

solution of (H)) the independent equations 

or 

x,+ ~ 
2 

J.' 3 
"n + 2 

a
11 

3 - A a :3 1' 3 
~ :i 11 + 2 . 11 + i 

a 3 
11 + 2 

l+A.a-3 
1t + 2 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) 

(54) 

(55) 

Here the an+~ are to be evaluated from (4'2), using the definitions (52) 
2 

and (53), giving 
1 

(n + 1) (n + :2)2 (n + 3) 

However, (56) is obtained more easily by expanding 

11 + (v3' v3) }3 A ((v:/ v3)) 

and using the methods of Appendix Ill. 

(56) 

'l'hp, above gives the solution of the integral equation (20) for uv'v . 

U kv has then to be calculated using (18). :For -this purpose we use relation 
(34) giving 

ukv = Hkv + irr Hl.:v' Pv' u"'" - J{k If(" + i7T J(,, p v' u"'"}. (57) 

Since, from (36), /("
1

' contains only a term of the type ((J'v/) it only 

combines with the same type of term in U,,
11 

• Thus we have for the 
combin~tion occuning in (57) 

1(, + i Tr ](", p v' u,.ll . (58) 
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'l'otal C1·oss-section for the Prodttction of Longitudinal M esons. 

'!'his is to be calculated from the formula 

Using the fact that U;. 11 is Hermitian we have with (22) 

u· = u kv ,.,_ = V,.,_ + i rr U,.v' Pv· V,,.k 

\V e substitute the expressions (57) and ( 60) in (59) and obtain 

<l>Jong = 2 Tr V { Vvk3 + i 1f Uvv' pv' Vv'ka} Pk3 i lfk3v + 

+ irrHk3v" pv'' Uv''v - \. f{k3 Kv} 

1 + -B .. 4 ~ 

(59) 

(60) 

(61) 

\Vc first evaluate the integrals over k3 • There are just two types 
~1' these integrals. The first is given by the adjoint of ( 38) namely 

(62) 

To obtain this we note that Vv!; is I-lerti1itian while Vv'v is skew
Hermitian. ( (37) and (43) ). The second integral is 

Vv'k3 Pk3 ]{k3 = Hv'k3 Pk3 ](k3 - ]{ v: ]{k3 Pk3 ]{k3 (63) 

= [:-: ('2/2 + f' 2) ]{ :, 

m;ing the adjoint of (34) and the definition I<: , the adjoint of (27). 

lVIaking use of (62) and (63), and manipulating the resultant expression 
by mea~1s of the integral equation (20) and the formula (58) we 10btain 

<I> 2 rr V~· "f!vv + Uvv" pv" Uv"v t -
long = l t 7r . ) 

(64) 

( 
A )2 . 

1 + 4: B2 

Here v represents the incident photon, and the only sunmmtion js 
that denoted by p11 •• • As is shown in Appendix IV this leads to the 
tesult that the total cross-section for ti10 production of a longitudinal 
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meson by a photon is 

where 

and 

((, 

. 1 
+ -------- + 

( 1 + ~l 
Bz2 

-, 

---~ -- 21 
( 1 ·t- ~ B2) I 

4 -' 

2j2 + /' 2 

[/ + 2/2 + j' 2 

1 
3 

11 + 2 (n + l)(n + 2)2 (n + 3) 

(65) 

(66) 

'l'he Asymptotic Form of the Cross-section for large A. = e2 f2 e4 
/ 2. 

'l'he series ~ in (65) contributes the term of highest order. l{eplacing 

the sum by an iutegral we obtain 

7r c2 1'1. Ez J·oo '!/ 
<I>long = ./A 

0 
(1~-y2) 2 Jy 

(67) 

for large A . 

'!'his cross-section does not increase with E as the latter becomes larg··~. 

Its numerical val uc is roughly 5 ·1 0 - 27 cm 2 
• 

Total Cross-section for the Prod-uction of Pse·udoscalar JJl esons. 

As before we have 

• 
<I> ps = 2 ir VU k~ 11 p k, U k~ 11 

'l'o :find the asymptotic behaviour of the total cross-section, as before, 
we need only consider the series term ~ . Thus in (57) we only use the 

terms 

Uk, = Hk, + i 1r Hk,' P,' U ,·,. 

F'urther we use the relation 
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which follows directly from (11) and (35). 'l'hus we obtain the asymptotic 
.fcrmula 

4/'2 
<J>ps = ~·~ . 2 • <}>Ion~-: 

. • E 
(68) 

which decreases with increasing €. 

The cross-section for the production of transverse mesons has not 
been calculated in detail, but it can be seen that it is probably of the 
order 

J\s shown above the evaluation of the total cross-sections e.g. (61) js 
rendered simple by performing the integration over k before that over 
v' or v" . Since this rnnnot be done for the calculation of the differential 
cross-section, the calculation is then much more complicated. 

Scattering of Light by the Nucleon. 

'l'hc theory leads also to a scattering of light by a nucleon due to 
the interaction of light with the mcson field of the ·nucleon. The total 
cross-section for this process is given by the formula 

* <I> scattering = 2 7T' V U v' v P v' U,, v 

c'f'•' f,.!(n + 2)(-an_+~-)
2 

· 1 " 1 + A a,. + ~ + 

This relation hold~ exactly if € >> 1 . Using the same method as above 
we find the asymptotic formula 

<I> scntterin~o: 
7T'3 c f 
2-/2 for large A . (69) 

(which equals <I>1oug ). 

7.· PHYSICAL DISCUSSION. 

The results to be discussed are summarized in the following formulae 
(putting now !' = f) : 

cross-section for n.,, + P + .LV + Y;ong : 
rr 2 ef 

2v2 

n.,, + p + N + y ps : /2 7T':! ef 
f2 

PROC. H.I.A., VOL. XLIX, SEC'f. A. [25] 
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(For the reverse processes a factOJ· 2 has to be added hr,cause of 
tl1C 2 polarizations or the light quantum.) 

~ross-section for the scattering of a light quantum hy a nucleon : 

7T'~ cf 

2/2 

'V e first discuss the transformation of a mcson in to a 1 ig·ht quantum. 
The process i~ observable since the light quantum will at onee giYu ri:~0 

1 o a cascade ~howcr. 'rho production of showers by mcsom; is loww11 to 

be quite small, and considerable difficulties would ari!lc if we would 
neglect the damping. 'l'he cross-section would then be far too large 10 

be compatible with the experiments. The production of shower;:; by mesons 
i1as been studied by ]~ovcll.8 He found that the aYcrage cross-scdion 
:for a meson at sea level to produce a cascade shower in Pb is, per one 
Hl.;lcleon, O· 7 X 10- 2

!) cm2 • (For this figure one must take into accotmt 
t.flat only lw.lf the number of nucleons is effective because of the conservation 
of charge.) The mcson~ a.t sea level arc all pscudoscalar mesons. relwir 
average energ:y may be taken to be about 23 in our units. Using this value 
for € the above formula would give a cross-section o:f 5·10- 2

!) Cll1 2
• ~rhis 

is still far larger than the experiments permit, c~pccially if we take into 
account that the experimental showers are certainly mostly knock-(;n 
~;howcrs. 'Ve must remember, however, that our formulae arc only valid 
(i) for e < 10, and (ii) if no neutral mesons exist. Both fact~. may 
change the numerical factors in our formulae quite considerably. In 
addition it may also well be that the binding of the nucleons inside the 
nucleus or the overlapping of the meson fields in the nucleus diminishes 
the cross-section. However this may he, the chief difficulty, namely, the 
jncrease of the cross-section with energy, is removed in our theory and 
the results arc not in disastrous disagreement with the facts. 

The creation of mesons by light quanta leads to the occurrence p:E 
mesons in big cascade showers. Those mesons have actually been observed. 
The effect is discussed more in detail in a paper by Hamilton, Heitler 
and Peng0 and is found to be in reasonable agreement with the experiments. 

The meson field surrounding a nucleon gives also rise to a scattering 
of light by a. nucleon. The cross-section given above is much larger thaa 
the corresponding rrhomson cross-section \V hich is 

It is even, for the energies ~n question ( e ,.., 10 say), larger than the 
r.ross-section for the scattering of light by an electron which is of the 

8 L<>vell, Proc. Roy. Sac., 172, 568 (19~9). 
~Hamilton, Heitler and Peng, Phys. &v. 64, 78, 1943. 
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~ 

order of the nwgnitntlc c.. · (Klcin-Nishina formula). Nevertheless the 
JIIC3 E 

dfect is difficult to observe since light quanta of this energy produce pairR 
with a cross-section varying with Z 2 

, whereas our effect varies with Z . 
Bxccpt for hydrogen the rross-section for pair production iR very mneh 
l.1igger than that for scattering. 

APPENDIX I. 

Spin and Polar·izah'on Dependence of the Kernel V~~,. 

\Ve evaluate the integral (39) 

e~ f 2 

1:
2 j' d n,.. (l/z~k3) ( <T, k3 + va') ~o-,_k3_+_l/3) l~~~z) 

V 8 1r (v/, V 3
1 + k3) (v3, V3 + k3) 

by choosing the following co-ordinate axes. 'l'he z-axis lies along th,3 
bisector of v3 n.nd v/ and the y-a.xis is peqJenclicula r to the plane of 
v3 and V3

1
• 'l'his gives the unit co-ordinate vectors 

I 

V 3 + Va · -··xc-- · v:;' - V:l --·:x-s --- [v3 V3
1

] 

2-s-rJ (I. 1) 

where C and. S denote the cosine and sine of half the angle between v3 

and v3' respectively. 11'urthcr we use polar-co-ordinates with iz as 
polar axis. Hence we put 

± k3 = i z cos () + i x sin () cos 1) ' + i y sin fJ sin cp 

liere we choose the + signs so as to. give the integral the same form in 
hoth cases. It follows that 

( 
cos ()) i I I 

1 - 0 - t 1 + ( <T V3 ) ( <T v3) l 

s 
- i c sin e sin <p ( <T, v3 + v3') 

The other terms in the numerator can be written (using matrix notation) 

r -,r 1-, 

cos2 (}, cos (J sin (J cos cp, cos 0 sin (J sin ljJ I ~3 
v

2
) I 

20 

I I I 
(v3~},1z) 1· cos B sin() cos q,, sin2 0 cos2 p, sin~() cos p sin rp 

2 
S 

l 11 

~_vs' v_l_) I cos 0 sin{) sin rJ,, sin2 0 cos rp sin rp, sin2 0 sin2 cp -
2 

S C 
.J L .J 
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rl'he denominator of the integrand is an CYen function of cfJ 

(v3', v/ + k3) (v3', v3 + k3) == (1 - c cos or - s~ sill 2 0 sin2 cp 

1'hus it is only necessary to pick out the term~ in the nmncrator which 
arc even in cjJ. After elementary integrations, we obtain 

cz !2 ~2 
Hv1

1
k3 Pk3 Hk3111 = - 2 JF X 

[ ~~~~v_32C_v{~~) -t:_(v/v"J)(v/v2) 
4 S2 G2 

(I. 2) 

This can be further simp1ificd1 as follows. Expressing· the scal;n· 
products (v/ v;) ( i, j = 1 and 2) in terms of their components 
m the system (I. 1) we obtain the relations 

(v1'v2) - (v/vl) 

Rimilarly we obtain 

(v,'v"l(v,'v,)
2 

:,rv,'v,)(v,'v,) t 
(v1'v3)(v3'Vz)- (v/v3)(v3'vt) 1 

2 ~2 I 

{ , l (v1'v1) + (v~'v.,) 1 + (<TV 3)( <TV3) --~ C
2 

_: __ ::: ___ -r 

( r. 3) 

+ i ( <T, v/ + v3) (v__<v1 )2, J.f5~-~~l!_z2 · (I. 4) 

l•~urther by direct manipulation 

~ [1 + ( a-v/) J (v/ - iv/, V1 + iv.~) ( 1 + ( o-v3) J + 

+ !f1- (o-v3'))(v1' + iv/, V1- iv2)11 ·- (o-v3)l 

{ (v/vl) + (v/v2) }{ 1 + ( a-v3')( o-v3)) + 

+ i { (v/v2) - (v/v1)} (a-, v/ + v3). (1. 5) 

Introducing (I. 3), (I. 4) and (I. 5) into (I. 2) we can now writ0 (3~J) 
in the orthogonal form 

e2.f: ~2 I ' • ' • ' • I . ' 
H"1'k3fJ!.:3Hk:~"1= SV [ 1 1-t-(o-v:~))lvl- .,v2,vt+ w 2) 1 1 + (o-v:~)lA(~v3 v3)) + 

+ [ 1 - (<TV:.')) (v/ + ivz', V1 - iv2) (1 - ( <TV3) I A( (v3'v:,)) + 

+ (<TV/)( <TV1) + (<TV/)( <TV2)] (I. 6) 
where 
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APPENDIX II. 

1'hc J(crnel of the Integral Equation for _.,y- ((v3' v3)) • 

Vve have to show, how using terms of the first type for Vv'v" and 

Uv''" as given in (.H) we arrive at equation (40) .. 

Iilor this purpose we show that 

Jll0v"~l1 + (o-v/)}(v1v- iv/, v.'' + iv/')(1 + (o-vt))A((v3'v/')){1 + (o-vs")} 

(vt''- ivz", v1 + ivz)ll + (o-v3)JX((v/'v3)) = 

811 + ( o-v/) J (v/- ivz', V 1 + iv2) (1 + ( O"V3)} x 

f d Hv"A((v/v/')) [ 111 __ :-__ (~3~'!_:0_~(!!/!(-:C)_~(va"v:)}3 -
1 -t (v3 vJ) 

_ ? . !___~-~~{'!_a) + (v/~3") + (va''v~) . 11 + (v3'va")} { ,1 + (va'va) J ]_.,r((v/'v3)). 
2 1 + ( v 3V3) 1 + (V3 V a) 

(II. 1) 

:::: means summation over the polarizations of v" . \V c use the same 
~:xcs and co-ordinates as in Appendix I, where () and cp now refel' 

to va'' . 
First we deal with the spin terms : 

1jsing- the co-ordinate system we can write 

cos (J , sin (J cos cp 
11 + ( o-v3")} = 1 + 

2 
(f ( o-, v3 + va) t ----.is- ( o-, v3' -· v3) + 

sin (J sin cp 
+ -- 2 so- (o- [v3 v/]). 

On substitution we obtain 

(1 -t ( o-v3')} {1 + ( o-vs") J 
2 ll + ( o-v3) J 

= 2 { 1 + ( o-v3') : { 1 ~ ( o-v3) ) { 1 + c!!l./ + i g sin (J sin cp j (II. 2) 

g1vmg again the correct spin dependence for terms of the first type. 
Next we consider the polarization terms 
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Calculating the various terms on the right-hand side by means of t!t·~ 

~ame co-ordinate system we obtain 

. " 
- ~ Vz ' 

')( I • I = "-' V 1 - ~ V 2 , 

Thus the polarization terms also lead to an expression of the same type 
~s before. 

On substitution 111 (II. 1) we need only retain the terms which are 
even functions of cp in the product o:f: the expressions (II. 2) md 

(II. ~), as A ( ( v/ v/1
)) and ""1( ( v:/1 

V3 )) are even functions of (p. 
Thus the term in (II. 1) giving the angular dependence is, after some 
1·eduction, 

s(1 + co~H)[(1 + ?_~ulJJ- 4~2 {(1 + Ccos0)2
- S2 sin2 0cos2 p}]. 

(Il. 4) 

'fhe form used in (I. 1) is obtained from this by returning to the vector 
notation. 

By changing the sign of (J' and i in the above we conclude that the 
~amc factor (II. 4) arises from . the product of the terms of second 
type of Vv'v" and Uv"v • 

APPENDIX Ill. 

Sol·ution of the Integ1·al Equation for X ( ( v3
1 v3 )) • 

We have to solve the integral equation ( 49) by using the series 
expansions (52). 

The equation (49) is complicated due to the factor (GO). which arises 
from the spin and polarization summations. If this factor did not occur 
the solution of ( 49) would be very simple, due to the relation 

.Y is then given by the independent equations 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) (Ill. 2) 
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The method of solution can be best seen by considering the next simplest 
(~asc, where only the factor jntroduced by the spin terms is taken into 
:tccount. 

In this case the factor (50) is replaced by the factor 

1 + ( va' V3) + ( v:/ va'') + ( vt V3) 

1 + ( v/ v3) 
(Ill. 3) 

:~rising from (II. 2) (the sin cp term gives no contribution). Then the 

equation (49) becomes, on multiplying by the factor { 1 + (v/ v3)} 
ihroughout 

(1 + ( v' v) ) ~ :vn ( 2n + 1) P n ( ( v' v) ) = 
n . 

( 1 + ( v' v) } $ an ( 2n + 1) P n ( ( v' v) ) -
" 

- A$ ~an (2n + 1) ;,_;m (21n + 1) !_ Jdnv"Pn((v'v")) x 
n m 4 rr 

{1 + ( (v' v)) + (v' v") + (v" v )} Pm ( (v" v)) 

(III. 4) 

(where the index 3 is dropped throughout).10 \Ve now use the recurrence 
relations for the Legcndre functions in the form 

z Pn (z) 1J Pn-l (z) + ii Pn+l (z) (Ill. 5) 
where 

n n + 1 
1J n 

2 n + 1 2 n + 1 

To facilitate the application of this relation to the equation (IlL 4) \Ye· 
use the following artifice. Consider the expression 

z $ an (2n + 1) Pn (z) . 
" 

Using (Ill. 5) this becomes 

~ -~1.1 a-n-l + "n+l l (2n + 1) P,. (z) . 

to All summa.tions are for n = 0, 1, 2, ... 

If we put 

(Ill. 6) 

p- 1 = p- 2 ::: , • • = 0, a- I = a- 2 = .. • = 0, X- I = X- 2 = , . . = 0 

n.ll the formulae in this appendix bold without limitation of n. 
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This can be written as 

u $an (2n + 1) Pn (z) (Ill. 7) 

w·here a operates only on the a,l , as :follows 

(IlL 8) 

a relation analogous to (Ill. il). 
Similarly, 

z ~ a-·n ( 2 n + 1) Pn ( z) 

where ~ operates on the Xn only in the same way as a operates 
on the an. 

Using this the factor [ 1 + (v' v) + (v' v") + (v" v)} in the 

integrand of (II I. 4) can be replaced by the operator 

{ 1 + ( v' v) + et -l ~ ) 

which is now removed outside the integral sign. Using (III. 1) to evaluate 
the integral we obtain 

( 1 + ~) ~ Xn ( 2n + 1) P n ( ( v' v)) = ( 1 + a) $ an ( 2n + 1) Pn ( ( v' v;) -
n n 

- A ( 1 + (v'v) +a+~} $an Xn (2n + 1) Pn ((v' v)) (III. 9) 

Using a similar trick (v'v) multiplying the last series can be replaced 

by an operator 'Y which operates on en ( = an JJn), the coefficient of 

( ~n + 1) P n ( (v'v) ) in this series, according to the relation 

'Y Cn = 1_l Cn - 1 + n Cn + 1 . 

Thus the equation (IlL 9) becomes, on picking out the coefficient of 

(2n + 1)Pn((v'v)) throughout, 

(1 + ~)xn = (1 + n)an - A(1 + 'Y +a+ ~)anxn. (Ill. 10) 

(1 + 'Y + a + ~) a~~. ~n consists of 7 terms with coefficients indicated 

by the following scheme :-
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--- ------------------

?_Z ?_Z 
(Ill. 11) 

1 
-n 

Using the relation 1J + ?t 

the sum of two sets 
1 these coefficients can also be written as 

Xn-1 Xn 

a,n- 1 1} 1} 
+ -

1l 1t 
(III. 12) 

an 1J 1J 

Defining 

an+~ an + an+ 1 
2 

xn + ~ xn + xn +I (Ill. 13) 
. ') 

we see from (Ill. 12) that (1 + 'Y + a + ~) a11 Xn can be written m 

the form 

( 1 + 'Y + u + ~) an Xn 

Also we have 

= '1J xn - 1 + n xn + 1 
2 2 

(IlL 15) 

and similarly for (1 + a) u,l . 
Using ·(Ill. 14) and (Ill. 15) we can write (Ill. 10) in the form 

1J R" _ ~ + n R ,1 + ! = 0 
2 2 

where 

R + 1 !E! x 11 + ! - a 11 + -~ + A a , + ! x n + ! . 
" i 2 2 2 2 

Choosing n = 0 we see that we must have 

R 1 = 0, 
2 

PROC. R.I.A., VOL. XJ..~IX, SECT. A. 

(Ill. 16) 

(III. 17) 

[26] 
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and hence by induction, the solution of (Ill. 16) is 

R,llt1 = 0, 
2 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) . (IlL 18) 

'l'hus the solution of the integral equation ( 49) using (Ill. 3) instead •)f 
( JO) would be : 

x 1 - a 1- Aa 1 x 1 
' " + 2 - Jl + 2 11 + 2 ' 11 + i ' 

a result which is formally the same as (Ill. 2). 
Actually we have then : 

from which relations the x 11 can be found. 

(Ill. 19) 

(III. 20) 

Now returning to the actual, and more complicated, equation ( 49) 
where the factor in the integrand is given by (50), we obtain, analogous 
1 o (I I I. 10), the relation 

(1 + ~/ JJn = (1 + a) 3 a 11 -

3 
- t\[(1 + 'Y +a+ ~) 3 - 2 (1 + y +a+ ~)(1 + y)(l + a)(1 + ~)] a,x,. 

(III. 21) 

'Ihe expression corresponding to (Ill. 11) contains the principal diagonal 
and three other diagonals on each side of it. This can then, sirilllarly 
to (Ill. 12), be split up into four squares of four rows and four columns 

each. Each square is a. multiple of the product a,+~ x 11 + ~ , where 
2 2 

a,+~, ::v,J + ~. are given by (53). Corresponding to (III 14) we now have 
2 2 

3 
[(1 + y + n + ~) 3 - 2 (1 + y +cl+ ~)(1 + y)(1 + a)(l + ~)] a 11 x 11 

n-2n-1'1~ 
-3---= a,_~ xtz-~ + 
1- 2n- 2 

3~-~ "~ ~- ~ n~ ,,-=-1 1 1 
+ 3 3 an __ xu __ + 

1--n-1 1--n-2 2 2 

2-- ~--
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1----. --- - r· -- n + 2 n + I, -- -- -
3 n + 1 n 2 --: n .;- 2 n + 1 n 

+ 1- --3 -----1- ll - 1 - ;-~ --:-~!a,+ ~ ,?J,I + * + --:3~-= n,l : ~ ;~~~ + 3. 
- :l n -+ \ - 2 n + -;' - 1 - 2 n + 2 2 2 

(UT. 22) 

(1 + e? x, and (1 + a) 3 a, by direct ~nanipulation (similar to (Ill. 15)) 
give expressions, which are identical with (Il I. 22) with either the a's or 

x's omitted. 

Thus for n > 2 we have four terms in the equation corresponding 
to (Ill. 16). By considering the cases n = 0, 1, 2 and by induction 
we obtain the solution: 

X 3 
11 + 2 

a,+3- A.a,~+~x,t~• 
2 2 2 

(54) 

(n = 0, 1, 2, ... ) 

APPENDIX IV. 

Evaluation of the Cross-section. 

In (64) the term U,,, gives immediately on consideriug (-H) 

U,," (IV.l) 

. (The index 3 of v is again dropped throughout this Appendix.) \Ve 
1Jave from (52) 

X((vv)) ~ Xn (2n + I) 
n 

after some·manipulation. The term Uvv" pv" Uv"v according to (II. 1) 

gives 

~:,err~'~''')' 18' J dO," X ((v' v"J) [ ... ]X ((v" v)) + 8 rr Y,' + 8 lT Y,'l· 
(v' = v) (IV. 2) 

The expression [ ... ] is given by (50). After integration we put v' = v. 
This integral is evaluated by (Ill. 22) which gives 

{1 + (v'v)~ 3 
4
1
rr J dfl,,, X ((v'v''J) [ ... ].X ((v''v)) 
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J 
( 

-~ n - 2 ?~, - 1) 
1_~.-_2 n -_1 __ 1.~- x-· '.J 3 n- 1 n 2 --

~ l - ;) -.. n - ; + ----- 3- -=- 1 - ---- ;) ---~ :r2n - ~ + 
1 - 0. ?_~_- 2__ 1 - -- n - 1 1 - -- n - "" .., 

~- 2 -- 2---

-----
;) n -1 l n 

+ + 

+ (IV. 3) 

l'ntting v' = v, and collecLing terms we obtain 

1 J l I /1 [ ] X 11 

4 rr - c ll"" .. r ( (v v ) ) . • . ( (v v) ) ~ (n + 2) 

(v'= v) 

Ccmbining the \'arious terms in (64) now leads directly to (65). 
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XIV. 

ON 'l'HE CASCADE PRODUCTION OF J\1ESONS. 

BY H. \V. PENG. 

(From the Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies.) 

[Read 30 Nov~·MnER, 1043. Published 25 FEBRUARY, 1944.] 

INTRODUCTION. 

IN a previous paper by Heitler and mysel£1 it has been found that ~ 
nucleon (i.e. a proton or a neutron) in collisions with other nucleons can 
produce mesons. In traversing matter a fast nucleon will thus produce 
a number of mesons and gradually lose its energy. If the energy lost by 
the primary nucleon in a single collision is large, say larger than its 
rest energy, a recoil m.wleon is also produced accompanying the production 
uf the meson. The recoil nucleon on further traversing matter produces 
further mesons and recoil nucleons in the same way as the primary 
nucleon does. The successive generations of nucleons together with the 
primary nuc~eon form what may be called for convenience a ''nucleon 
cascade.'' 

In the subsequent applications2 of the results obtained in I to ihe 
production of mesons in the atmosphere by the protons which form the 
primary cosmic radiation the complication due to this cascade process has 
been evaded by the following, very crude, assumption: It has been 
e1ssumed that in each collision the whole energy lost by the primarv 
nucleon is taken up by the meson and no energy given to the recoil 
nucleon. In this way the energy loss of the primary nucleon is represented 
correctly, and also the tutal energy given to mesons by the primary 
nucleon until it is stopped (because eventually nearly all its energy is, 
via recoil nucleons, turned into mesons). On the other hand the energy 
distribution and the total number of mesons is not given correctly by 
this crude assumption. The agreement between the theory and the various 
cosmic ray experiments found in 11 is very satisfactory. Nevertheless it 
seems desirable to study the described cascade process more in detail and 
to find out how good the above simplifying assumption really is. 

In the present paper the production of mesons by a fast nucleon 
traversing matter will be treated in detail by taking a proper account of 

1 These Proceedings, 49 A, 101, 1943, quoted below us I. 
2 Hamilton, Heitler and Peng, Phys. Rev., 67, 78, 1943, quoted below as II. 

PROC. R.I.A., VOL. XLIX, SECT. A, (30) 
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the nucleon cascade. The results will be compared with the crude results 
obtained by making the above simplifying assumption. It will be seen 
that the difference is not great. "\Ve shall confine ourselves to the case 
of a fast nucleon traversing dense matter as is commonly used· in 
laboratory experiments. This enables us to neglect the {3-dccay of the 
mesons while traversing the matter. From our results we may conclude 
that also for the case of meson production in air the results will not be 
very different from those obtained in II by the simplifying assumption. 

1. The nucleon. cascade. 

We shall measure the thickness of the matter in terms of equivalent 
cm. H 20. Vve shall consider the simple case that but a single nucleon of 
energy E 0 falls on the top of the matter. We shall then determine, at 
any given depth x from the top of the matter, the number of nucleons 
(including the primary one and recoil ones of an generations) having 
energy between E and E + dE, which we shall denote by F(E, x)clE. 

It has been found in I that a nucleon with energy smaller than a 
threshold energ-y T, say, ceases to produce mesons on traversing matter. 
Hence we shall confine ourselves to nucleons of energy larger than T. 
T is of the order of magnitude of the rest energy 'ftf of the nucleon. 
Throughout the fo11owing we shall measure energies in units of the rest 
energy of the meson so that we have approximately T __:_ ]J[ ::::: 10 . 

The energy loss for a nucleon of energy E is given by the formula (12) 
of Part Ill of refere1i.ce 1, namely,3 

-dE /dx = 0·97 log 0·30E = b (say), (E >M). (1) 

The number of nucleons of energy between E and E + dE proflnced 
within the thickness dx cm. H 20 by a nucleon of energy E', say, is 
easily obtained by multiplying the cross-section for the production of a 
recoil nucleon (equ. (6) of Part III of reference 1) by the number of 
nucleons encountered in the thickness dx. The number of nucleons 
produced in dx and in thd energy interval dE by one nucleon with energy 
larger than E is tnen 

cE-2 dEdx, c::::: 0·49, (M< E < E'). (2) 

The number of nucleons with energy larger than E at a depth x F'(E, x) 
satisfies the equation 

b (JF 
aE 

c foo 1F(E', :>.;)dE' 
E 2 .E 

3 We adopt here, as in II, the ''symmetrical form of the meson theory.'' 

(3) 
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with the initial condition at the top of the matter x = 0: 

F (E, 0) = o (E - E o ) • 

8 being Dirac 's delta function. 

If we put F' = F' 0 + F' 1 + F' 2 + where F'n is the number 
of recoil nucleons produced in the n-th generation and consider the 
primary nucleon by itself, we obtain 

~'z r: F,,_l (E', :t) dE' 

(n=l, 2, 3, ... ) 
0 Fo _ b 0 Ji~ = O 
oo; oE . 

(4) 

( -!o) 

The equations ( 4), taken all together, arc of course equivalent to (3). 
Without committing a serious error we shall neglect the slight variation 

of b and c with E. The solution of ( 4) and ( 40 ) with the initial 
condition ( 3o) is then 

J
x d ' .-oo 

l!~, (E, x) = c (-E b- x b , 2 J F,,_ 1 (E', ;v') dl!)', 
0 + .v - .v ) E + bx - b.k' 

(n = 1, 2, ... ) (5) 

F' 0 (E, x) = 8 (E 0 - E - bx) . (50) 

F' 1 , F' 2 , etc., arc thus obtained in succession. 
It is convenient to introduce Hcavisidc 's fw1etion 

H { I 00 
<;'\ ( , l , \ 1 (:v > 0) 

'x) = J - .-t 
0 :r ) u ;'; = i 0 (:t < 0) . (6) 

By mathematical induction it follows from (5) and (50 ) that 

Fn(E, x) = H(E0 - E - bx). Gn(E, x), (n == 1, 2, .. ) (7) 

where G » and G n _ 1 are related to each other by a relation obtainable 
from (5) by changing the F's into G's and the infinite upper limit of 
integration by E 0 - bx'. (7) implies that no recoil nucleons can be 
found at x with energy larger than Eo - bx, which is an evident 
consequence of the energy loss suffered by all nucleons. 

Let <I> (E, x) = <1> 0 + <I> 1 + q,z + . . . be the total number of nucleons 

at x having energy above E, 

<P,, (E, x) = r: F" (E', x) dE' (8) 

where the suffix n may be 0, 1, 2, etc., or may be omitted. From (50), 

(6), (7) and (8) it follows that 

cf.> n ( E , . X) = H (Eo - E - b X) • 'l'" ( E , X) ( ~) i 
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where 

\Tr (E ' 1 \lr fE •' - G ( 1(lf '') l 1i'' ( - J ') . 

J
Eo-bx 

-r o , x) = , -r " ,_ , :t J - E 11 .D , J. c 1~ n - , ""', . . . ) . ( lCJ) 

Between '1'11 and '1',_ 1 '\\'C obtain from (5) the relation 

'1',1 (E, x) = cfE-bxdE'Jx(·
1
"·- d.c' b·-')

2
'1'"-t (E'+ bx- bx', ;/) 

E o 1!J + bx - .., 
(n = 1, 2, ... ) (11) 

It will be shown that '1',1 (E, x), n = 0, 1, 2, etc., arc functions of a 
single variable lV: 

lV = bx(E0 - E - bx) I E 0 E . (12) 

For this purpose let us suppose that 'I' n- 1 (E, x) IS a function of lV 
only: '1:"'- 1 ( lV), say. Then the integrand of (11) contains a function 
'I' u- 1 (U) of the variable U which is obtained from the right-hand-side 
of (12) by replacing E and x by E' + bx - bx' and x' respectively, 

U = bx' (E0 - E' - bx) I E 0 (E 1 + bx - bx 1 ). (13) 

By using this as a new variable of integration in place of x', say, (11) 
becomes 

where the two limits of integration of U are obtained from the right
hand-side of (13) by putting x' = 0 and x respectively and are therefore 
0 and V, 

V = bx(E0 - E' - bx) I Eo E'. (15) 

Now use V as the new variable of integration in place of E'. (14) 
becomes 

f
w lV ·r 

'1',. (E, x) = ~ 
0 

V(~ ·-+V) j 
0 

'¥,._ 1 ( U) d U = '¥,. ( W) 

(n = 1, 2, ... ) (16) 

where the two limits of integration of V, as obtained from the right-hand
side of (15) by putting E 1 = E 0 - bx and E respectively, are 0 and l·V, 
remembering (12). (16) shows that '1',. (E, x) is a function of 11' if 
'¥ n _ 1 (E, x) is so.. Since in the case of n = 1 '¥ 0 (E, ,"'J) is, by 10, a 
trivial function of W, we see by mathematical induction that 'l'u (E, x), 
n = 1, 2, etc., and thus also 'I' = 'I' 0 + 'I' 1 + . . . arc functions of the 
single variable .w. 

The above consideration of the successive generations of the nucleon 
cascade was only needed to show that 'I' (E, x) is a function of W only. 
There is no need any more to calculate the '¥ ,; ( W), etc., individually. 
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For, when we add up (16) for all generations n = 1, 2, etc., and invert 
the integrations on the right-hand-side into differentiations on the left
hand-side we obtain simply, taking into account that 'JI 0 ( lV) = 1, a 
differential equation for 'JI (E, x) = '1! ( lV), vi~. : 

d T d'JI C 

d rV 1 ~ (1 + JY) dJ-V = b -qr • (17) 
\ 

'rhe initial conditions can easily be· derived. from (10), and (14)-(16) 
and work out to be 

'I' = 1, d '1' I dW = c I b at 1V = 0. (18) 

We can bring (17) into the standard form of Legcn.dre ~s differential 
equation by using 1 + 21V as the independent variable and putting 

a (a + 1) = c I b . 0·5 I log 0·3E, (19) 

a being then the order of Legendre 's polynomials. The solution 
conforming to the initial condition (18) is then simply Legendre's 
function of the first kind 

'I' = Pa (1 + 21¥). (20) 

a is, of course, not a whole number. 
Numerical values for such Legendre's functions can be obtained from the 
hypergeometric series 

Pa (1 + 2lV) = F (a + 1, -a; 1; - 1¥) ( 1¥ < 1) (21) 

or from the descending series 

')a f' (a l- 1.) (1 -- tt u 1 I \ 
Pa (z) = r(a + \1)-·r:!(?J-) zap -2- ' - 2; 2 - a; z2) 

+ -~-a-~.£= a-!) z-(l-1 F(~ + 1 a+ 1 . n + ~ . ..!__) 
r(-a)f'(!) 2 ' 2' 2'z 2 ' 

(z + 1 + 2 W > 1) (22) 

cf. e.g. Whittaker and Watson's "1\iodern Analysis'' (4th ed.). p. 312 
and p. 334. . 

For definiteness, a will always denote' the bigger root of (19). It is 
positive and smaller than one, namely, 

a = 0·34 for E = 10; a = 0·23 for E = 20, etc. (23) 

'I' exceeds 'Y 0 = 1 (which describes the primary nucleon) appreciably 
only for W > 1, when the leading term of (22) gives a good approximation 
to 'I' , 

'I' ::::: ~a f' (a + t) (1 2 W) Cl 

f'(a + 1) f'(!) + ' (W > 1) . (24) 

lV < 1 means that the recoil nucleons arc not yet produced appreciably 
or are largely absorbed already. 
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It is to be noted that W is a homogeneous function of degree zero in 
the variables E 0 , ·E and x. I-Ience the total number of nucleons of energy 
above E at the depth x produced by a primary nucleon of energy originally 
E 0 is the same as thQ total number of nucleons of energy above mE at 
the depth mx associated with a primary nucleon of energy originally 
mE0 , m. being an arbitrary number. Thoug·h this exact correspondence 
is slightly impaired by the fact that b and a vary slightly with E, it is 
still fair to say that the nucleon cascades produced by primary nucleons 
of different energies are similar in their general features. 

On re-examining the calculation made above from the beginning of 
this section one sees that the error committed by treating the energy loss 
b as constant can be diminished considerably by using in the final result 
(20) for W the following expression : 

1V = X (Yo - y - x) I Yo y ' Yo = Eo I bo ' ?/ = E I b • (25) 

Here the energy loss b per cm. H 2 0 is considered as a function of the 
energy E of the nucleon, so that b0 is obtained from b of (1) by replacing 
E by E 0 • y and Yo are thus measured in cm. H 20 units. A few values 
obtained from (24) with the improvement (25) a.re given in the table 
below in order to show the main features of the nucleon cascade. 

TABLE I.-Total number of nucleons (including the p1-imary nucleon) 
with ene1·gy .a.bove E meson 1tnits at :.v. cm. 112 0 depth prod·ucecl 
by a primm·y nucleon of energy E 0 = 5,000 meso1z. 1w:its falling 
on the top of the matter (i.e. Yo = 710 cm .. H 20). 

( 1 meson 1tnit of energy = 0 · 94 X 108 e.v.) 

';!! 10 20 50 1'00 200 

150 2·7 1·8 1·4 1·25 1·13 

300 3·1 2·0 1·5 1·3 1·16 

450 3·0 2·0 1·5 1·3 1·15 

600 2·4 1·7 1·3 1·2 1·06 

The total number of nucleons of energy above E reaches its maximum 
at the depth x = (y0 - y) I 2, that is, half way between the top and 
the depth where the energy of the primary nucleon has decreased to E. 
The maximum number is, by (24) and (25), 

(26) 

Owing to the smallness of the exponent a the .maximum size of the 
nucleon cascade does not increase very much as the energy of the primary 
nucleon increases, as illustrated in the· following table:-
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TABI,E !I.-Increase of the size of the n1wleon ca.scade with the energy 
of the prirna.ry 'Mtcl.eon. (All val'ltes of energy are given in meson 
'l.tnits. 1 ?neson 'ltm't = 0·94 X 108 e.v.) 

Energy of 
primary nucleon 200 500 1,'000 2,000 5,000 10,000 

Mnx. no. of nucleons 
of energy E > 10 1·H 1·6 1·9 2·3 3·1 3·8 

Max. no. of nucleons 
of energy E > 20 1·1 1·3 1·5 1·7 2·0 2·3 

The above values include the primary nucleon itself. 
By partial differentiation of (8) and (9) we get for the energy 

distribution of nucleons at x 

I' ' -- -~ ) I F(E, x) -
0 

H <I (E, x) 

:J ( () 1¥' d qr = S (E - E - bx) + H (E - E - bx) - --) - . 
0 I) ' ' \ ()}!] d 1J7 (27) 

It is seen that the energy of the primary nucleon remains always the 
highest at all depths. The majority of the recoil nucleons have low 
energy which is more readily seen from the numerical values given in 
Table I. This is, of course, a consequence of the fact that the cross
section for the production of recoil nucleons favours low energies because 
of the factor E -2 of (2). 

2. The rnesons associated with the cascade. 

Let the density of the matter traversed by the nucleons and mesons 
be as high as that of a liquid or solid. The {3-decay of vector mcsons as 
well as pseudoscalar mesons can then be neglected. Vv e consider vector 
mesons4 and pseudoscalar mesons together. If f(f, x)df is the total 
number of mesons of energy between f and f + df at fne depth x, 
a. the energy loss by ionization of a meson of energy f per cm. I-120, and 
s(f, x) df dx the number of mesons of energy between f and f + eh 
produced between the depths x and x + .dx, then f(f, x) satisfies the 
equation 

of a.t . ----- - a -- = s . 
a.x a" (28) 

By adding together the cross-sections given in the formulae (2) and ( 4) 

of Part Ill of reference 1 for the production of vector and pseudoscalar 

4 The vector mesons concerned with are essentially transverS'e mesons, because 
longitudinal mesons are rarely produced <luring the collision of two nuch?ons, according 
to I. 
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mesons and multiplying the result by the number of nucleons encountered 
by a nucleon per cm. H 20 path we obtain :for the number of mcsons 
produced per cm. H 20 by a nucleon of energy E 

0·014 (Dp 1 + Dt1·) e- 3 de 
(2·8 < e < M) 

0·0056 de f I! (Dps + -~ Dtr) e'- 3 de' 

(111 < ~: <E) . 

(29a) 

(29b) 

D ps and D tr· are neg·ligibly small if E is less than a certain threshold 
. energy T which is of the order of llf. For E > T the two combinations 

of the D's occurring in (29a) and (29b) arc approximately constants, viz., 
200 and 115. So we have, after carrying out the integration of (29b), 

1.V(e, E) = 2·8 ~:- 3 .ll(E - 1') 
iV(e, E) = 0·32 e- 2 

(2·8 < f < 1') 

(T < E <E). 
(30a) 

(30L) 

Taking account of all the nucleons having energy E > £ at the depth x 
we get for Sl(t:, x) 

s ( f, x) = J ~ N ( t:, E) P' (E, ~:) dE ; (21) 

or, making use of the results obtained for the nucleon cascade in the 
preceding section, 

s(e, x) 

s (e, x) 

2·8 t:- 3 H (E0 - T - bx) . Pa.(1 + 2t) 
(2·8 < E < JJI) 

0·32 t:- 2 ll (E0 - E - bx) . Pa(1 + 2w) 
(llf < t:) 

(3la) 

(31b) 

where t and u: are obtained from the right-hand-side of (12) by putting 
E = T and E: respectively, 

t = bx(E0 - T - bx) I E 0 T, 

W = bx(E0 - £ - bx) I E 0 £. 

(32a) 

(32b) 

The ionization loss a varies but little with the energy E: of the meson. 
In meson units for the energy and the cm. H 20 units of length of path 

we have 
a = 0·021, 0·022, 0·037 for £ = 1, 10, 100. (33) 

Hence regarding a as constant we can solve (28) by an integral: 

f ( e , x) = f: s ( e + ax - a:c' , x') dx' , (34) 

the initial condition being clearly f = 0 at x = 0. 'Vith the function s 
given by (31a) and (31b) it is difficult to perform this integration 

analytically. 
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J_;et cp ( £, x) be the total number of mcsons of energy above £ at the 
depth x, that is 

p (~:, :r) = J~.f(E', x) d/ . (35) 

Insert here (34) for f and change the order of integration, regarding a 
as a constant. \V e get then 

rp (~:, x) = J: u(e + ll.'{;- ax', x') dx' (36) 

with 

(:-~7) 

It is easy to perform the integration (37) analytically, but not the 
i1itegration (36). 

For £ > M we replace the £ of (3lb) by f.' and insert the result into 
(37). So we obtain 

f
Eo- bx 

"(t:, x) = 0·32 H (E0 - e - bx) *' Pa(1 + 2w') e'-2 de' 

(~: > ill) (38b) 
·where, by (32b), 

(39b) 

Transform the variable of integration of (38b) from £' to u/ and a.pp1y 
the well-lmown relation of Legendre's functions 

We obtain then for u (£, x) 

clPa-1 (z) = (2a + 1) Pa (z) 
dz 

(40) 

h'0 (Pa+ 1 (1 + 2w)- Pa-+ 1 (1 + 2w)} 
fT(e, x) = 0·32 Il(E

0
- e- ~.v). (4n. + 2) b.'V (Eo_ ba:) 

(e > .11) (41b) 

w being again (32b). 
For £ < !If we have to divide the integral of (37) into two parts, and 

use both (31a) and (31b). The part arising from (31b) is simply u(JI, :r) 
obtained from (41b) by putting £ = !If. To this we add the part arising 
from (31a) and obtain for u( £, x) 

' l (1 1 ) u(e, x) = 2·8Il(E0 - T- bx) Pa(1+ 2t)?,l-2- ;"If~ + cr(ll/, x) 
..., \e ..11 

(e<JI). (41a) 

The slight variation of the energy loss b with the energy E of the 
nucleon cannot be ignored completely because the latter diminishes 
rapidly as the nucleon travels. On re-examining the calculation made in 
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this section from the beginning one sees easily how this effect can be 
roug·hly taken into account by simply measuring the energy of a nucleon 
in em. H 20 units, as introduced towards the end of section 1. Let Yo 
(or 7]) be the mensure of the energy E 0 (or t:) of a nucleon in em. H:.!O 
units, that is to sa~', 

IJ = E I {3 (42) 

where b0 (or {3) is the energy loss per cm. H:.!O by a nucleon of energy E 0 

(or t:), viz., by (1), 

b0 = 0·97log 0·30E0 , {3 = 0·97log 0·30t:. (43) 

Let similal'Jy T he the measure of the threshold energy 7' of a nucleon 
in cm. H 20 units, 

T = T I (0·97log 0·30T) = 9·4 ( 44) 

for T = ~I = 10, say. 'rhe improved expressions instead of ( 41a) and 
( 41b) are then 

( ) = 0·:32 ][ (
1

Yo _ 
11 

_ x) . ?Jo !Pa+ I (1 + ~'l_v)_ -::-_!(t~_I_D_ + 2w)} 
e7 E ' X ' ( 4a + 2) {3.r, (Yo - :r) 

(t: > 1l1) (46b) 

where no\\· 

W = x(y0 - 1J - x) I Yo1J, a(a + 1) = 0·5 I log0·3t:, (46h) 

and 

e7 (E, :;_;) = 2·8 ][ (?/o- T- [iJ) Pa(l + 2t) ~(~2- JJ~ 2 ) + C1 (111, :r) 

(t: < .L11) (45a) 

where now 

t = X ( Y 0 - T - X) I Yo T = X ( Y 0 - 9 · 4 - X) I 9 · 4yo , 

a(a + 1) = 0·5 I log 0·3T _ 0·45. (46a) 

Since we have to use different expressions for (J' ( t:, x) according to 
~ ~l it is convenient to write (36) in the form 

f
tl + a."t: ( t:' - E\ dt:' 

(1' (t: x) = C7 t:' x - -- --
, e '· a J a 

(47) 

which is obtained from (36) by the transformation of variables 

· t:' = t: + ax - ax' . 

The integration ( 47) has been carried out by graphical methods for 
some selected values of t:, x and E 0 • :l\Iost of the numerical values of 
the Le()'endre functions that occur in the integrand arc calculated from 

0 

the descending series (22). 
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3. Results and discussion. 

Before giving the results derived from the formulae of the preceding 
section we treat the same problem by making the simplifying· assumption 
mentioned in the introduction, i.e. we assume that in each individual 
collision the whole energy lost by the fast nucleon is given to the meson 
produced and no energy given to the recoil nucleon. This simplification 
has been used throughout in II, and it is our aim to show that it is a 
reasonably good approximation. 

We use the same notation as in the previous section, but apply an 
asterisk to all quantities derived from this simplification. · 

The number of mesons produced in the energy range d€ by a nucleon 
of energy E per cm. H 20 then becomes, instead of (29b) and (30b), 

JV*' (E, E) (lt: = 0•0056 (Dps + -1 Dtr) E- 2 d~ = 0·6-1: E- 2 dr, 
(M< f < R). (:)Ob*) 

At every depth now only the primary nucleon is effective in producing 
mesons. (31) is therefore to be replaced by 

s• (~:, x) = f~ 1V• (f, E) F 0 (E, :~~) dE. 

Using the results of section 1 for F 0 (E, x). we find in place of (3la) 
and (31b) 

s'i(€, x) = 2·8 c 3 H(E0 - 'P - bx), (2·8 < € < :tlf), (31a•) 

s•(€, x) = 0·64 c 2 H(E 0 - € - bx), (:tll < €), (31b*) 

These differ from the correct expressions (3la) and (31b) in that 
Pa (1 + 2t) has been replaced by unity and P .. (1 + 2w) by 2. 'rhus we 
see that we underestimate the production of mesons of energy € < 1ll and, 
by consulting Table I, overestimate at almost all depths the production . 
of mesons of energy € > 50 if the primary nucleon has originally as high 
an energy as 5,000. 

After an elementary integration and by taking into account the slight 
variation of the energy loss with the energy of a nucleon in the same 
manner as above, we obtain for u""(€, x) in place of (45a) and (4Gb) 

u• (t: , ;r) = 0·64 H (?Jo - •1 - x) { ~ - {3 (y~ _ x)} . 

(f >.M) (J5b•) 

a• (e, x) = 1·4 H(y0 - r - x) (~:- 2 - ]If-'!) + rrilf (111, x) 
(~: < J/) (45a•) 

'Ve recall that 1J = € I {3 , {3 being the energy loss per cm. H 20 for a 
nucleon of energy €. 

It remains to carry out the integration ( 47) which is now elementary. 
Owing to the small ionization loss of the meson the two limits of 
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integration of ( 47) are sufficiently close to each other so that the variation 
of {3 in the integrand can be neglected. 'V e have to distinguish between 
three cases according to whether ((l(t) € + ax < l\I or (bb) € > !If or 
((tb) € + lt-x > !If > € when (45a~.t) or (45b~) or hoth are to be used for 
the integrand. We give the results : 

cp• (E, x) = 0·64 11 ( Yo - E + ax~ {~ Iocr ~-~t,.v - _.!_ log-~} 
' {3 } a 

0 
Eb f3 Yo - ~- b 

(E > ill) (47bb'"' 

1 . -1: H ( { 1 1 E + ax - Ea} cp• (E' ;t) = ---;:;:- Yu - r) ;-;; - E + ax - ~ji--

t
x" r l Yo I + 0·64 If (y1 0 - r) - - -- og --
]J{ J.ll ?Jo - X a I 

( E + ax < 1lf) ( 4 'i aa *) 

cp•(E, ~J) = 1 ~! ll(yt,- T- a:Jr) {~ -1- JllJl~=tEa} 

+ 0•64 }-[ (y - T - X ) {;ra _--:-_X ,lf - ~ Iocr Yo __ - Xll!~ 
o M ]J{ JJ! oYo-Xa\ 

( 
E + ax) {1 E + ax r Yo } + 0·64 H Yo - • -- - log--- - - log-~-

Jl/ a E b.ll 111 Yo - X bill 

(E + ax > Jlf >E) (47ab•) 

where x M= x - (ill - E) I a and Eb = E, a:b = x if ?lo > x + ll , 

E + o.r - aJJ0 

-1-afj3 

€ 

Ea -= E + ((X + ar - ay0 
.. -

E 11,1! ]Jf , xb11r = x.,1 

E + aJJ - ay0 

1 - TCl I 111 ' 

if 

if 

.'Jo >X + T , 

Xa ;, ?fo - T if 

Yo > X,lf + T ' 

Yo < X+ T, 

The values cp• calculated from these formulae for the total number of 
mesons produced at the depth x of energy above € by a nucleon of energy 
originally E 0 are compared in the tables below with the accurate values cp 
calculated by the method described in section 2, where the nucleon cascade 
is taken into account properly. 

TABLE lli. 

cp and cp"" for E? = 5000 
E 2•8 10 -X 

343 

700 

44 
34* 

50 
4U* 

12·6 
16-:\' 

18 
25"" 

TABLE IV. 

cp and cp*- for E'o = 200 
f 2·8 10 -X 

20 

40·G 

2·8 
3•8-:\' 

(j·Q 

6·6-:\' 

0·48 
0·95-11! 

0·85 
1·47. 
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It is clear that the production of mesons of energy above AI has been 
overestimated and that of small energies underestimated, as was to be 
expected. For each value of E 0 the two depths considered in the tables 
above are roughly half the distance and the whole distance the primary 
nucleon travels until the production of mcsons ceases. · 

On the whole, for most values of € and x the difference between q> 
and cp~ is not very great. Especially the total number of mesons, i.e. the 
number of mesons with energy above € = 2·8 never deviates from the 
exact number by more than 30 per cent. if cp• is used instead of cp. \Ve 
can safely' conclude that also for the case of a nucleon traversing air 
(when the ,8-decay of mesons cannot be neglected) the results will not 
be ve1·y different and that the use of cp• instead of cp will not cause very 
large errors. The nucleon cascade never gives rise to a marked shower 
phenomenon, because in the production of recoil nucleons low energies 
are favoured too strongly. 

In II the energy spectrum of mesons at sea level has been compared 
with the theory using the cp* function instead of <f>. It was found that 
the experimental spectrum falls off somewhat more steeply than the 
theoretical one at high energies. Looking at tables Ill and IV we sec 
jmmediately that the agreement would be improved if the exact results. 
of this paper were used by taking into account the nucleon cascade. 

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Professor vY. Heitler 
for the interest he has taken in the subject. He wishes also to acknowledg0 
his great indebtness to Professor E. Schrodinger, Director of the School 
of Theoretical Physics, for his kindness and encouragement. 
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The quan.tum theory of damping clcvelopecl by two of us (Hcitlcr and Peng) is applied to 
the productiOn of mcsons by proton-proton collisions. For this purpose the modification of the 
mcson thc.ory pro~oscd by lVIpllcr and Roscnfcld is used. i\ primary radiation consisting of 
protons w1th a suitable energy spectrum is assumed, and it is shown that the rate of mcson 
pr?duction is so high that nearly all mcsons arc produced in a top layer of the atmosphere of 
th1cknc~s 15--:-30 c~ H20. The variation of the mcson intensity with energy, height, and gco
magnctic latitude 1s found to be in good agreement with the experiments. The transverse 
mcsons, which have a very short lifetime, arc seen to give, by decay, a satisfactory account 
of the soft component in the high atmosphere. A number of other effects (mcson showers 
transformation into ncutrctto's) are discussed in Sections VI and VII. ' 

I. INTRODUCTION 

uNTIL recently it has not been possible to 
. apply Yukawa's meson theory of the 

nuclear forces to cosmic-ray mesons and thus to 
establish the identity of the particles predicted 
by Yukawa with the cosmic-ray mesons. The 
reason for this deep-rooted difficulty is the 
following: The interaction between a mcson and 
a nuclear particle is, in contrast to the electron
light interaction, a strong one, and becomes in
creasingly stronger at high energies. This makes 
a proper treatment of the reaction forces exerted 
by the meson field on the nuclear particles im
perative. However, as is well known, a treatment 
of the radiation reaction is intimately connected 
with the divergence difficulties occurring in every 
quantized field theory. To remove this difficultv 
two distinctly different sets of ideas have bee;1 
put forward recently. Their difference can best be 
understood by remembering Lorcntz's expansion 
of the reaction force which a light wave emitted 
by an electron exerts on the electron. This 
reaction force can be expanded according to 
powers of the electronic radius r: The first term is 
proportional to the acceleration and to r-1 thus 
diverging for a point particle. This term is 
usually thought to be incluclccl in the inertia of 
the particle. The second term, the usual damping 
term, is independent of r and proportional to the 
time derivative of the acceleration. Higher terms 
arc proportional to posi ti vc powers of r and are, 
as a rule, neglected. In the meson case it is the 
charge-and-spin degrees of freedom of the nuclear 

particle which are coupled strongly with the 
meson field. \Ve expect, therefore, that the reac
tion force will produce a twofold effect: (i) a large 
inertia to be attributed to these degrees of 
freedom, (ii) a large damping. In the first set of 
theories1 mentioned above attention is concen
trated on the first effect. It is clear that in order 
to make the inertia term finite, a finite particle 
radius has to be introduced which makes a 
relativistic treatment of the nuciC'ar particle so 
far impossible. In the second kind of theory no 
physical reality is attributed to the fi.rst term of 
the reaction force at all. The particle is strictly 
con.sidered as a point particle. By suitable sub
traction the diverging inertia term of the reaction 
force is made to vanish (and so arc the other 
diverging integrals occurring in the theory). The 
only finite part of the reaction force is then the 
clamping term. Along this line 'Dirac's2 new 
quantum-electrodynamics (confined so far to the 
electromagnetic field) is based. I nclepenclently of 
Dirac but in the same spirit, though less general, 
two of us (Heitler and Pcng) 3 have made an 
attempt at "guessing" the correct equations of 

•1 The so-called "strong coupling theory" put forward by 
Wcntzel [.Hclv. Phys. Acta. 13, 269 (1940)], Oppcnhcimcr 
and ?chwmgcr [Phvs. Rev. 60, 150 (1941)], and recently 
pault and Dancoff LPhys. Rev. 62, 85 (1942)]. This theory 
1s closely connected with former suggestions made by 
Bhabha, l\la, and Heitlcr, in which it was assumed that a 
proton and neutron can exist in excited charge and spin 
states. 

2 Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soc. 180, 1 (1942) and lectures given 
at the I?ublin Institute. for. Advanced Studies, to appear 
shortly 111 the Commumcat10n of the Dublin Institute for 
Advance Studies. 

3 Heitlcr and Pcng, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 38 296 
(1942). ' 
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quantum electrodynamics by omitting consist
ently and systematically all the diverging features 
from the quantizcd field theories. A simple new 
set of equations has been obtained which, how
ever, can so far only be used for non-static 
problems (transition probabilities) whilst the 
static field appears to be a problem of a higher 
order of difficulty. This papcr3 will, in the 
following, be referred to as J. In contrast to the 
older expansion method used previously for the 
calculation of transition probabilities the new 
theory includes a damping force. In cases where a 
classical analogue exists it can be shown that the 
theory is equivalent to a treatment of the second 
classical damping term. The transition proba
bilities arc to be calculated from a set of simul
taneous inhomogeneous integral equations. The 
application to multiple processes in I shows that 
the results are at least "reasonable." \Ve hope to 
be able to show that our theory can, at any rate 
as a good approximation, be derived from Dirac's 
quantum-electrodynamics.4 

It should be possible to decide between the two 
kinds of theories experimentally. The cross sec
tion for the scattering of mesons by a proton 
depends upon the energy in a different way in the 
two theories. lVIore precise measurements of the 
scattering cross section especially as a function of 
the energy p.re therefore very desirable. An ex
perimental decision would virtually decide 
whether the elementary particles have a finite 
radius or are point particles (cum grano salis). 

Further applications of our theory to the 
creation of mcsons by light quanta and through 
proton-proton collisions are made in two papers, 5 

the results of which arc the basis of the present 
work (referred to as II and Ill, respectively). 
They are summarized as far as they arc needed in 
Section 11. The aim of this paper is to show that 
the theory gives a satisfactory account-as far as 
we can see-of all the chief cosmic-ray phenomena 
connected with mesons, including their creation, 
their diffusion through the atmosphere, meson 
showers, and the transformation into neutrettos. 

4 This does not mean that our results should be regarded 
as a proof for Dirac's theory, even if our equations should 
prove to be in quantitative agreement with the experi
ments. Indeed many of the special features of Dirac's 
theory only become apparent when static problems are 
treated. 

6 Hamilton and Peng; Heitler and Peng, to appear 
shortly in the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy. 

\Vc shall assume that mcsons arc created by a 
primary radiation consisting of protons, in ac
cordance with the gcomagnctic evidence. 

It will be seen that the rate of production of 
mesons is so great that practically all the mesons 
are produced in a very thin top layer of the 
atmosphere. This is indeed what recent cxperi
ments6 have shown to be the case. 

A certain ambiguity arises from the fact that at 
present it is not quite known which of the various 
modifications of the meson theory is to be used. 
As we endeavor to give a connected account of 
cosmic-ray and nuclear phenomena we choose that 
form of the meson theory which gives the best 
account of the nuclear forces: This is undoubtedly 
the form of the theory proposed by l\1~ller and 
Rosenfeld. 7 Thus we assume that vector and 
pseudoscalar mcsons exist (with equal coupling 
constants for transverse and pscudoscalar mesons) 
and that neutrettos (neutral mesons) also exist, 
whose coupling constants are half of those of 
charged mesons. 

In accordance with this theory and with the 
fact that only pseudoscalar mesons are found at 
sea level we assume that vector mesons have a 
much smaller lifetime than pscudoscalar mesons. 
A lifetime of 10-s sec. at rest suffices to explain 
that all vector mesons decay practically at the 
point where they are created. The meson pro
ducing layer of the atmosphere will be seen to 
have a thickness of less than 15-30 cm H20. 
Most of the electrons arising from the decay of 
the transverse mesons are, therefore, also pro
duced in a very thin top layer of the atmosphere. 
\Ve shall see in Section V that the number of these 
decay electrons and their energy spectrum is just 
of the right magnitude and type to produce, by 
cascade multiplication, the soft component in the 
high atmosphere. The observed intensity curve is 
in good agreement with the calculated one. Thus 
the soft component can be explained as tertiary 
products of the incoming primary protons. 

II. PRODUCTION OF MESONS BY PROTON
PROTON COLLISIONS. RANGE OF 

FAST PROTONS 

If a fast proton collides with another nuclear 
particle it may cmi t a mcson in analogy to the 

6 Schein, Jesse, and Wollan, Phys. Rev. 59,615 (19-!1). 
7 iVIoller and Rosenfcld, Kgl. Danske Vid. Sels. Math.

Fys. Medd. 17 (19-W). 
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"bremsstrahlung" emitted when a fast charged 
particle is deflected in a Coulomb field. The rate 
of production has been calculated in Ill by 
applying the method of Weizsacker-Williams 
which has proved useful in the electromagnetic 
case: The field of the fast proton is expanded into 
a Fourier series and is, at sufficiently high energies, 
equivalent (i) to a beam of light quanta arising 
from the expansion of the Lorentz-transformed 
Coulomb field and (ii) to a beam of mesons 
arising from the Lorentz-transformed nuclear 
field. Both types of quanta interact with the 
nuclear particle at rest and can produce a meson, 
(i) by the process, 

hv+P--7N+ y+ (1) 

and (ii) by scattering. It has been shown in I I I 
that the contribution of (i) is entirely negligible 
compared with that of (ii) except if the proton 
has an energy > 1012 ev which is not of great 
interest in the present work. 

Thus the cross section for meson production is 
obtained by multiplying the number of mesons of 
a given energy occurring in the spectrum of the 
transformed nuclear field by the cross section of 
scattering of mesons by the nuclear particle at 
rest. 

Throughout this paper we shall use "natural 
meson" units, putting h=c=p. (meson mass)= 1. 
Energies are then measured in units of p.c2 "'90 
Mev and cross sections in units of (h/ p.c) 2 

= 4.3 X 10-26 cm 2 • Furthermore, we introduce a 
unit for the thickness of . matter traversed, 
namely, that thickness which a fast particle with 
unit charge has to traverse in order to lose an 
energy by ionization equal to p.c2 = 1. This unit 
thickness is about 45 cm H20. Thicknesses meas
ured in these units are denoted by x. The 
coupling constants of longitudinal, transverse, 
and pseudoscalar mesons with a nuclear particle 
are denoted by g2, p, f' 2 (dimensionless), re
spectively, and their numerical values taken 
from the theory of nuclear forces (cf. reference 7): 

g2 =0.054, P=f' 2 =0.13. (2) 

The coupling constants for neutrettos are halves 
of these values (j0

2 =f0' 2 =0.065, go2 =0.027). For 
the meson mass we assume the value lo of the 
proton mass. _ 

In the "equivalent spectrum" of the field of the 

fast proton with energy E, charged and neutral 
mesons of all polarizations occur. The number of 
longitudinal mesons, however, is negligible. The 
number of transverse and pseudoscalar mesons 
with energy between e and e+de was found in Ill 
to be 

(t)dt de 
qp, =- j2D)l,. 

7rE 
(3) 

Here the D's are rather complicated functions of 
e/ E, involving Hankel functions, but when 
plotted against e/ E it turns out that they can 
quite well be represented by the following simple 
functions (with errors less than 30 percent) 

Dtr= 165, 

Dt,+Dp~=200, }Dt,+Dp~= 115. 
(4) 

Only these combinations of the D's will occur. 
Dtr comprises both transverse polarizations. The 
number of neutrettos occurring in the spectrum is 
half of (3). 

The above method and therefore the expres
sions (3) are only accurate if: (i) e>>1, (ii) E>>.1l1 
(proton mass). For smaller proton energies the 
\Neizsacker-\Villiams method fails completely. 
(For a more detailed discussion of the validity of 
the method cf. 111.) In the following we shall 
only be interested in meson energies e > 1/f~3 for 
which (i) is fairly well satisfied. \Ne shall use 
(3) for energies E down to values "'.Jl!I. This is 
certainly crude, but cannot involve very large 
errors because the slower protons are not very 
effective in producing mesons, on account of their 
small energy. If E < .Jl!f a proton may still produce 
mesons. A guidance as to the order of magnitude 
of this effect can be obtained in the following 
way: If the damping is neglected altogether and 
if E<<lvf the rate of meson production can quite 
easily be calculated directly by the old methods. 8 

The result can be compared with that obtained 
by using the \V eizsacker-Vlill-iams method, also, 
of course, neglecting the damping, which means 
e <)/f~3. The result is that the actual rate of 
meson production is about 10 times smaller than 
that obtained by using (3). We therefore expect 
that the rate of meson production drops rapidly for 

s Cf. for example: Nordheim and Nordheim, Phys. Rev. 
54, 254 (1938). 
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E <Jl!, and we shall neglect the contribution 
from protons with E <Jlf. 

The cross section for scattering of a meson by 
a nuclear particle has also been derived in I I I. 9 

Since the exact expressions would be very com
plicated, we use only their asymptotic forms for 
e))1/J. e may then still be either <Jl1 ("non
relativistic case") or > .111 ("extreme relativistic 
case"). Since a meson with given charge and 
polarization may be "scattered" into a mcson 
with different charge (a charged mcson may be 
transformed into a neutrctto and vice versa) and 
different polarization, we \Vri te the result in the 
form of a matrix attributing rows to the primary 
and columns to the secondary particles. :\t
tributing rows and columns to the various 
polarizations as indicated in the formulae we 
found for the scattering cross sections: 

471' 
<l>=-., 

e-

167r 
cf>=-

r: 

l: 

1 
"3 

1 
-3 

.1 
4 

1 
"3 

1 
3 

1 
-3 

1 
J 

eilf' · · 1 

1 
-3 

1 
3" 

l 
4 

long. } 
transv. charged 

pseud. 
(e<<JJ) (Sa) 

pseud. } 
transv. neutral 

long. 

long. } 
transv. charged 

pseud. 
(e)) Jlf) (Sb) 

pseud.} 
transv. neutral 

long. 

The rows and columns marked transv. are to be 
understood as giving the transition probabilities 
into any one of the two transverse polarizations 
of the secondary meson and thus have actually to 
be understood as a submatrix: for instance 

(11) instead oft in (Sb). At the places marked 
4 4 . 

by dots in (5) expressions occur which are of a 
smaller order of magnitude containing high 

9 Earlier work assuming charged mesons only: Heitler, 
Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 37, 291 (1941), and \Vilson, ibid., 
301. (In these two papers only the non-relativistic case is 
treated.) Exact relativistic expression (for charged vector 
mesons only) by S. T. Ma, ibid., in the press. Cf. also 
Fierz, Helv. Phys. Acta. 14, 105 (1941); Landau, J. Phys. 
u. s. s. R. 2, 483 (1940). 

negative powers of e. \hie shall use (Sa) and (Sb) 
for energies e ~ j\f and e ~ JlJ, respectively. 

In the rows and columns marked transv. of 
(Sb) an additional diagonal term has been 
omitted which increases with e but is multiplied 
by such a small factor that it becomes only 
appreciable for e ~ 1000. There are also other 
processes, not considered in this paper at all, 
which become important for such extremely high 
energies. Throughout this paper it must be kept 
in mind that our formulae are no longer valid 
whenever such high energies arc involved. 

The most remarkable feature of (5) is the 
occurrence of selection rules. A mcson has the 
tendency to conserve its charge as well as-to 
some extent-its polarization, and this becomes a 
strict law in the limit of high energies. The oc
currence of these selection rules is a ·special 
feature of our theory and entirely due to the 
clamping. N osuch selection rules occur if damping 
is neglected (which is permissible only fore~ 1/f) 
and our matrices (5) would be filled everywhere 
with expressions of the same order of magni tucle. 
For the interpretation of cosmic rays it will be of 
particular importance that charged mesons can
not be transformed into ncutrettos in a collision 
with a nuclear particle, except at very small 
energies (e"-'1/f) (cf. Section VII). 

Another remarkable fact is that the energy 
dependence changes from a 1/e2 to a 1/e law for 
e>J.lf. This fact will be fundamental for our 
understanding of c~smic rays. 

IV!ultiplying (5) by (3) we obtain the cross 
section for the production of a meson of given 
energy and polarization. If e <]If it is seen from 
(Sa) that the pseudoscalar and the transverse 
parts of the equivalent spectrum combine to 
produce either transverse or pseucloscalar mesons. 
Thus the cross sections for the production of a 
meson with energy E become 

(6a) 

(e < l\1) 

(6b) 

Equation (6a) is already summed over both 
transverse polarizations. If e > .111 the pseudb
scalar part of the equivalent spectrum produces 
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only pseucloscalar mesons and the transverse part 
on! y transverse mesons. Thus 

dE 
<l>tr(E)dE = (8/ 111)j2 -Dtrr 

E2 
(E> .111) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

In (6c, d) E is not the energy of the mcson pro
duced but the energy lost by the moving proton, 
i.e., the energy of the mcson produced plus the 
recoil energy of the nuclear particle originally at 
rest. The probability for the meson to take up an 
energy E

1 leaving the energy E- E
1 to the recoil 

particle is simply dE'/ E. This is true if, as in fact is 
the case, the angular distribution of scattering is 
uniform in a Lorentz system where the meson and 
nuclear particle are colliding with opposite and 
equal momenta; thus the cross section for pro
ducing a meson of energy E

1 is in the extreme 
relativistic case: 

E dE 
dE'f <f>tr(E)-~tcf>tr(E 1)dE1 , 

E' E 

(6'c) 

(for E<<E') (6'd) 

The energy distribution remains the same but the 
number of mesons is only tor~ of what it would 
be if all the energy would be taken up by the 
meson. The rest of the energy is taken up by the 
recoil particles. Their energy distribution is also 
given by (6c, d) and their number is (6c, ·d) 
multiplied by ! and !, respectively. These recoil 
particles are further capable of producing mesons 
and recoil particles. The process repeats itself 
until the energy has degenerated to a sufficiently 
low value to make further meson production 
impossible. The process very much resembles the 
cascade multiplication of electrons but is not so 
pronounced because the energy distribution ( 6) 
favors low energies more strongly than in the 
case of the bremsstrahlung emitted by a fast 
electron. Thus the energy degenerates more 
quickly than in the electromagnetic case. A de
tailed treatment of this cascade process lies 
outside the scope of this paper which is only 
intended to give a first orientation. \Ve can take 

account of it in a crude way by using (6~, d) 
instead of (6'c, d) also for the number of mesons 
produced. By doing so we represent the energy 
loss of the primary proton correctly. Also the 
total energy content of the charged mesons is 
correct because the energy given by the recoil 
particles to neutrettos is compensated by the 
energy of those charged mesons which are pro
duced by the recoil particles from neutrettos. 
Using (6c, d), we overrate the number of fast 
mesons oy a factor 2 or ~. respectively, but we 
also underrate the number of slower mesons. 
Thus the error committed by using (6c, d) is a 
slight distortion of the energy spectrum in favor 
of high energies, whilst the total number of 
mesons will be somewhat bigger than what we 
obtain in this way. 

Vle multiply (6) by the number of nuclear 
particles contained in a cylinder of unit length, 
measured in our x units, and with cross section 
equal to our unit cross section. For water or air 
this figure is 1.18, but is not very different for 
other materials (for Pb it is about 1.3). 

We then obtain the number of mesons with 
energy E produced by a proton in traveling the 
distance dx (using (2) and (4)): 

dE 
<I> tr( E)dEdx = 82-dx 

E3 
(7a) 

dE 
(E <.1vi), 

<l>ps ( E )dEdx = 41-dx (7b) 
E3 

dE 
<I> tr( E)dEdx = 21-dx 

<) 

(7c) 
E-

(' yd· 
(E > 11£). 

<l>vs(E)dEdx= 12.3 - -dx (7d) 
E E2 

For neutrettos the above figures are to be halved. 
All these formulae are only valid for E > 1/j'-"3. 

From (7) it is seen immediately that a very 
fast proton produces more mesons with energy 
between 1/f and 111 than with E >M, but far the 
greater part of the energy is contained in the fast 
mesons. 

The mesons with E> .1lf are all emitted in the 
forward direction, within a very small angle. 
This is not so for the mesons with E <M. The 
latter play a not very important role, except in 
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TABLE I. Range of fast proton. 

Eo 20 50 100 300 1000 10.000 

0.18 0.45 0.83 2.0 4.l 28 

the top part of the atmosphere. For the calcula
tion of intensities, the error will not be very large 
if we disregard any angular dependence and 
assume that all particles are always emitted in the 
forward direction. This we shall do throughout this 
paper. For this reason, and because we use in 
many places asymptotic laws instead of exact 
ones, and finally because we have only taken a 
crude account of the cascade process mentioned 
above, we must not expect too high an accuracy· 
for our calculations. On the average, errors will 
be of the order of magnitude of, say, a factor 2. 

From (7) the energy loss of a proton can be 
obtained immediately. lVIultiplying by ~ to ac
count for the energy lost by producing also 
neutral particles and summing over-all polariza
tions we find (for E >M, of course) 

dE JE L e<I>(e)de=43 log 0.3E. 
dx polar. l/1 

(8) 

The energy loss is very high. It depends in a 
similar way on E to the ordinary energy loss by 
ionization but is roughly a hundred times larger. 
Per cm Pb (about kth of our x units) a proton 
with an energy of 3 X 109 ev loses an energy of 
2X109 ev. 

Accordingly the range of a. fast proton is very 
small. Of course, (8) is only valid for E > ki; 
therefore, we can calculate only the distance a 
proton travels until it is slowed down to an 
energy ~M. Vve find 

XEo,M=JE
0dE/(- dE) 

M dx 

1 
=-{li(0.3E) -li(0.3M)} (9) 

13 

where "li" is the integral-logarithm. For practi
cal purposes lix can well be replaced by x/Iog x 
(this is exact for large x). For XEo.M we thus find 
for the range the values given in Table I. 
In our units the thickness of the atmosphere is 22. 
Thus a proton needs an energy of more than 7000, 
i.e., 7 X 1011 ev in order to penetrate through the 
whole atmosphere and still retain an energy M. 

The majority of the protons entering the atmos
phere at a latitude of 50° (£~22-50) lose the 
effective part of their energy in distances of 
0.2-0.5 (9-23 cm H20). 

The theory does not tell us how quickly a 
proton loses its energy after having been slowed 
down to an energy 111. Although meson produc
tion is then negligible compared with its rate at 
higher energies, the energy loss may still be much 
greater than that due to ionization. If our above 
estimate is correct (rate of meson production 1~ 
of that at higher energies), the energy loss would 
be 10 times greater than that due to ionization 
and the range of a proton with E'""' A1 about 2 of 
our units (1 m H20). 

Below we shall need the distance a proton 
travels in order to lose energy from E 0 to E: 

Eo E 
XEQ,E 

43 log 0.3Eo 43 log 0.3E 
(10) 

in which we have replaced the li(x) function by 
x/log x. 

III. PRODUCTION AND DIFFUSION OF PSEUDO
SCALAR MESONS IN THE ATMOSPHERE 

Since the primary protons have an extremely 
short range the majority of the mesons is pro
duced in a thin top layer of the atmosphere. The 
transverse mesons are expected to decay almost 
at once, and only the pseudoscalar mesons will 
travel through the atmosphere. Their absorption 
is due to two factors: (i) energy loss by ioniza
tion (ii) {3-decay. The latter depends upon the 
distance the meson travels but not on the amount 
of matter traversed. \Ve assume for simplicity 
that the density of the atmosphere at a depth x 
below the top is proportional to x. The probability 
of a meson at a depth x and with energy e 
decaying while traveling the distance dx is there
fore dxb/ex, where b is inversely proportional to 
the lifetime r of a meson at rest. We choose r 
from the results of Rossi and Hall,10 who meas
ured the ratio r/p.. For p.= 185, r becomes 
2 X 7 X l0-6 sec. b is then 

1 
b =-X (distance in cm corresponding to one 

er x unit at sea level) X (height of at
mosphere in x units) 

or b= 13. 
10 Rossi and Hall, Phys. Rev. 59, 223 (1941). 
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Let j(f, x)d(; be the number of mesons with 
energy (; at depth x and S(f, x)dx the number of 
mesons produced at depth x in the distance dx. 
Then f satisfies the cliff usion equation 

aj aj b 
-=---J+S. 
ax a(; fX 

(11) 

This differs from the diffusion equation con
sidered and solved previously by • Euler and 
Heisenbergii by the inclusion of the source func
tion S (which is determined by our theory). The 
term ajja(; accounts for the energy loss by 
ionization. Equation (11) can be solved by 
introducing new variables 

instead of(; and x. The solution with the bound
ary conditionj=O for x=O is 

J(~. x) = c:x) "'fs<~. ~)c~ ~) -bl·d~. 
?J=(;+x. (12) 

S is determined by our theory if we know the 
number of protons of each energy and at each 
depth x. The latter depends, of course, on the 
energy spectrum of the protons falling onto the 
top of the atmosphere. From the measurements 
at gr ('at depths it will be seen below that the 
primary spectrum is within certain comparatively 
wide energy regions a simple power law. For our 
purpose it is convenient to include also the 
logarithmic term occurring in (8) in the expres
sion for the primary spectrum; thus we assume 
that the number of primary protons with energy 
larger than E is of the form A IE/43log 0.3E}-a. 
There is, of course, not the slightest reason why 
a should be exactly a constant. The experiments 
only show that a does not vary much if E changes 
by a factor 10 or so. Indeed, the measurements at 
extreme depths indicate an increase of a with 
increasing E. \V e shall determine a from under
ground measurements and shall find a= 2.2 forE 
between 100 and 1000. For larger E, a is bigger. 
Consequently we expect a to be smaller for 
E<tOO. The latter energy region will be of 
importance for the upper regions of the atmos-

. 11 Eulcr and Hciscnbcrg, Ergeb. d. exakt. Naturwiss. 17 
( 1938). 

phere and for the intensity curve of the soft 
component. a can be clet:erminecl then from the 
shape of the Regener-Pfotzer-curve. \Ve found 
a= 1.3 satisfactory for E < 100. Thus the chief 
phenomena of cosmic radiation will be explained 
by the following crude but simple primary 
cliff eren tial spectrum : 

a A 
dF(E) =- . (forE> 100), 

aE (E/43log 0.3£)2.2 

a B 
(13) 

dF(E) =- (forE< 100), 
aE (E/431og 0.3£)1.3 

2.2 (43 log 30) 0
.9 

B=- A=2.4A, 
1.3 100 

the connection between Band A being determined 
by the continuity of the primary spectrum. In 
reality a will change gradually from smaller to 
larger values as E increases. For any depth x 
larger than 2 only the high en.ergy part of (13) 
will be important. The number of protons with 
energy larger than E at depth x is, according to 
(10) and (13): 

F(E, x) =A ( E +x)-2

.

2

, 

43 log 0.3E 

( 
E )-1.3 

F{E, x)=B +x 
43 log 0.3E 

( 
100 )-l.:l 

-B ----+x 
43 log 30 

100 - 2·2 
+A ( +x) , (14) 

43 log 30 

according to whether 

E 100 
-----+x~----
43 log 0.3E 43 log 30 

The source function S(e, x) for pseudoscalar 
mesons is then, by (7b, d), 

1 
S(e, x) =41-F(_il;f, x) (e<.Llif), (1Sa) 

(;3 

1 Joo( e )i aF(E, x) 
S(e, x) = 12.3- - dE 

e2 e E aE 

(e>M). (lSb) 
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f(t;J) 

1 
-, 
I' 

I I 
I I 

J. " ""'~ .. / 
·'~I. 

~'"~~ 
Y<< '"e '-,, I ., , 

f 
10 20 30 40 {. 

FIG. 1. Energy spectrum of pseudoscalar mesons at sea 
level, theoretical and experimental. Dotted curve: theo
retical spectrum at a height of 4000 m (50 cm Hg). 

Thus j(E, x) becomes: 

(7]-X) b/TJJ:~: lc.o [(77- ~)]~ 
j(E, ~) = 12.3 - d~ dE --

x o TJ-t E 

e'TJ iJF(E, ~) 
x-------

('fl- ~)2+btTJ aE 

In (16) the limits 0, x have to be replaced: in 
(16a) by 77-llf· · ·x and in (16b) by 0· · ·77-M if 
Yl- M lies between 0 and x. After the integration 
Yl is again to be replaced by E+x. In (16) the 
expression (14) for F(E, X) is to be inserted. 
Actually each integral (16) consists of two parts 
with two different values of a. It turns out, how
ever, that for most values of E, x, only one part of 
(14) is predominant, the other leading only to 
minor corrections; in particular for any depth 
x ~ 2 only that part of Fwith a= 2.2 is important. 

The integrals (16) cannot be worked out 
exactly in closed form, but for most values of E, x 

good approximations can be found. Equation 
(16a) is needed only for a few values of x and 
E (E <M) and has been worked out numerically. 
In (16b) the logarithm occurring in F may b{' 
replaced by an average value. The chief contri
bution arises from small ~ (corresponding to the 
fact that the protons have extremely small 
range). For any value of x>2, and even with 
reasonably good approximation for x= 1, ~ can 
be neglected against 77 = E+x and the integration 
be extended to oo instead of x. The exact condi
tion for this to be true is 

x>>----
431og 0.3,., 

(17) 

which is satisfied for all but extremely small x or 
extremely large E. Equation (16b) then becomes, 
if only the high energy part of F, (a= 2.2) is used 

r(1 +b/11 )r(a-bj71)( E) btTJ 
j(E, x) = 12.3A - 7]-1-a 

r(a)r(a-!- bj71) X 

X (43 log 0.3,.,)a-1-b/TJ 7J = E+x. (18) 

For x < 1 the contribution of (16b) has only been 
estimated but here (16a) is much more important 
than (16b). 

From (18) the asymptotic laws can immedi
ately be read off : 

(i) Tail end of the energy spectrum. Consider 
E>>x which for the lower part of the atmosphere 
also implies E>>b= 13. 

j(E, X)dE ex: dE' E-1-a(log 0.3E)a-l. (19) 

Since a= 2.2 the energy spectrum falls off a little 
less rapidly (because of the logarithmic term) 
than c 3•2• 

(ii) Great depths. For underground measure
ments in dense materials the decay constant b 
should be put equal to zero. j(E, x) is then a func
tion of E+x only. Integrating over E we find for 
the total number of mesons: 

I(x) = J~!(•, x)d•"' x-•(log 0.3x)a-Z. (20) 
1/f 

Thus the total intensity decreases like x-a, 
again apart from a logarithmic modification, and 
it is in this way that a= 2.2 \\·as determined. 

In Fig. 1 the theoretical energy spectrum is 
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compared with the measurements by Blackett12 

for small and medium energies. It is seen that the 
shape of the theoretical curve is nearly the same 
as the experimental one. On the whole the 
theoretical spectrum falls off less rapidly than the 
experimental one. This was to be expected be
cause of the crude way in which we have ac
counted for the cascade production of mesons as 
explained in Section 11. The experimental mini
mum at E = 20 does not appear in the theoretical 

10 20 40 
CM Hg 

FIG. 2. Theoretical number of pseudoscalar mesons and 
experimental number of penetrating particles as function 
of height. 

curve and is probably clue to a special absorption 
process as was supposed by Blackett (production 
of proton pairs?). The maximum at e= 10 is 
clearly indicated in the experiments as well as in 
the theoretical curve. It is difficult to trace the 
origin of this maximum as many factors combine 
to produce it. This maximum did not appear, 
however, in the calculations of Heisenberg and 
Euler, in which the exact source function was not 
used. For the low energy end (e"-'3) ofj(e, x) also 
the contribution from those very few very ener
getic protons which penetrate to the lower parts 
of the atmosphere and produce a large number of 
slow mesons is important .. Hence the rise of the 
spectrum for small e. Actually the curve will bend 
down to zero forE <3, as indicated in the figure, 
but in order to reproduce this part of the curve 
correctly it would be necessary to use the exact 
cross section for scattering instead of the 
asymptotic one (5). 

There is another reason why we must expect to 

12 Blackett, Proc. Roy. Soc. 159, 1 (1937), 165, 11 (1938). 
Compare also: Jones, Rev. Mod. Phys. 11, 235 (1939); 
Hughes, Phys. Rev. 57, 592 (1940). 

find few slow mesons fore< 3, say. It will be seen 
in Section VII that a meson, once having reached 
an energy E <4, has a probability of i9 percent to 
be transformed into a neutretto before reaching 
the end of its range. This would remove a large 
fraction of mesons from the lower end of the 
spectrum. 

The high energy tail end of the spectrum, i.e., 
the decrease of f(e, x) ex: c 3 •2 (modified by the 
logarithmic term) has already been adequately 
discussed by Euler and Heisenberg11 and was 
found to agree with the measurements. In order 
to see how the energy spectrum varies with 
height we have also plotted the theoretical 
spectrum for x= 15 (50 cm Hg). Slow mesons 
become relatively more predominant. 

In Fig. 2 the total number of mesons 

I(x) = J~!(<, x)d• 
1/J 

is plotted against height and compared with the 
recent measurements by Schein, J esse, and 
\Vollan. 13 Here also the agreement is as good as 
can be expected. The maximum occurs at an 
extreme height of x = 0.5 corresponding to only 
22 cm H20 or 1.8 cm Hg. In the measurements at 
extreme heights presumably some of the primary 
protons also are included as "penetrating parti
cles," but it is difficult to say how many protons 
have to be classed as "penetrating" because we 
do not know exactly the range of a proton with 

· energy less than M. 'vVe estimate the range to be 
about 2 x units ( = 9 cm Pb) for E= 111 and ac
cordingly smaller for E <M. The theoretical 
curve of Fig. 2 refers to pseudoscalar mesons only. 
The two curves are normalized so as to agree at 
sea level. 

IV. LATITUDE EFFECT 

In the calculations of Section Ill no account 
has been taken yet of the fact that the primary 
energy spectrum is cut off for energies smaller 
than E" depending on the geomagnetic latitude 
tJ. E" = 22 for tJ = 50° and E" = 150 for tJ = 0° 
(equator). The correction can easily be made. 
From (16) the contribution from those protons 
which, at the top of the atmosphere had an 

13 Schein, Jesse, and \Vollan, Phys. Rev. 59, 615 (1941). 
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energy <E., has to be subtracted, i.e., for which 

~+E/43 log- O.JE <E.,/43 log 0.3Et?. 

It has turned out that for "normal latitudes" 
50°, say, the correction is negligible throughout 
the atmosphere. This means that no increase of 
1:ntensity is to be expected.for more northern lati
tzules, not only at sea level but also at any height 
above sea level, except the very top of the 
atmosphere, and even there the increase is small. 
This explains the well known knee of tlze latitude 
e.ffect at 50°. 

The reason is easily to be understood. Protons 
stop producing mesons forE< 1lf = 10. 

Even the contribution from protons with 
energ-y between 10 and 22 is very small on ac
count of their smaller energy (in fact even 
smaller than assumed in this paper where the 
asymptotic law for meson production for E>>10 
has been extended toE= 1 0). Thus the reason for 
the knee of the latitude effect is simply the fact 
that protons of energy less than E5o• cease to 
produce, or produce very few mesons. The same 
applies to the soft component. \Ne shall see in 
Section V, that the soft component is probably 
due to the decay of transverse mesons in the high 
atmosphere, the former being also produced by 
the same primary protons. Thus the same knee of 
the latitude effect is to be expected for electrons, 
which is also found experimentally.u The fact 
that the soft component shows the same latitude 
knee as the hard component supports the as
sumption that both are produced by the same 

X 

thcor. 
exp. 

TABLE I I. Latitude effect. (hoo-Jc 11 u)/fs!f'. 

mesons 
22 (sea level) 15 

. 0.13 
0.1 

0.13 

2 

0.18 0.33 

soft component 
X =2 

0.62 
0.75 

primary radiation, i.e., by protons, as explained 
by our theory. 

For latitudes <50° an appreciable latitude 
effect is to be expected. \Ve calculate the latitude 
defect !.1t?j(e, x), i.e., the difference of f(e, x) between 
the North Pole and the latitude tJ. As mentioned 
above !.1t?j(e, x) is negligible for tJ > 50°. From (16) 
those contributions have to be subtracted for 

14 Carmichael and Dymond, Proc. Roy. Soc. 171, 321 
(1939). 

which ~+li/43 log 0.3/i <Et?/43 log 0.3E.,. Thus 
D.t?f(e, x) is given by (for 17-~>.Af): 

( 17-X)b/!Jf~" JEt?e 11~Jj(e, x) = 12.3 -.. d~ 'dE 
X o ~-~ 

with 
Ev 

--------+~= ' 
43 log 0.3E"~ 43 log 0.3£., 

Ev 
~t?=-----

43 log 0.3E" 43 log 0.317 

(In the condition for ~"' ~ has been neg-lected 
compared with 17). D.t?j is, of course, zero whenever 
in (21) an upper limit is smaller than the lower 
limit. A similar integral holds for 17- ~ <Jl1. 

\Ve have worked out the integrals numerically. 
Here the change of a at E= 100 is important. 
Integrating over ewe find the latitude effect for 
the total number of mesons: 

The results are given in Table II. The latitude 
effect is fairly constant for low levels and only 
increases for x < 2. The figure for sea level is in 
good agreement with the experiments, whilst at 
greater elevations no rheasurements seem to have 
been made yet for the hard component. For the 
figure concerning the soft component see 
Section V. 

V. THE TRANSVERSE MESONS AND 
THE SOFT COMPONENT 

In addition to pseudoscalar mesons the pri
mary protons produce a large number of trans
verse mesons which we assume to decay at once. 
If the mesons have energy e>>l-which is nearly 
always the case-the decay electrons are emitted 
in the forward direction and take up with equal 
probability, any amount of energy between 0 and 
e. Thus a large number of slow and fast electrons 
are produced. The fast ones multiply by cascade 
multiplication and it will be seen that a satis
factory account of the soft component can be 
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250 

FIG. 3. Cosmic-ray intensities in the top part of the 
atmosphere for 100 primary protons. Soft component 
(theor.), pseudoscalar mesons (theor.), primary protons 
and neutrons (theor.), and total intensity (theor. and exp.). 

given in this way. Let F(e, x) be the number of 
protons at depth x with energy larger than e. 
[F is given by (14).] Then the number of elec
trons produced at x in the energy interval d3 is 

f e1J de 
d3 F(e, x)<I>tr(e)-. 

3 € 

Let now C(3, ~) be the cascade multiplication 
function (i.e., the number of electrons produced 
in a depth ~ by one primary electron of energy 
3), the total number of electrons at depth x is 

Ztr(x) = fzd~J(Yjd3 f(Yj ~tr(e) 
0 J3 E 

XF(e, ~)C(3, x- ~). (22) 

Equation (22) can be worked out partly by 
making suitable approximations and partly nu
merically. For <I>tr(e) the expressions (ia, c) and 
for F (14) are to be used. For the high atmosphere 
(x <4, say) practically only the low energy part 
of F(a.= 1.3) is important. For C we have used 
the figures given by Arley. 15 

11 Arley, Proc. Roy. Soc. Al68, 519 (1938). In the cascade 
theory different units for the thickness of matter traversed 
are usually used. For air or water one cascade unit is about 
i of our x units. 

To obtain an idea of the effect to be expected 
\VC consider large values of x. (x>S, say.) \Ve can 
then make the following approximations: F(e, ~) 
decreases rapidly with ~ for any e of importance. 
C(3, x- ~) can be replaced by C(3, x) and the 
integral over ~extended to i nfi ni ty instead of to x. 
This amounts to assuming that all the mesons 
produced in the atmosphere arc practically pro
duced at the very top and, decaying at once, 
produce a "primary" electron spectrum 1V(3)d3 
say, which later produces cascade effects. 1V(3) is 
given by 

C1J d :(I 

N(3) = l <I>tr(e)~f F(e, ~)d~. (23) 
3 € 0 

vVc divide the range of energy 3 into 4 regions, 
and find for N(3) (considering logarithmic terms 
as constants, and using the low energy part of F 
only): 

d3(43 log 0.33 )0.3 
N(3)d3 = 33B- (3 > Eil = 22) 

3 2 3 

=Bd3J 
61

-
99 

+0.1) 
132 343 log 0.33 

(Eil > 3 > .1if= 10) 

I 142 j 
=Bd3l-;;-+0.34 (10>3 > 1/f=3) 

=5.6Bd3 (3 <3). 
(24) 

Equation (24) plays the role of the primary 
electronic energy spectrum responsible for the 
soft component. LV(3) decreases approximately 
like 1/3\ at any rate in the high energy region. 
But there arc also a large number of soft electrons 
present. Apart from the latter JV(3) is indeed 
very similar to the primary electron spectrum 
deduced first by Nordhcim and Hcitlcr 16 from the 
intensity curve of the soft component on grounds 
of the cascade theory and later found by Bowen, 
IVIillikan, and Neher17 by latitude measurements. 
\Vc therefore expect that (24) should give rise to 
an intensity curve for the soft component very 
similar to the observed one. The effect of the low 
energy electrons with small range also present in 

I 6 Nordheim, Phys. Rev. 51,1110 (1937); Heitler, Proc. 
Roy. Soc. 161, 261 (1937). 

17 Bowen, rvlillikan, and Neher, Phys. Rev. 52, 80 (1937) 
and 53, 855 (1938). 
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(24) will be that the intensity curve does not fall 
down very steeply near the top but becomes in 
fact rather flat. 

For the most interesting part of the atmosphere 
(x = 2, 3, maximum of the Regencr-Hotzcr-curvc) 
the use of (24) is too crude an approximation. In 
fact quite a number of low energy mcsons are 
still produced at levels x>2. \Ne have therefore 
used (22) directly and evaluated the integrals. 
\Vc find that on the average one primary proton 
produces about 1.5 electrons at x = 2 or 3 in this 
way. 

In addition to the electrons produced by the 
decay of transverse mcsons there arc also elec
trons produced by the decaying pscudoscalar 
mcsons. Their number is smaller but not negli
gible compared with the number of electrons due 
to transverse mesons. \Vc easily find: 

f
x foo foo de b 

Zpa= d~ d3 --j(e,~)C(3,x-~), 
0 0 3 E ~ 

(25) 

where f(e, ~) is the energy spectrum of pseudo
scalar mesons as calculated in Section Ill. The 
result is for instance the following for x= 2 and 
for one primary proton: Ztr=1.5, Zpa=0.6, 
Z tr+Zpa = 2.1. Thus one primary proton produces 
in the average altogether about 2 electrons at the 
Regener-maximum, roughly-! of which are due to 
pseudoscalar and i to transverse mesons. This is 
in very good agreement with the experiments. In 
Fig. 3 we have plotted the intensities of all the 
cosmic-ray components for the top part of the 
atmosphere (normalized for 100 incident protons). 
The agreement with the Regener-Hotzer-curve 
for the total intensity is as good as can be ex
pected. The position of the maximum is, however, 
slightly shifted towards greater heights, than is 
found experimentally. The reason is probably 
that we have been overrating the production of 
slow mcsons (and therefore slow electrons) by 
protons of energy just above M. 

The latitude effect of the soft component is 
very large. We have calculated it for x=2 and 
included the result in Table Ill. The agreement 
with the measurements by Bowen, lVlillikan, and 
Neher 17 is good. The latter measurements refer to 
the total intensities, of which, however, the soft 
component is far the strongest. 

· There is one experiment which is apparently in 

contradiction to our assumption that the soft 
component originates from primary protons. 
\Vhilst the mesons in the lower atmosphere show 
an east-\vest asymmetry as big as the latitude 
effect proving that they originate from positive 
primaries no such cast-west asymmetry has been 
found for the soft component in the high atmos
phere although the latter is also-and very 
strongly-latitude sensitive. 18 If this result is 
taken at its face val uc it would mean that the 
soft component originates from equal numbers of 
positive and negative primary particles. \Vc must 
remember, however, that the soft component is, 
if our picture is correct, created by the primary 
protons in a rather indirect way: The protons 
first produce mcsons which decay into electrons, 
which then multiply by means of the cascade 
process. An east-west asymmetry can only be 
expected if in each of these three processes the 
particles arc always strictly emitted in the 
forward direction with no appreciable angular 
straggling. This is surely the case if the secondary 
mesons have energies large compared with M, 
and if these mesons then decay while still having 
an energy large compared with one. 

In the high atmosphere, however, low energy 
particles are predominant. Indeed, as it appears 
from the calculations of this section, most of the 
electrons in the high atmosphere originate from 
mesons with energy less or not much greater than 
M. These mesons are bound to be emitted in all 
directions with only a slight favoring of forward 
directions. Even for the more energetic particles 
the predominance of forward directions will be 
impaired to some extent by the many processes 
which have to take place to produce the soft 
component. It might, therefore, well be that the 
east-west effect is completely masked by the 
large angular straggling of the soft component. 

TABLE III. Cosmic-ray intcnsities (100 primary particles).* 

theor. 
exp. 

energetic protons 
soft comp. soft +hard mesons and neutrons 

x =2 x =2 sea level sea level 

208 220 
225 

1.7 
4 

1/500 
1/2000 

*The column soft +hard (x =2) does not include the primary 
protons at this depth. Their number should be added to the theoretical 
figure 220 but is probably less than 20 (cf. Section VI). 

18 Johnson, Phys. Rev. 56, 219 (1939). 
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For a judgment of this theory it must be re
marked that, once the number of primary protons 
is normalized, and their energy spectrum given, 
the theory allows one to calculate the absolute 
itztensities of all cosmic-ray components at each 
depth without further adjusting our intensities to 
those of the experiments. It is clear that the 
values of the intensities depend entirely on the 
constants occurring in the theory, especially on 
the nuclear coupling constants g, f. All these 
constants are either determined from nuclear 
facts (g, f) or by direct experiments (meson mass, 
decay constants). It is interesting to compare the 
intensities obtained by our theory with the 
experimental ones. Table Ill gives a selection 
of data. The absolute number of mesons at sea 
level is about twice of that calculated. This is 
quite what we had to expect as was remarked in 
Section II. (The last column refers to measure
ments by Jannossy, discussed in Section VI.) 

VI. PROTONS, NEUTRONS, MESON-SHOWERS 

The primary protons entering the atmosphere 
are very quickly slowed down to energy ""10. 
Since their energy loss is mainly clue to producing 
charged mesons we must expect that half of 
these "protons" have in fact become neutrons 
after having travelled only a very small distance. 
In Fig. 3 we have plotted the number of these 
protons or neutrons with energy > lvl as a func
tion of depth for the primary energy spectrum 
(13), the number simply being given by the 
relation (14). It is seen that their intensity de
creases very rapidly. For a discussion of the 
experiments, however, we would rather like to 
know the number of protons (not neutrons) with 
all energies, including E <M. This number can 
only be guessed at present, since we do not 
know at what rate protons lose their energy 
once E is less than M. All we can say is that 
the number of protons drops very quickly to 
half the initial value (the other half have become 
neutrons). \A/e might estimate that the energy 
loss of a proton becomes say 10 times smaller as 
E becomes less than kf (cf. Section II)-a figure 
which can only be a very crude guess. The in
tensity curve thus obtained is clotted in Fig. 3. 
The recoil protons and neutrons are not included 

in these curves. The curve marked "total" does 
not include these protons except those at the 
very top of the atmosphere. 

After having reached an energy E <M the 
protons and neutrons have a much larger range 
than the distance that a proton or neutron can 
travel while having an energy > 111. It is there
fore not surprising that a large number of slow 
protons and neutrons are found in the upper 
atmosphere. Fluctuations of the range are large, 
since energy is lost in large portions, thus a small 
but appreciable fraction of them may even 
manage to travel through a considerable part of 
the atmosphere. In addition there are numerous 
fast and slow recoil protons .. The experiments 
show a rapid increase of slow protons and 
neutrons with height, though their number is 
still very small at a height of 4000 m compared 
for instance with the number of mesons. A quan
titative discussion is not yet possible. A certain 
fraction of these slow protons and neutrons are 
recoil products or are produced by photoelectric 
nuclear disintegrations, etc. 

In addition to these slow particles we must 
expect, in any part of the lower atm0sphere, a 
very small number of very energetic protons and 
neutrons, namely, the primaries themselves which 
have sufficient energy to travel such large dis
tances. Let us estimate their number, at sea level. 
The energy necessary to penetrate through the 
atmosphere is at least 7 X 1011 ev. The primary 
energy spectrum (13) is valid for E up to 1000 
( 1011 ev). For higher energies we know from the 
measurements at great depths that a increases 
with increasing energy. Thus for the energies in 
question we may assume a= 3, forE> 1000, say. 
The number of primary protons at sea level is 
then given by A'x-3, x= 22 where A' is deter
mined by A [Eq. (13) J and the condition that 
the spectrum is continuous at E = 1000, thus 
A'= 23 if A, B, A' are normalized for 100 inci
dent protons. Thus we find 1/500 energetic 
protons or neutrons at sea level for 100 primary 
protons at the top of the atmosphere. 

This figure may in fact be still too large, for 
the following reason: As was mentioned in 
Section II, our formula for the energy loss of a 
fast proton is no longer valid for energies 
> 5 X 1011 ev, because then other modes of energy 
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TABLE IV. Number of mcsons (with E> 10) produced by 
energetic proton or neutron. 

Eo 

XP. 0 •• \1 

Np .• +Ntr 

100 

0.9 
3.3 

300 

2.1 
6.3 

1000 

4.3 
11.0 

loss become appreciablc. 19 Thus still higher 
energies may be required for a proton to pene
trate to sea level making their nu.mbcr still 
smaller. From measurements discussed below 
] anossy found that the number of protons or 
neutrons at sea level is about 1/12,000 of the 
total number of cosmic-ray particles at sea level. 
Putting the latter value to be about 6 (for 100 
incident protons) the experiments would give the 
number of these energetic protons and neutrons 
as 1/2000 which may be considered to be in 
reasonable agreement with our theoretical esti
mate 1/500. 

vVhen these energetic particles travel through 
matter they will produce a number of mesons 
in succession thus producing a meson-shower. 
Showers consisting of penetrating particles have 
been observed by several authors.20 The most ex
tensive measurements are clue to J anossy: A radi
ation whose intensity was found to be 1/12,000th 
of the total cosmic-ray intensity at sea level was 
found to produce showers consisting of pene
trating particles which are certainly mesons with 
energy e > 10. The transition curve of these 
showers in lead reaches saturation at about 
5 cm Pb (about 1 x unit) .. About a third of the 
primary radiation producing these showers con
sists of neutral particles. J anossy found, how
ever, that for showers produced by the neutral 
primaries saturation is only reached after 10 cm 
of Pb. Each shower consists of an average 
number of 2-6 recorded penetrating particles. 
The actual number of particles in each shower 
may be larger. 

We can only give a very preliminary discussion 
of these experiments. The most obvious explana
tion is that the very energetic protons and 
neutrons expected from our theory are responsible 

19 The limit of validity for the energy loss formula is 
higher than that for the· scattering cross section because 
the former is an integral of the latter. 

20 \Vataghin, de Souza Santos, and Pompeia, Phys. Rev. 
57, 61 and 339 (1940). Janossy, Proc. Roy. Soc. 179, 361 

. (1942); Janossy, McCusker, and Rochester, Nature 148, 
660 (1941)._ 

for these showers. There should be about equal 
numbers of protons and neutrons. ] anossy found 
about a third to be neutral particles. Let E>> M 
be the average energy of the protons and neu
trons and xr:, J£ their range as given in Table I 
(i.e., the distance travelled until the energy is Jl1). 

The number of mesons with energy > 10 pro
duced is then according to (7): 

JEo dE JE de 
1Vtr=21 -""'2.1XE0, .\1, 

Jf -dE/dx 10 e2 

Thus the total number of mesons produced is 
for various energies Eo (from Table I) given by 
Table IV. 

These values cannot, however, be compared 
directly with the experiments. It has kindly 
been pointed out to us by ] anossy, that the 
saturation point of the transition curve is not at 
all identical with the range of the primary radia
tion but marks the point where enough mesons 
are produced to be recorded as a shower. This 
figure is about 2-3. A further increase of the 
lead thickness will only increase the size of the 
showers but not the number of the showers. 
Experimentally, we find, therefore, that 2 or 3 
mesons are produced in the first 5 ern Pb or in 
the first x unit. This is in very good agreement 
with Eq. (26), the theoretical number of mesons 
produced in X= 1 being 2.1 + 15.5Eo-!. vVe do not 
know Eo exactly·, but it certainly is rather large 
( > 100). For greater thickness of Pb, Table IV 
shows that the size of the showers increases very 
much and even large showers are quite possible. 
On the other hand it is difficult to understand 
why neutrons should give rise to showers with a 
larger saturation thickness, than that for showers 
produced by protons. The processes considered 
in this paper lead to no explanation of this 
asymmetry. 

There arc, however, a number of points, 
omitted so far in the present theory, which will 
have to be considered before a final discussion 
of the penetrating showers can be given: 

(i) As was mentioned in Section I, there are 
further modes of energy loss by a fast proton, 
expected from the present theory, including also 
a higher rate of production of transverse mesons, 
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which become important if the energy exceeds 
the value 5000, say. The primary protons would 
then hardly have a chance at all to reach sea 
level. The protons and neutrons responsible for 
the penetrating showers must be the fast recoil 
particles mentioned above which naturally have 
also smaller energies than the primaries. (If this 
argument holds the last column in Table Ill 
has no meaning.) Some of the processes taking 
place at extremely high energies depend on the 
Coulomb field of the proton which might perhaps 
indirectly account for the difference of the be
havior of the protons and neutrons. 

(ii) Throughout this paper we have neglected 
the occurrence of multiple processes. It is indeed 
possible that a fast proton creates mesons, not 
only one by one in succession, but several mesons 
in one elementary act. We obtain the rate of 
occurrence of this event by multiplying the 
equivalent meson spectrum of a fast proton by 
the cross section for the splitting up of a meson 
into several mesons instead of by the scattering 
cross section (5). The splitting up processes have 
been calculated in I for the case when all energies 
concerned are smaller than lvf. In this case it 
has been found, indeed, that the splitting-up 
cross section for such multiple processes is always 
at least 10 times smaller than that for ordinary 
scattering (which is the reason why multiple 
processes were neglected in this paper). It may 
well be-but this could only be decided by 
further, rather difficult, calculations-that the 
ratio is more in favor of multiple processes if the 
energy of the proton is > M. If this should turn 
out to be true, the range of the fast protons would 
be diminished and the number of mesons in
creased. 

(iii) V.,T e have always assumed that the par
ticles in the nuclei of the matter traversed act 
independently. It might very well be that the 
nuclear fields of the nuclear particles overlap and 
interfere (as their Coulomb field does) producing 
an effect which increases with a different power 
of the atomic weight than the first power. This 
might lead to some changes of our theoretical 
results for heavy materials but hardly for air. 

(iv) So far we have considered only protons 
and neutrons as primary agents. It is to be 
expected that mesons also could create pene
trating showers themselves, by the very splitting 

up process mentioned in (ii). Again no quantita
tive discussion is possible unless the calculations 
are performed for energies > Af. A crude esti
mate on grounds of the non-relativistic calcu
lations shows indeed that the rate of occurrence 
of this process is of the observed order of 
magnitude. 

Mesons have also been found to occur in very 
large cascade showers. This is easily understood. 
According to our theory, a large cascade shower 
owes its origin to a very energetic primary proton 
emitting an energetic transverse meson which, 
by decaying, produces the very energetic elec
tron responsible for the cascade. Naturally, the 
primary proton will also produce numerous other 
mesons, including pseudoscalar ones, during its 
path through the atmosphere. These mesons will, 
of course, occur together with the cascade shower. 
In addition, energetic light quanta, have a small 
chance of creating mesons themselves by process 
(1) instead of producing an electron pair. The 
cross section for (1) was found in II to be 
V2Tr2ef/ e2 for pseudoscalar mesons, if e < Af. Com
paring this with the .cross section for pair pro
duction "'15Z2/137 we find that the chance for 
a light quantum producing a meson with e = 10, 
say, is in air 1/200. Since in a big cascade shower 
at the point of its maximum several thousand 
light quanta may occur, quite a number mesons 
are to be exp~cted. The mesons accompany the 
cascade shower but are much more. slowly ab
sorbed; the ratio of the number of mesons to 
that of soft particles may therefore be quite 
appreciable at sea level. 

VII. NEUTRETTOS 

According to our theory neutrettos should be 
very frequent particles in cosmic radiation. The 
total number produced is half the total number of 
charged mesons produced. We know nothing, 
however, about their absorption and possible 
,B-decay nor does it seem that they could produce 
any noticeable secondary effects. It is true, 
though, that in colliding with a nuclear particle 
a neutretto can be transformed into a charged 
meson. But, as mentioned in Section II, the 
cross section is very small at high energies de
creasing like e-6 and it is unlikely that this effect 
will ever be observed. Slow neutrettos must be 
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very rare because there is nothing that would 
slow down a once fast neutretto. 

There is, however, one observable effect, by 
which the existence of neutrettos could be estab
lished experimentally, namely, the transforma
tion of a charged meson into a neutretto. At high 
energies e>>1/f"-'3 again the cross section cp0 for 
this transformation is negligible (ci>0 a: e-6) com
pared with the cross section for scattering (a: e-2). 

This is, indeed, an important result of our theory 
because it explains why all attempts at detecting 
this transformation21 have failed whereas the 
anomalous scattering of mesons has been ob
served. This is no longer true for energies of the 
order of magnitude E"-'3. The cross section be
comes then appreciable and, as we shall see, big 
enough to lead to observable effects. 

The method for calculating cf>0 as a function of 
e is described in detail in Ill and the calculations 
are carried out up to a point where numerical 
evaluation is possible. The exact formula would 
be a rather lengthy and complicated expression 
because no approximation can be made in this 
case except that we can assume e to be small 
compared with M. \Ve shall not give the formula 
here. ci>0 is, for very small energies, proportional 
to p2 = e2 -1, rises to a maximum at e = 2 and 
decreases rapidly for higher values. The value 
of <P0 at the maximum (e=2) is in our units 

<P~ = 0.56. This refers to the transformation of 
a pseudoscalar charged meson into ·neutrettos of 
all polarizations (longitudinal, transverse, or 
pseudoscalar). 

We shall calculate the total probability for a 
meson to be transformed into a neutretto while 
traveling through matter, starting with a high 
initial energy E>> 1/f until it is stopped. If 
- aEj ax is the energy lOSS by ionization this 
probability is 

w= NA fao cpO(E) de, (2'/) 
2 1 -aejax 

where N is the number of nuclei per cm3, A the 
atomic weight. The factor ! is due to the fact 
that a positive meson can only be transformed 
into a neutretto if it collides with a neutron and 
a negative meson only if it collides with a proton. 

21 Cf., for instance, Nishina and Birus, Sci. Pap. Inst. 
Phys. Chem. Res. Tokyo 38, 360 (1941). 

The average number of "active" nuclear particles 
is therefore A/2. vVe have worked out (27) by 
numerical integration for Pb and found 22 

w=0.79. (28) 

For any other materials w will not be very 
different because aej ax is nearly proportional to 
NZ which differs only slightly from iVA/2. 
Practically the whole contribution to the in
tegral (27) arises from energies between e=~ 
and E=4. 

\Ve see that, once a meson has reached an 
energy as small as 4, the chance is so great that 
it will be transformed into a neutretto. Only 21 
percent of the mesons reach the end of their 
range as charged mesons. It may very well be 
that this is one of the reasons why so very few 
slow mesons with e < 2 occur in cosmic radiation. 

The length of path a meson has to travel in 
order to lose energy from E = 4 to e = ~ is about 
1 km of normal air or 18 cm of Pb. \Vhile 
traveling through the gas of a cloud chamber the 
chance is so negligible that the effect could be 
observed. But, if mesons are stopped in a thick 
block of lead an appreciable fraction of the 
mesons should not reach the end of their range 
but should be transformed earlier into neutrettos. 
This is important for the type of experiments 
carried out by Rassetti. 23 Rassetti found that if 
mesons are stopped in 10 cm of aluminum 
(equivalent to 2.8 cm of Pb) ·only a certain 
fraction (42±15 percent) give rise to decay
electrons. The effect was interpreted by Rassetti 
in the following way: Once a meson is stopped 
entirely and retains only an energy of a few 
electron volts it may either decay or else be 
captured by a nucleus giving its rest energy to 
the nucleus. Only negative mesons, however, 
can be captured in this way, since a positive 
meson with such a small energy could not come 
in contact with the nucleus. Calculations re
ferred to by Rassetti indicate indeed, that for 
such slow negative mesons the capture-proba
bility is larger than the decay probability. It may 
very well be, that transformation into neutrettos 
as well as nuclear capture is responsible for the 
fact that only a fraction of the mesons are really 

22 For this result the numerical values (2) for the coupling 
constants have been used. 

23 Rassetti, Phys. Rev. 60, 198 (1941). 
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decaying. In the above experiment 12 percent of 
the mcsons should be transformed into neutrcttos 
before being stopped. Of the remaining 88 per
cent half should be captured leaving 44 percent 
decaying into electrons. 

The experiments are not accurate enough to 
decide whether the number of decay electrons is 
actually appreciably less than 50 percent. The 
actual percentage should depend on the thickness 
of the absorber. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

On the whole the theory was seen to give a 
satisfactory account of all the chief cosmic-ray 
phenomena. Although a number of points, es
pecially the cascade production of mesons (cf. 
Section 11), the east-west effect of the soft com
ponent and the penetrating showers, must await 
further investigation, it is probable that this 
theory is fundamentally correct. T'he conclusions 
that can be drawn from our results are twofold: 
(i) The theory of clamping used as a basis for all 
our calculations will be a correct part of future 
quantum electrodynamics or at least a good 
approximation. (ii) Cosmic-ray mesons are in 

fact identical with the quanta predicted by 
Yukawa which are responsible for the nuclear 
fields. It may perhaps be too early to say that 
the special form of the meson theory used in this 
paper (the one suggested by 1\:l~mer and Rosen
fclcl) is the correct form of the meson theory. 
vVe have carried out all the calculations also with 
a different form of the theory (assuming that 
only charged mesons exist) and found the agree
ment with cosmic-ray experiments less good, 
though this form of the theory cannot be wholly 
excluded. (The energy loss of fast protons would 
be three times smaller.) It is satisfactory that 
the form of the meson theory which gives the 
best account of the nuclear forces also agrees best 
with cosmic-ray facts. Especially, the assumption 
of both pseucloscalar and transverse mesons is 
strongly supported by the fact that all com
ponents of cosmic radiation can be explained as 
owing their origin to one kind of primary par
ticles, i.e., protons. 

\Ve are very much indebted to Dr. L. Janossy 
for a most useful comment on this paper and also 
for communicating some of his experimental 
results to us before publication. 
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V I I.-Quantum Mechanics of Fields. 1. Pure Fields. By Professor Max 
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(MS. received DecemLcr 2, 1943· !{cad January 10, 1944) 

lNT.RODUCTION 

THE difficulties met in the usual treatment of quantised field theories seem to us somewhat 
similar to those which occurred in Bohr's semi-classical quantum mechanics of particles. 
In this theory the orbits were described by Fourier series in the time; there was no exact 
correspondence between the periodic terms of this series and quantum transitions, but only 
an approximate one for terms of high order. Matrix mechanics considers not the Fourier 
series, but the single terms which arc generalised i.nto matrix elements having not one but 
two indices. This generalisation is founded on Ritz's combination principle. 

In the existing field theories each field component is considered as a matrix for each point 
of space, and, as a function of the latter, can be expanded into an ordinary Fourier series 
the coefficients of which are matrices, each clement having two indices, which refer to th~ . 
excitation of the corresponding vibration. But the three indices (kx, k 11 , kz forming the wave 
vector k), which enumerate the Fouricr terms, arc not included in the matrix indices. This 
situation with regard to space is therefore very similar to the prc-quantum mechanical treat
ment of particles by Bohr with regard to time. 'vVe suggest a similar remedy. According 
to relativity, space and time, or the conjugate quantities momentum and energy (wave-vector 
and frequency), have to be treated on the same footing, and Ritz's combination principle for 
frequencies has to be supplemented by one for wave vectors. Just as in the case of the 
transition from Bohr's theory to quantum mechanics we deny that the Fourier series for the 
field components have any exact significance; and we consider only single terms, but replace 
these by matrix elements. Each field component is thus as a whole represented by a 
matrix, just as a co-ordinate of a particle is represented by a matrix in ordinary quantum 
mechanics. 

This programme seems to imply marked deviation from the usual procedure where the 
total energy and total momentum are obtained as integrals over space. However, in the 
application to all specific fields the boundary conditions are always chosen in such a simple 
way (very large box) that this integration means nothing more than multiplication by the 
total volume. We therefore suggest to use the densities of momentum and energy 
(multiplied by the volume) in the same way as energy is used in particle mechanics. These 
densities taken from classical theory arc always bilinear in the field components, and as 
multiplication now means matrix multiplication the densities really depend on the field 
as a whole just as the total momentum-energy components in the older theory. Thus the 
discrepancy between the new procedure and the old is not so marked as it first appears, 
and we shall show below that it leads to satisfactory results. The advantages of the new 
theory are these: the formalism is much simpler and of the same type as ordinary quantum 
mechanics. Further, the new theory can be applied to non-linear field equations, i.e. to 
energy-densities which are very general functions of the field components, without any 
mathematical complication. This is not so in the usual theory; if here energy-density is a 
relatively simple function in the space representation, it is in general extremely involved in 
the momentum representation (as the Fourier coefficient of a function. of functions is a 
complicated expression of the Fouricr coefficients of the latter). But it is a well-known 
theorem that a matrix equation is unchanged by transforming to another representation. 

The fields considered below are classified according to their transformation properties; 
scalar field, vector field and spinor field are treated for the general (non-linear) case. The 
scalar-meson field, the vector-meson field, the linear and non-linear electromagnetic field, 
and Dirac's electron field are contained as special cases. In the classical treatment the field 
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\·ariablrs are in general taken to he complex, so that what is usually referred to as a real field 
is obtained as a special case by a supplementary condition. In the quantmn treatment the 
supplementary condition restricts the class of W<n'c functions admitted. 

I. SCALAR FIELD: CL\S:::i!C:AL TREAT~1E:\T 

We shall explain our method with the help of a simple example, the scalar field. 
We use first the notation of tensor calculus, considering all quantities as dimcnsionlcss. 

Let x" be the independent variables, which arc considered as real, x: =Xa. (although x4 is 

proportional to the time multiplied by the rclath·ity factor L = \;-.=--;. This is to be distinguished 
from the imaginary unit i, which changes sign on passing to the conjugate, i* = - i). Let 
~be the potential, c/J"" its conjugate, and 

(I. I) 

Let A(c/J, cp•; o/1, 4>~; cp2, cp~; ... ) be the Lagrangian density, which is assumed to be real, 
A=A""; and 

(:.;\. 

<I>• = 2~' 

Then the field equations arc 

From these a set of conservation laws can be deduced: 

2: oTa~=o 
13 8x13 ' 

(I.J) 

where T af3 arc the components of the energy-momentum tensor; t these arc symmetric if A 
is relativistically invariant. To show this let us apply an infinitesimal Lorcntz-transformation, 
the components cPa. being transformed like a four-vector, i.e. 

cp: =cpa. + E l2!a.f3cPf3 (I.S) 
fJ 

with real constants fa.R = - f>a and E small. Regarding A as a function of c/Ja., cp~ besides 
the scalars cp, cp*, we obtain for the transformed A: 

i.e. 

A' -A= E LfafJ(cp{J<l>: +<J.>a.cp;). (1.6) 
a.,/3 

If now A is an invariant the right-hand side of (1.6) must vanish. Since fafJ is skcw

symmetric, cpfl'P~ +CI>acp; must be symmetric and hence also Ta./3· 
By specialising the transformation (1.5) to be a rotation in space, (1.6) shows that if A 

is invariant in space then Tik =Tu (i, k = I' 2, J). Conversely, by (1.6), the invariance or 
the l.agrangian follows from the symmetry of the energy-momentum tensor. 

If A is also gauge-invariant (with respect to the transformation cp--+ cpei'~, y an arbitrary 
real constant), it ::;atisfics the further identity 

·( EA " eA 8A . " eA •)'-' cP ~i + £.-cPa;.-:;:.- ;:l*rp*- ~c;;-:c•cf>a. =o, 
, Cop a. (;'Pa. c'P o. y a. 

t The order of the factors in (1.4) and later equations, although so far arbitrary, is chosen with regard to 
later application to non-commuting quantities. 
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i.e. 
i(<fo<I>• + ~"'.<I>: - <l><fo• -~ <I>:<P:) ~ 0. 

One has then a further conservation law which is usually called conservation of charge. We 
prefer, however, to use another expression, load, for the more natural quantity which differs 
from the charge by the factor e (the elementary charge). 

l\Iaking use of the field equation (1.3), one has 

(r.S) 

The allocation of the asterisks of the definition ( r. 2) is made so that (1> and <I> a transform like 9 
under a gauge transformation, if A is invariant. 

\Ne shall make use especially of the fourth collll,nn of the tensor Ta} and the fourth 
component of the vector sa: 

T,..-t=cP~;(1>:+(1> 4(p:, (k=r, 2, 3)~ 

T-14 = cP4<1>.~ + <1> 4cP·~- A, 
s4 = i(rf><I>: -<I> 4cP*). J (r.g) 

As explained in the Introduction we may consider these densities as constant in an arbitrary 
(dimensionlcss) volume w; then the total momentum, energy and load contained in this 
volume arc obtained by multiplying the densities by the volume w. 

We no,..,· go over to quantities with ordinary dimensions and introduce a unit length a. 
\Vith the help of hand ewe can express all quantities in certain units: volume in a 3, momentum 
in lijo, energy in lie fa, load in the dimensionless unit 1, Lagrangian in hcja", potential in 

,1 lieja, field in Vhcjo2 , anti-potential (i.e. the derivative of the Lagrangian with respect to 

the potential) in ·\lh~ja3 • 'Ne define: 

lie 
L=-A 

a4 ' 
V= Vhc cP 

a ' 

V lie 
= ~-z(cPI, cP2' cPa), 

Lcl=ax4; 

viic 
V= --Cl>· 

a3 ' 

vli~ 
t..g= -.,-cP4; 

a~ 

v'/i-;; 
L G = ----;;-<!> 4. 

a~ 

(I. 10) 

Further let Q be the ordinary volume, p, E and q its momentum, energy and load content: 

Then we. have from (1.9): 

Q ' 

E =~(gG* + Gg* + L ), 

iQ 

p =-(fG* + Gf*), ) 

q = -(vG*- Gv*). 
lie 

These equations are relativistically covariant if Q is transformed as a volume. 

(I.II) 

(I. I 2) 
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The field equations (I. I) and (1.3) now become: 

f = grad v, 
I OV 

g=- ~ ai' 
. I ac 

d1v F +- -=V. 
c at 

43 

(I. I 3) 

The dimension of the Lagrangian L was chosen ~o that the definition (1.2) now becomes: 

oL 
V*=ov' G*=-

c3L 
og, 

As in particle mechanics the quantum treatment of fields which we arc going to develop 
corresponds most closely to the Hamiltonian form of the classical treatment. Instead of 
working with a given Lagrangian depending on v, g, f and their conjugates we make use of 
the energy E given by (1.12), and regard E as a function of v, G, f and their conjugates. Then 
in virtue of (1.14) we have 

I aE 
V*= . ·-· n ov' 

I aE 
g* =- ..... 

n ac' 
I aE F·• = --· ---

x n ofx' 

E i~ an arbitrary function of v, v•'k-; G, G*; f, f* apart from the condition that the relativistic 
im·ariancc is ensured or, as shown above, that the energy-momentum tensor is symmetric: 

fG* + Gf* =gF* + Fg*. (I.I6) 

For the special case with the simple Lagrangian 

(I. q) 

<D coincides with c/) and <1> a with c/Ja. \V e ha vc then 

E=f2(GG* +f. f* +rlvv*), YJ = Ija. (1. I 8) 

The field equations for this case, being obtained from ( 1. I 3) by identifying g, F, V respectively 
with G, f, YJ 2V, are linear. This is the customary description of the scalar-mcson field; the 
rest-mass 11- of the meson is related to the unit length chosen above by 

We shall refer to this case as the linear case. 

z. ScALAR FIELD: QuANTUM TREATMENT FOR THE LINEAR CASE 

In this section we shall quantise the scalar field treated above, confining ourselves to 
the linear case as defined at the end of the preceding section. 'J\T c now consider all field 
components as q-numbcrs obeying the Jaws of non-cummutative algebra and interpret G*, 
v*, etc. as the adjoint of G, v, etc. Hence for q-numbcrs the asterisk signifies the operation 
of passing to the adjoint. For abbreviation we use for the commutator of two q-numbcrs 
the symbol 

[A, ll]=AB-BA, so [A, B]*=B*A*-A*B*=[B*, A*]. (2. I) 

The passage from classical to quantum mechanics consists in the transcription: 

of i 
al-+ - rz_[E,fJ, (z.z) 

which is to be valid for all field components. We shall postulate certain relations among the 
field quantities so that the field equations (1. 13) quuntised by (2.2) will then all follow with 
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p given oy ( r. 12) and E given by ( 1.1 8). It is easily vcrificu that we may assume for this 
purpose the following relations:-

[v, G*] =iliejD., 

[f, G*] = [G, f*], 

while all other commutators (except of course the conjugate ones of those given above) 
vanish. For then we have 

Q 
[p,vJ=--;[fG*+Gf*,v]= -ilif, (2.4a) 

I .Q 
-[E, v] =-[GG* +f. f* +Ylvv*, v] = -iliG, (2.4b) 
c e 

L [Px,fx]- !.[£, G] = e{LJAG*,j)']- Lf)Jj:, G] -1lV[7J*, G]} = - ilir/v, (2.4C) 
X e e X .I: 

which arc the equations (I. 1 3) adapted to the linear case and quanti sed according to (2. 2). 
In view of (2.3b) it is convenient to introduce the abbreviation 

.Q .Q 
k = ---[G* f] = --[f* G] 

lie ' lie ' ' 

which is, by (2. 1), sclf-adjoint. By using the identity [A, [I3, C]] =[[A, B], C] + [B, [A, C]] 
one secs that in virtue of the first form k commutes with v*, G, f*, and in virtue of the second 
form with v, G*, f. Thus all the three components of k commute with all field quantities 
and hence, by (2.5) again, also among themselves. 

In order that the transcription (2.2) may be self-consistent, the commutators among the 
energy E and the components Px, } 11 , Pz of the momentum must commute with all field 
components. From (1.12) and (r.18) we obtain: 

Ji.Q . • • 
[Px, Pv] = ---{(fxkv-fukx)G*- G(k11/ x- kJ..jy)}, 

e 
(2.6) 

(2. 7) 

and similar expressions for the remaining commutators. Since (2.6) has to commute with v 
we are led, with (2.3), to the condition 

/ 3;ky -f11kx = 0. (2.8) 

Similarly, commuting (2. 7) with G we obtain ·with (2.5) the condition 

(2.9) 

Combining these and taking account of the similar conditions obtained from them by cyclic 
permutation of the suffices x, y, z, we see that 

f=ivk, so f*= -iv*k. (2.10) 

This condition is also sufficient for the transcription (2.2) to be self-consistent; for all the 
commutators among Px, p11 , Pz, E vanish when (2. 10) is introduced into (z.6) and (2. 7). Since 
k commutes with all field components, (2. 10) is also consistent with the commutation relations 
(2.3a) and (2.3b), remembering the definition of k by (2.5). Hence it is possible to eliminate f 
according to (2. Io) by introducing k, all components of which commute with all the field 
quantities, among themselves, as \vcll as with the energy and momentum. 

Hence it is convenient to work in a representation in which the matrices representing the 
self-ad joint kx, k 11 , k z are all diagonal with the cigcnvalucs of each ordered according to 
their magnitude. The field quantities commute with all of them; their matrices therefore 
consist of submatriccs placed along the diagonal which correspond to the submatriccs of 
kx, k 11 , kz, which are multiples of the unit matrix. This representation is thus completely 
reduced into the submatrices corresponding to various eigenvalucs (k), and we shall need to 
consider, in what follows, only a particular value of (k), which is then used as superscript. 
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From (r.12), (r.18) and (2.Io) we obtain the submatriccs for the momentum, energy 
and load: 

iQ 
p<k> = -;k{vU:>G'~~<<k> _ Gl">v*Ud}, ) 

E<k> =0{GI">G*<k> + (ry2 + k2)v<">v*l">}, 

ir2 
q<k> = -~-{711klG*U•> _ Glk>v*U:>}. 

lzc 

The only non-vanishing commutator is, by (2.3a), 

[vi">, G•ll:lk>J =ilicjQ. 

(2. II) 

(2.12) 

The above relations (2.II) and (2. I 2) arc the same as those for the Fouricr coefficients 
in the Heiscnberg-Pauli quantisation method. The remaining problem is to make plk>, Elk> 
simultaneously diagonal. The transformation for this purpose is the same as that given by 
Pauli and \Vcisskopf,t viz. 

vlk> = 2-l(rp + k2)-!{aU•> + b*lk>},} 
G*lk> = 2 -~(1]2 + kZ)ii{blk> _ a*l""'}, 

which we need only outline here. 
The only non-vanishing commutators among the new variables arc, by (2.12), 

[ a*lk>' alk>] = [b*lk>, blk>] = licfO. 

By the transformation (2.13), (2.II) becomes 

where 

plk> = nk{N~)- N~)- I}, } 
Elk)= nc(-ry2 + k2)!{N~·) + N~·) +I}, 
qlk) = N~·) - N~·) - I' 

n 
N(k) = -a<k>a*lkl 

+ lie ' 

(2.I3) 

(2. IS) 

(2. 16) 

have, in virtue of (2. 14), the eigcnvalues o, I' 2' 3, . . . From ( 2. Is) it follows that N~) arc 
the number of positively loaded mesons of momentum li.k and energy lie\! -ry2 + k 2, and N~) 
arc the number of negatively loaded mcsons of momentum -lik and energy licV -ry2 +-k2~ 
The zero-point energy, momentum and load of (2.I5) correspond to one negatively loaded 
quantum, but this is due to the particular order in which the factors of (1. 1 2) arc arranged. 
One can instead allocate half a quantum to both the positively and negatively loaded particles 
by making the classical expressions ( 1. I 2) and ( 1. I 8) for the momentum and energy symmetric 
with respect to the order of the factors. Then in ( 2. I 5) the - I in plkl and q<k> disappears 
but the + I in Elk> remains. 

In physical application to electrically charged particles, e.g. the charged mesons, the load 
may be expected to be electric charge. The positively loaded particle carries a positive charge 
+ e and the negatively loaded particle a negative charge - e, e being the numerical value of 
the elementary charge. This result, however, can only be obtained when the interaction 
between the scalar field and the electromagnetic field is introduced. \Ve shall not treat the 
interaction of fields in this paper. 

3· ScALAR FIELD: QuANTUM TRE.~MENT FOR THE GENERAL CAsE 

Although the new quantum treatment leads to results identical with those obtained by 
the Heiscnberg-Pauli quantisation for the linear case considered above, we note that there 
is this fundamental difference: we have decomposed the matrices representing the field 
components into a set of submatrices-whilc in the usual treatment the field is additively 
decomposed, as a Fourier sencs. Now the sequence of Fourier coefficients obeys entirely 

t Eldv. Phys. Acta, VII, 1934, i09. 
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different transformation laws from those of the array of matrix elements. This difference will 
exhibit itself more clearly when we no longer confine ourselves to the case ( 1. 1 R) with the 
energy a quadratic expression in the field quantities. It will be seen that for the general 
case the present formalism of quantisation is by far the simpler. 

Consider now the general case. \Vc note that the expressions for the momentum and 
load re1~1ain the same as given .by (r. T2). Y_Ve sha~l not spccialis: the energy E <:xcept by 
dcmandmg that the corrcspondmg Lagrang1an satisfies the rcqlllremcnts of relativity and 
gauge invariance. According to (I. I 4) and ( r. r s) the energy is to be regarded as a function 
of v, G, f and their conjugates. 

Since the energy and momentum depend on the same set of field ,·ariables as before, we 
naturally take over the whole set of commutation relations obtained in § 2. The quantity k 
defined by (2.5) commutes with all field quantities, in virtue of the commutation relations 
alone. It follows further from the commutation relations alone that f- ikv commutes with 
all field quantities. \Vc therefore take over (2. 10) also, anticipating that this would again 
ensure the self-consistency of the transcription (2.2) for quantisation. 

It remains to verify this and also that the field equations (T. 13) arc satisfied in their 
quantised form. 

\Vc form the commutator of the momentum with the field components 7}, f, G in turn. 
With (2.3a) and (2.Io) we obtain 

Q 
[p, v]=~[fG*+Gf*, v]= -ilif=likv, (J.I) 

and with (2.5) and (2.10) we obtain 

(J.2) 

Q 
[p, G] =-[fG* + Gf*, G] = likG. 

c 

Taking into account the equations adjoint to these we obtain the rule that the commutator 
of p with the field component is simply ± lik times the field component, with the sign minus 
or plus according as the component carries an asterisk or not. Hence, in general, the com
mutor of p with a product of m field components with the asterisk and 11 components without 
is (1l- m)lik times the original product. We note that this product transforms under a gauge 
transformation like vn-m. A gauge-invariant quantity is thercfo~e necessarily t a series of 
terms each of which contains an equal number of the field components with and without the 
asterisk. It therefore commutes with the momentum. 

For a gauge-invariant Lagrangian the energy E is, by (I. 1 2), gauge-invariant. Therefore 
E commutes with all components of the momentum. Further, the latter commute among 
themselves as before. Thus by means of (2.Io) the self-consistency of the transcription (2.2) 
is ensured. 

The quantities V, g, F defined by (LIS) transform under gauge transformation like v. 
Hence we have for their commutators with the momentum (putting 1l- m= I) 

[p, F xJ = fz.kF x' etc. 

The commutator of the field components with the energy E, given as an arbitrary function 
of the field components, can be obtained as follows:-

Let f be an arbitrary function of the independent variables qv q2, ••• q11 , and let the 
commutators [qn q8] among the independent variabies commute with any of the variables 
q11 q2 , ••• qn. Then it is easily seen that 

11 of 
[f, qs] = ~ oqr [qn qs], (3-40) 

t The reciprocals of the field components can be admitted also. Then in counting the number of factors 
with and without the asterisk the reciprocals arc to be subtracted, 
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which can be proved by induction with respect to the two basic operations of building up 
new functions, (i) I= 11 +/2, (ii) j =/1 / 2, the formula (.3.4a) being assumed to hold for / 1 

and/2· 
In the present case the field variables v, v*, G, G*, fx, J:, ... satisfy the condition that 

their commutators commute with all the field variables. Hence applying the formula (3.40) 
with E for I we obtain with the definitions (1.15), 

aE 
[E, v] = aG*[G*, v] = - illcg, (J.s) 

and similarly 
aE aE 

[E, G] = a;;[v*, G] + ~ -aJ:ff:, G] = ilicV +/irk . F. (J.6) 

By (3.4) the last equation can be written as 

~[E, G]- L[Px, Fx] =inV. 
X 

(J.7) 

In (J.I), (3.5) and (3.7) we have verified the quantised field equation, the classical equations 
being ( 1. I J). 

Having justified our choice of the commutation Jaws ,..,.c can proceed further: we introduce 
k and eliminate f by (2. 10); we represent k:n k 111 kz by diagonal matrices and reduce all matrices 
representing either the field or its energy-momentum-load into their submatriccs. The 
submatriccs of momentum and load are the same as those given above, (2. I I). The sub
matrices of the energy of course depend on the particular expression given for the energy and 
are obtained from the latter by replacing v, G, f by vlkl, G(k), ikvlkl respectively. Thus Elk> 
is a function of vlkl, GUd and their conjugates only: 

(J.8) 

In view of the commutation law (2. I 2) the problem of making Elk I diagonal can be dealt with 
as an eigenvaluc problem of partial differential equations 

E<kl./.11.'> = N">.t.lk> 
op'f 'f ' 

where the operator E~~] is obtained from EU.->, say, by the transcription 

ilic a 
G*lk> -> - - -

Q avlkl' 

ilic a 
V:l(clk)~ ----

Q acu.->' 

(J.g) 

if zlllkl is taken as a function of vlkl and cu.->, the latter being regarded as ordinary complex 
numbers. 

The Pauli-Weisskopf transforma_tion of variables can be applied to the general case also; 
the factor (7]2 + k2)! in (2. I 3) can be omitted without modifying the commutation laws (2. I4) 
of the new variables alk>, bUd, a* I"\ b*lkl. The differential equation (3.9) holds with lj;lkl 
depending on alk>, blkl (now regarded as ordinary complex numbers), and with E~~ depending 
on alk>, blk>, 

lie a 
a*lk>= _ -

Q aalk) 
and 

lie a 
b*l"'=- --· Q ablk) (3. ro) 

The expressions for the momentum and the load are now given by (2.15). The operators 
N<!l and N<~>, ( 2. I 6), are represented by 

a N(k) = alk>--
+ aalkl' 

a 
N(k) = blk>--. 

- ablk) (J.I I) 

The use of the complex numbers a, b for the argument of the wave function was initiated by 
Fock t and is particularly convenient for a system where the number of quanta is not precisely 
known. 

t Zcits. f. Phys., xux, 1928, 339; Phys. Zet'ts. Sowj'et., vr, 1934, 425. 
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The reduction of the energy E, given as an arbitrary (invariant) function of the field 
components, into its submatriccs E<k> represents the central feature of this new treatment of 
quantiscd fields. For it allows us to handle "non-1 in car" field equations, which were practically 
intractable by the ordinary methods, with the same case as linear equations. In fact this 
distinction loses its proper meaning; for the new theory i3 a linear wave theory (sec equation 
(3.9)) for any arbitrary energy function E, and the superposition principle of states holds 
in any case. The non-linearity refers to the dependence of the derivatives of E with respect 
to the field components: they may be non-linear functions of the field components; but as 
the latter arc linear operators, these functions arc also lirwar operators. The so-called non
linear field theories, so far violently rejected by all experts in the quantum theory of fields, 
arc no more non-linear than for instance the theory of the rclati\·istic electron with the 

Hamiltonian If= \1 m 2c4 -+ /J.j/l. in ordinary quantum mechanics. This change of the viewpoint 
also means a very ~rcat simplification of the mathematical method. Each field \'ariable is 
represented by a matrix, and the indices of each matrix element refer (according to general 
principles of quantum theory) to pure states, described hy a characteristic or pure wave 
function. Any arbitrary state is represented by a supcrposition of such pure wave functions. 

In particular, the variable k appears in our treatment as a "constant of motion" defining 
a particularly simple set of pure states, for which all field quantities have matrix elements of 
the simple form 

(J. I 2) 

The same holds for the energy and the components of momentum. If a state of the field 
is a superposition of such pure states of different k, the expectation value for the energy of 
the system is, according to the rules of quantum mechanics, 

(o/ . Elf;)= 2: (l/P."> . EU•>l/;Ud). 
k 

There is no interaction among the various proper modes of vibration (k) of one and the same 
mechanical system. 

In the Heisenberg and Pauli quantisation method each field is decomposed classically as 
a Fourier sum, viz. 

~(r) = const. L~keik.r, 
k 

(J.I2a) 

and a "model" mechanical system, usually an oscillator, is assigned to each individual 
Fourier coefficient. These "model" systems arc then treated by quantum mechanics. Except 
for the linear case instanced in § 2 there is always interaction among the various "model" 
mechanical systems which makes the quantisation impracticable. 

It is easy to establish the correspondence of our submatrices with Heiscnberg· Pauli's 
individual Fourier terms. For this purpose we shall work in the co-ordinate representation, 

li 
the matrix clement of the co-ordinate x and the momentum operator p =-: grad being the 

z 
well-known delta~ functions and their derivatives: 

n 
~·r'r"=x'S(x' -.-r")S(y' -y")S(z' -z"), } 

Pr'r" = i grad' S(x' - x")S(y' - y")S(z' - z"). 
(J. I J) 

Now the submatrices ~<k> of all the field components without the asterisk satisfy, by (3. r)-(3.4), 
the matrix equation 

(J. 14) 

where k on the right-hand side is a multiple of the unit submatrix. Since by (3.13) the matrix 
li 

elements of [p, ~<k>] are the same as those of the operator -: grad ~<k>, the solution of (3.14) in 
z 

operator form is 

(3. r s) 
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with matrix elements 
(3.16) 

the operator or matrix 4>k being independent of the co-ordinates. Hence our submatrix cfo<kl 
corresponds to the kth Fourier coefficient. 

4· ScALAR Fmr.n: QuANTUl\t TREATMENT OF A REAL FmLn 

In this section we shall explain the quantum treatment of a real field (i.e. a field described 
. classically by real field quantities), using again the scalar field as an example. In physical 
application real fields arc used to describe electrically neutral particles. 

It is evident that a real field is something like half a complex field and can therefore be 
obtained from the complex field treated above by specialisation. In the semi-classical treat
ment all field quantities (which arc functions of one point in space-time) arc restricted by 

4>*(r) = cp(r). (4. I) 

In terms of the Fourier coefficients c/>1: of (3. I :w) this is 

4>-k=cfo:. 

According to the correspondence (J. I 5) just established the case of real field in our quantum 
treatment should be described by the restriction between pairs of submatrices: 

cp<-kl = cp*<kl. 

This does not mean that the matrix cp is self-ad joint; for this would imply 

cp*Ckl = cp<kl. 

(4.J) 

It is gratifying that the restriction (4.3) is compatible with all the commutation relations 
established above. The restriction (4.3a), however, contradicts these commutation laws. 
This we shall now show. (For the scalar field we found it impossible to obtain a new set of 
commutation laws compatible with the restriction (4.3a).) 

It is convenient to work in the k-representation, and we may confine our attention to the 
two sets of submatriccs with the superscripts (k) and (- k). The commutation laws (2.3a) 
and (2.5) obtained for the whole matrices contain the following for the submatriccs:-

[ v<kl' G*U•>J = £/icJD., [G*U.-l' fU•>J = lickJD., 

[v<-kl, G*<-kl] = £1icJD., [G*C-kl, f<-k>J = -lickfD.. 

We take the adjoint of (4.5) and reverse the sign throughout. If now (4.3) is used, by putting 
G*<k> = G<-k>, ... , the result of the transformation of (4.5) is just identical with (4.4); hence 
(4.3) is compatible with the commutation laws. The incompatibility of (4.3n) with these 
laws follows from (4.4) together with the trivial commutation laws: 

[ v<kl, G<kl] = o, [G*<kl, f*<kl] = o. (4.6) 

Suppose the energy-momentum tensor has been made symmetric with respect to the order 
of factors. Under the restriction (4.3) the two sets of sub matrices of the energy and momentum 
distinguished by (k) and (- k) respectively can be shown to be the same. For example, the 
submatrices p<kl, p(-kl are obtained from the general expression (given by (1. 1 2) symmctrised) 
for p simply by adding corresponding superscripts to all the field components. According 
to (4.3), instead of adding the superscript (- k) to a field component one can add the super
script (k) together with an asterisk. Since the interchange of factors is supposed not to 
affect p, p<-1d is the same as the ad joint of pUd, which equals pCkl. The same consideration 
holds for the submatrices of the energy: 

p<k>=p<-k>, E<k>=E<-k>. (4.7) 

For the load q the same consideration leads to the result that qlkl fi is the ad joint of q<-I.-> Ji. 
Hence 

q<l.:) = - q<-kl. 
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The restriction (4.3) can also be stated in terms of the wa\'c function 1/1 of the whole system, 
namely that the parts ~p-> and ~,<-!.-> arc related by 

That is to say, as functions of the two Pauli-\Vcisskopf arguments a and b, zll<-k> differs 
from zll<k> only by an interchange of the two arguments. Operating on wave functions thus 
restricted we have always, using (3. I o) for the operators a*<k>, b*<"->, 

a<kl = b<-kl, a*<kl = b*<-k>. 

This differs from (4.3) only by a transformation (2.13) of the field variables. The submatrix 
elements of the energy, momentum and load with respect to such wave functions are thus 
connected by (4. 7) and (4.8). In virtue of the latter, the matrix elements of the load with 
respect to the total wave functions thus restricted all vanish. 

5· VECTOR FIELD 

After having explained our method in all details with the help of the scalar field as an 
example, we shall now proceed to treat other fields by the same method, discussing only such 
new points as may arise. 

vVe consider here the vector field described (in the space-vector notation) by a scalar 
potential v, a vector potential u, a six-vector f, g which is the four-dimensional curl of the 
potcntials 

I 8u 
f = - gracl v - - --

c ot' 
g=curl u, <s. I) 

and their conjugates. The Lagrangian L (dimensions licja4) depends on these quantities 
and is invariant for relativity and gauge transformation. We put 

,.. 8L 
F = ----

x ofr' . . . , 
,.. 8L 

G =--
x ogx' . .. , .. , 

By the same method as used in § I we get the field equations 

div F+ V =o, 
I oF 

curl G --- + U =o. 
c ot 

Further, we have for the momentum, energy and load: 

n{ • • • • • ""} 1 p,~-;: g,~, -g~F, +.F,g, ~ F,g,.+u,V + V:'•, 
E=O{f. F*+F .f*+vV*+ Vv*+L}, J 

£0 
q= ne {u. F*- F. u*}. 

(5.2) 

(s.3) 

(5.4) 

Regarding E as a function ofF, g, u, V and their conjugates, we obtain f, G, U, v by partial 
differentiation: 

• r aE 
fx =n oFx' . .. , 

• I 8E 
u X= Q OU~c' • • • 1 

• I 8E 
V=--. nav (s.s) 

For relativity invariance we must have 

(s.6) 
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In order to qunntisc these equations we have to distinguish between two cases: (i) L does 
involve the pot<:ntials u, 7J as well as their curl, f, g; (ii) L involves only f, g and not the 
potcntials u, v. 

J<or the case (i) we postulate that all commutators vanish except the following ones and 
those adjoint to these or obtainable from these by a cyclic permutation of the indices x, y, z: 

[u;, F~.] =t"lir/0.., (5.7) 

[V''\ u~.J = [g:, Fu] = - [g:, F zJ} = !i~ I. (s.B) - • - <. T - - ... - n /l;r• - [un V] - [F 11 , .~::] - [I ~, g11] 

Here we have introduced the symbol k.1• for the common value of all the commutators of (5.8). 
Using some form or other of (5.8) for defining k.n we sec that kJ., actually commutes with all 
field variables. kx, kv, k:: arc thus a 11 "constants of motion." 

We further assume 

gx=i(kyUz -kzuy), . . ·} 
V= -1·k. F, (s.g) 

which arc compatible with (s. 7) and (5.8). The justification of these assumptions runs 
exactly parallel to what we have done in § 3 for the scalar field and hence will be omitted 
here. 

(5.9) can be used to eliminate g, V in terms of k, and the k-rcprcsentation can be intro
duced in order to reduce all matrices representing the field variables, etc. into submatrices. 
Then the commutation laws are, by (5.7), 

and their adjoints. 

•(k) F(k) - ilic ~ 
[ttx ) y ] - n 03'1/ (s. 1o) 

VIe have appliGd this quantisation to the linear case of the customary vector-meson field 
and obtained the usual results. 

For the case (ii) where the Lagrangian does not involve the four potcntials the energy and 
momentum arc functions ofF, g and their conjugates. The four potcntials admit the gauge 
transformation of the first kind (i.e. the addition of an arbitrary four-dimensional gradient) 
which does not affect the energy, momentum or load (cf. p. 52). In fact one can do away 
with the potentials altogether, and replace (s. 1) by 

1 og 
divg=o, curlf+--=o. . (5.1I) 

c ot 
(5.3) now reduces to similar equations: 

div F=o, 
I oF 

curl G - - --;- = o. 
C ut 

For quantisation we postulate the non-vanishing commutator relations 

[g:, F11] = - [g;, F ::J} _ lie 
• • = Qk:r. 

= [F ll' gz] = - [Fz, gy] 

(S.I2) 

Cs. I 3) 

kx, thus defined, commutes, in virtue of the· commutation laws assumed, with all the field 
variables F, g, F*, g*. 

We further restrict gx, gy, gz and F:1:' F11 , Fz by 

k.g=o, k. F=o, 

which arc also compatible with (s. 1 3). 
Then the field equations (5. n), (5. 1 2) arc reproduced in the quanti sed form. The com

mutator of the momentum with one of the vectors F, g, F*, g* is ± lik times the same vector. 
Further, E, P:n P1" Pz all commute. 

The solution of the quanti sed equations of (5. 11) is therefore given by the quantised form 
of (s.r); the potentials thus introduced arc determined only to an arbitrary additive term, 
since one can add 
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i 
- 11-;[E,j] to v, 

i 
li[p,j] to u, <s. 15) 

f being an arbitrary function ofF, g, F*, g*. The commutators of p with any function of 
F, g, F*, g* is proportional to k. Hence the indeterminate part of u is proportional to k 
and since k. F = o this has no effect on the total load q given by (5.4). ' 

If one prefers to take (5.1) and (5.12) as the field equations and thus include the potentials 
as field variables, one is left with some arbitrariness in choosing the commutation relations 
involving the potentials. To avoid this arbitrariness one can make the potentials determinate 
by adding the restriction 

.LJPx, U;r] = o, i.e. k. U=o, (5.r6) 
:r 

or classically 
div U=o. (5.r6a) 

Still regarding the field components F, g, F*, g* as the independent variables, the potentials 
can be defined in terms of them by 

£k. f 
V=------··-

k2 ' (5.17) 

Here k and f arc abbreviations standing for functions of the field components F, g, F*, g*, 
as given by (5.13) and (5.5). From (5.17) and (5.13) we have the commutation relations 

•(k) F(k)] = ilic(<;:- _ kxk11) ( 5. IS) 
[ Ux ' '!/ Q 0 xu k2 ' 

This is different from the corresponding relation for the case (i), and depends t on the 
arbitrary restriction for the determination of the potentials. The quantised equations of 
(5.1) and (5.12) then follow from (5.13), (5.14) and (5.17). 

The case of a real vector field (e.g. the electromagnetic field) can be obtained from the 
above by the restriction (4.3) for the field components. It is easily verified that the restriction 
is compatible with all the commutation laws obtained here for the vector field. 

6. SPINOR FIELD 

We now consider a spinor field which is described by a spinor v, with four components 
vS) s = r, 2, 3, 4, its adjoint v* and the space and time derivatives 

I 8v8 

gs =-~at (6.1) 

For a Lorentz transformation the v5 are subject to a linear transformation in such a way that 

4 

(vav*) = L arsVrv:,) 
r, s == 1 

4 

( vv*) = L Vrv: 
r == 1 

(6.2) 

transform as a four vector. The first of these formulre shows that v has to be considered as 
a 1-row matrix, v* as a 1-column matrix in spinor space. (In Dirac's theory this is generally 
done the other way, the 4 spinor components of the wave function are considered as a 
1-column matrix.) 

Let the Lagrangian L be an invariant real function of vS) fM gs and their conjugates. Let 
us introduce 

• 8L G =--
s ogs' 

• 8L 
Fx.~= a+ ' . 

'./ xs 
(6.J) 

t The commutation laws in this form for Fourier coefficients have been already obtained in the case of 
Maxwell's electromagnetic field by Novobatzki, Zeits. f. Physik, CXI, 1938, 293. 
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and their conjugate quantities. The field equations arc then 

• I oGs 
d1v F +-- ___ :=V .. 

s c at s 

The canonical energy-momentum tensor 

satisfies the conservation laws 

aT ax cri'ay oTa.;: I {)Tao --- + ------ + -- -- + ----- =o 
ax ay oz c at ' (a.=o, x,y, z). 
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(6.s) 

(6.6) 

For a relativistically invariant Lagrangian it can be shown t that a symmetrical energy
momentum tensor exists, which also satisfies the conservation laws. 

Concerning the total energy and momentum in a volume Q it does not matter whether 
it is calculated from the last row (or column) of this symmetrical tensor by integration over 
space, or from the components T 00 and Txo (but not T 011) of the canonical (unsymmetrical) 
tensor (6.s). 

According to our procedure of treating the densities_ as constants, we take for the energy 
and momentum the expressions obtained from the canonical tensor: 

E =il{(gG*) + (Gg*) + L}, 

Q 
p = -{(fG*) + (Gf*)}. 

c 

The dimension of the Lagrangian is assumed to be that of energy-density. 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 

If the Lagrangian is also gauge invariant (i.e. with respect to the transformation v8 -+ V
1
/Y), 

we have further the conservation law: 

where 

. I os0 dtv S+- -=o 
c at ' 

s =i{(vF*)- (Fv*)},} 
s0 =i{(vG*)- (Gv*)}. 

We thus obtain the load q (dimension less): 

i.Q 
q = ;:-{(vG*)- (Gv*)}. 

1lC 
(6. ro) 

When the energy E is regarded as a function of v8 , f 8 , Gs and their conjugates, v;, F;, g:, 
etc. can be obtained by differentiation: 

I BE v·=- -
s Q ovs' 

• I BE 
gs =.n SG~' 

r aE 
F* = -- -----

xs Q ofxs' . (6. II) 

For gauge invariance E is necessarily given by a series of terms each cont<~ining an equal 
number of factors with the asterisk and without, the total number of factors of each term being 
thus always even. E/11 has also to satisfy the condition which expresses that the Lagrangi::m 
is rclativistically invariant. 

The procedure for quantising the field is the same as above, (6.1) and (6.4) being replaced 
by commutator equations according to (2.2). l3ut this. time we assume "anti-commutation" 
laws, the non-vanishing ones being 

t Cf. \V. Pauli, Rev. 11fod. Phys., XIII, 1941, 204. 
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• ilic 
[Gr, V 8]+ = - if8w 

. ·• • ltc 
[Gr, fsJ+ = [/,, G1']+ = Q k8rs· 

The last equation defines k. The anti-commutator of A and B is defined by 

[A, B]+ =AB +BA; 

whenever desirable the ordinary commutator will be denoted by [A, BJ_. 
f allowing elementary algebraic identities containing anti-commutators:-

[AB, CJ_ =:: A[B, C]+- [A, C]+B, 

[[A, BJ-h CJ_ =:: [A, [B, C]+J- + [B, [A, CJ-t-J_. 

(6.12a) 

(6. I 2b) 

( 6.1 J) 

\Ve note the 

(6.q) 

(6. IS) 

By applying (6.15) it follows from the anti-commutation laws alone that k commutes with 
all field components. Further, it follows from the anti-commutation laws that 

fs =ikv5 (6.16) 

because the difference f"- ikv" anti-commutes with all field components. 
\Ve proceed to verify the field equations. Commute the momentum (6.8) with V 8 : 

.n "'-, [p, vJ_ = c £..J [f,G: + G,.f;, vJ_. 
r=1 

(6.17) 

Apply the formula (6. q) and note that most anti-commutators vanish. Hence 

(6.18) 

which is the quantised form of the first equation of (6.1). Combining (6.18) with (6.16) 
we have 

(6. 19) 

Evaluating the commutator of the momentum with fs or Gs by (6. q) and the anti
commutation laws, we have further 

(6.2o) 

By the same consideration about the gauge invariance of the energy as given above 
(§ 3, p. 46), it follows from (6.19), (6.zo) and their adjoint equations that the components of 
the momentum and energy all commute, and further 

(6.21) 

We also need the commutators of the energy with the field components. In virtue of 
the anti-commutation laws we may assume, without any loss of generality, that the energy E 
(supposed to be gauge invariant) is given as a series of terms, each term being the product 
of a number of "doublets" -a doublet being the product of two field components, the right
hand factor carrying an asterisk and the left-hand factor not. The commutator of a doublet 
with a third field component can be evaluated by the formula (6. 14) and contains one anti
commutator only, the other vanishes. Since the anti-commutators of the field components 
commute with all field components, we have, by induction with respect to the addition and 

multiplication of doublets, of • 1 
[f, vsJ_ = oG:[Gs, vs]+, 

of • "" of • [j, GsJ- =;.[vs, Gs]+ + £..J ~if• [fxs, GsJ+, J (6.22) 
UVS X U XI 

of • 
[j, f:;]- = BG-.[Gs, fsJ+; 

I 
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(6.2,)) 

where f denotes an arbitrary series of terms, each being the product of a number of doublets. 
The negative sign of (6.23) originates from that of the second term of (G.q). 

Taking the energy E for j, and using the definitions of (6. u) and the values for the 
anti-commutators given by (6. 1 2), we get from (6.22) 

r (1-. ] Q (C-. • ) ·; l -~- :.., Vs - = ~-gs Js' Vs + = -l tgs, 

~[E, G8 ]_=iliVs+lzk. Fs=iliVs+~[p~, F.:rs]_, _ 

which arc the remaining quantiscd field equations to be verified. The adjoint equations of 
(6.24) follow from (6.23). 

The special case of Dime's electron field is described by the Lagrangian 

lie 
L = ;~-{ (vg*)- (gv*) +(f. av*) - (va . f*)} + me2(v f3v*), (6.25) 

where me2 is the rest energy of the electron and v8 of dimensions (lcngth)-31:! as usual. 
a (components a,0 ay, az) and f3 arc Dime's numerical matrices, their columns and rows 
being here transposed. From (6.25) we get, according to the last equation of (6.3), 

• oL lie • G =- --- =--v 
s ogs 2i $) 

(6.26) 

which is independent of g 5 • Here we have a singular case, the above transformation from 
L to E based on the change of variables from gs to· Gs being now impossible. Hence we 
consider this case separately. 

From the Lagrangian (6.25) the following expressions for the energy, momentum and 
load are derived:-

lieD. l E = -.{(f. av*)- (va. f*)} + me2Q(v {Jv*), 
2Z 

liD. 
p = -;t{(fv*)- (vf*)}, 

q=D.(vv*). 

(6.27) 

Here p and q are obtained from the general expressions (6.8) and (6.1o) by the specialisation 
(6.26). E is obtained from L by the canonical transformation (6. 7), the terms of L linear 
in g and g* disappear in E. The energy and momentum are thus expressed in terms of 
v~, f8 and their conjugates. No other variable need be introduced. 

It can easily be verified that for this case the anti-commutation laws arc the following:-

[v;, v . .J+ =Drs/D., } 
[v;,fs]+=- [vnf;]+ = iko,sfD., 

(6.28) 

while all the other anti-commutators vanish. 
If in the expressions (6.27) for the energy and momentum we had taken the factors in the 

reverse order we should have obtained formally the same anti-commutation laws as (6.28) 
but with a negative sign on the right-hand side. Such an equation as 

(6.29) 
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is self-contradictory for r=s as then the lefl-hand side is always positive. This negati\·c sign 
originates from the second term of (6. q). 

It is interesting to compare the quantisation of tensor fields on the one hand and spinor 
fields on the other. The momentum and for linear fields also the energy arc bilinear 
expressions of the field components, and it is always the commutators of the energy and 
momentum with the field components that correspond to the time and space derivatives of the 
latter. The branching into commutation and anti-commutation laws has its root in the 
following elementary algebraic identities:-

[AB, C]_ = + A[B, C]_ +[A, C]_B, 

[AB, C]_ = + A[B, C]+- [A, C] 1.l3. 

The two plus signs on the right-hand side of (6.Jo) have the result that for tensor fields the 
quantum expression for a classical product AB* can be either +AB* or + B* A. On the 
other hand the plus and minus signs on the right-hand side of (6. q) have the result that 
for spinor fields the quantum expression for a classical product AB* has to be +AB* or 
- B* A. Undoubtedly the most symmetrical choice would be the mean }AB*+ ~-B* A for 
tensor fields and -}AB*- ~-B* A for spin or fields. The differences of the various quantum 
expressions for the same classical product arc in most cases constants or zero, expressible 
in terms of commutators for tensor fields and anti-commutators for spinor fields. 

Returning to Dirac's electron field, we can proceed further by eliminating fs and again 
considering the submatriccs: 

EUd = licQk. (vUdav*<kl) + mc2Q(v<k> {3v*<k>), ~ 

p<k> = lik.Q(vU•>v*<k>), f 
qCkl =.Q(vCklv*Ckl). 

The transformation to principal axes for the energy is achieve<..l l>y 

·1 
(k) _ """ (k)T,s•(k) 

Vs -~V TS' 

T ::1 

(6.JI) 

(6.J2) 

where all the transformation coefficients S~~) arc c-numbers. The index T is used in order 
to distinguish the new variables from the old ones and to emphasise the fact that vfk)r 
does not constitute a spinor. The S~~) arc the usual normalised solutions of Dirac's equation 
for a free particle of momentum lik; the index T distinguishes the two oricntations of the 
spin and the two signs of the energy-value, while the index s enumerates the four components 
of the spinor. Thus S~~l forms a unitary matrix satisfying 

s<k>{lick • a+ mc2 {3}S*<k> = €<">, 

which is a diagonal matrix. In the usual representation of Dirac we have 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-I 

0 

and 

(6.J3) 

(6.J4) 

The expressions for the momcntm11 and load arc invariants of this transformation of variables. 
We thus have 

E<k> = E,.Q{v<kllv*<kll + v<kl2v*<kl2 _ v<kl3v*<kl3 _ v<kHv*<"l·'}, ) 

pCkl = hk.Q{v<k>Iv*<k>I + v<kl2v*<k>z + v<kl3v*<kl3 + v<kHv*<kH}, I_ 

q<k) = Q{ vCk>Iv*<k)l + v<k>Zv*<k>Z + v<k>3v*<kl3 + v<kHv*<k>4}. J 
The anti-commutation law is transformc<..l into 

(6.Js) 

(6.J6) 
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If we define !lvlklTv•tklT, which by the anti-commutation law has the cigcnvalues o and I, 

to be the number of quanta of the kind distinguished by the superscripts, we have then to assign 
negative energy-values to the quanta of the third and fourth kind. nut since nv•{k)TV(k)T 

has also the eigenvalues o and I, we can define the number of quanta in a different way: 

N{k)T = Qv<klTv•<klT, 

N(k)T = nv•(k)Tv(k)T' 

(T: I, 2),} 
(T-,1, 4). 

(6.J7) 

Then we can assign negative load but positive energy to the quanta of the third and fourth 
kinds: 

Elk)= E~...Q{Nik)l + Nlk)2 + Nlk)3 + Nlk)4- 2 }, ) 

p<k> = lik{Nik)l + Nlk)2- Nlk)3- Nlk)4 + 2 }, I' 
q<k> = N<k>I + N<k>2 _ N<k>3 _ N<k>4 + 2 • 

(6.J8) 

Here the zero-point energy, momentum and load correspond to -I quantum for the quanta 
of the third and fourth kinds. It could be just as well distributed as - i quantum for quanta 
of all kinds if the mean value ivv* - !v*v were adopted for the transcription of the classical 
expression vv*. Then in p<k> and q<k> the + 2 disappears while in Elk> the -2 is preserved. 

CoNCLUSION 

A main feature of the new theory is the fact that the superposition principle holds for each 
state of a pure field. Interaction between states of different k is excluded. It can exist 
only between different types of fields if a proper interaction energy is introduced. This 
situation determines clearly the programme for further work. One has to introduce a coupling 
between different fields in an invariant way. It seems to be possible in this way to account 
for the production of new particles from the primary ones. It remains to be seen whether this 
idea leads to an understanding of the ultimate particles. 

(Issued separately ll1arclt 7, 1944) 
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Statistical Mechanics of Fields and the 
'Apeiron' 

IN view of the difficulties encountered in the 
quantum theory of fields, we have developed a new 
approach to this .subject which bears a much closer 
resemblance to ordinary quantum mechanics of 

·particles than the existing theories (Heisenberg and 
·Pauli). We consider the field in a finite volume Q 
as a mechanical system described by its total energy 
and momentum. The latter are obtained from the 
classical expressions for the energy-momentum 
densities simply by multiplication with n. Each 
field component is considered as an operator (for the 
whole volume Q) and is not regarded as a function 
of the co-ordinates at all. Between the field com
ponents we have established very simple commuta
tion laws~ analogous to the ordinary law pq - qp ·= 
11./i, which depend· on the transformation character 
of the field consider'ed. · Fo.r example, for the scalar 
meson field (potential v, its gradient f, its time deriva
tive g; * meanB Hermitean adjoint; [a, b] means 
ab- ba): · 

[v,, g*] 

[g*,f] 

' . he 
[v*, g] = i 0 , 

tu; 
[J•, gJ = k0 . 

Here the vector k is just an abbreviation for the 
cominutators ; ·it is a dynamical variable, but in 
virtue of the commutation laws a constant of motion, 
that is, it commutes with all field quantities, with 
the energy and the momentum. 

We have verified' that in this case, and also for 
all other known fields, these commutation laws (oz· 
in the case of electrons similar anti-commutation 
laws) lead, with the transcription 

1i of 11. of 
[pz,f] = :[ ai;' [E,f] = - [ ifi• 

to the· complete set of field equations and yield the 
same results as the usual quantization method 
(integral number of quanta w:ith half-quantum zero 
energy). . 

But there appears a completely new feature of 
· fundamental importance in the theory, connected 
with' the vector k introduced above. It turns out that 
k corresponds to the geometrical variable 'wave 
vector' introduced _by Fourier analysis in the usual 
theqry-. But·it is here a. real dynamical variable; its 



eigen values together with other fJUanLum numbers 
define the pure states of the field. The distribution 
of these eigen values depends on the shape of the 
volume n, but can be assumed for 11 large volume 
to be tmiform in the kz, ky, k, -~pMe (forming a cubic 
lattice). 

In quantum mechanics it is necessary to introduce, 
apart from pure st.ates, linear combination~ of such, 
called mixtures; but it is not necessary that every 
possible state should appeUf in a mixture. (That is 
the main difference between our new theory and the 
usual one, because there each Fourier coefficient, con
sidered as a q-number, necessarily appears, having 
at least its zero energy). A mixture contains in general 
a selection of k-points, each of which may still be 
occupied by any one of the quanta of the kind con
sidered. 

It is necessary to have a name for this sub-group 
of pure states belonging to the same k-value, which 
is something intermediate between the ordinary 
notion of a quantum (or particle) and a mechanical 
system. We suggest to use the word 'apeiron', intro
duced by the Greek philosopher Anaximander (about 
550 B.c.) for the boundless and structureless prim
ordial matter. 

For a definite system (pure field) no mechanical 
knowledge is available to decide which apeiron may 
appear (which k-points are occupied by apeirons). 
Therefore we have to apply statistical methods. ThiR 
is a new type of statistics, to be distinguished sharply 
from the ordinary distribution of quanta over the 
possible quantum states. For example, in the case 
of the scalar meson fi~ld referred to above, one has 
not only to assign the number of positive and negative 

+ -mesons Nk, Nk (equal to 0, or I, or 2, ... ) of a 
specified apeiron k; but also the number t1k (equal 
to 0 or l) which indicates whether a place in the 
k-space is occupied by an apeiron or not. Both 
distributions must be made simultaneously ; the N 1 

satisfy in this case the Bose-Einstein statistics (in the 
case of electrons the Fermi-Dirac statistics), while 
the nk evidently always belong to the Fermi-Dirac 
type of statistics. 

If, therefore, the total number of apeirons is a 
given number n, the distribution of X , the mean 

. 1: 

value of 6.", as a function in the k-space has the 
features well known from the electron theory of 
metals. For low temperatures all k-points are occu
pied up to a finite limit I k I = km, while all places 
with higher I k I are empty. For higher tempera
tures this rectangular distribution curve becomes 



rounded off at the end, but in any event tne fwwtion 
Li falls exponentially to zero for I k I --7 oo. If 
" £~: (N:, N~) is the energy fot· the apeiron k in the 

+ -occupation state N", N" (for example, for the scala,. 

meson ·field: e:" = E:t
0 (N: + N~ + I )) the totnl 

energy is E = :E~"e:"; it behaves as if the .field were 
k 

a Fermi-Dirac gas of molecules each of which was 
an apeiron and therefore had an infinity of states 
corresponding to the numbers N+, N- of quanta. 

" " If now ~~- is replaced by its average K "' the sum E 
will converge in spite of the zero energy E:.t 0 which s 
proportional to I k 1. · 

It is to be· expected that all divergent sums and 
integrals of the usual photon and meson theory are 
made convergent hy the proper application of the 
apeiron statistics. In the case of collision phenomena, 
one has no thermal equilibrium; but the transition 
probabilities depend not only on the initial and finA.l 
state but also on all possible 'intermediate' states. 
The cross-section integrals are extended over the 
statistical apeiron distribution. 

The magnitude of the total number n of ape irons 
in thermal equilibrium has to be chosen in such a 
way that the self-energies of the elementary particles 
are correctly represented; that means that the upper 
limit km of the filled part of the k-space is connected 
with the radius r0 of the electron by a relation of 
the kind kmra ,.._h. 

The case of the electronic field can be treated in 
such a way that .the contribution to the energy of en eh 
electron and positron is positive. But then there is a 
negative zero energy; and therefore no thermal equili
brium of the apeiron is possible. This does not seem 
to us to be a real difficulty, because a set of electrons 
left to themselves is not in equilibrium. Electric 
clouds like those in metals exist only on account of the 
fact that in this case the interaction energy with 
other particles (which is omitted in our considerations) 
is la.rge compared with the thermal energy. 

Investigations on the application of this theory to 
the elementary particles, their masses and their 
mutual collision cross-sections are in progress. 

MAx BoRN. 
H. w. PENO. 

Department of Mathematical Physics, 
. . University, Edinburgh. 
1 /'ror. /loJI. Soc. Edinburgh (In the press). 
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XII.-Quantum Mechanics of Fields. 11. Statistics of Pure Fields. lly 

Professor Max Born, F.R.S., and H. W. Peng, Ph.D., Carncgie Research 

Fellow, University of Edinburgh. 

(MS. received April 10, 19.f4· l{cad May I, 194-t) 

INTRODUCTION 

THE quantum mechanics of fields* recently developed by us leads to a modification of 
statistical mechanics of elementary particles which seems to overcome some of the difficulties 
(divergence of integrals) occurring in the usual quantum theory of fields. The main difference 
between the new theory and the usual one is as follows. 

In the usual theory the wave-vector k is introduced classically and, so to speak, kine
matically by the Fouricr analysis of the field. The Fourier coefficients of the field components 
arc then treated according to quantum mechanics as non-commuting quantities; those 
belonging to the wave-vector k describe the corresponding "model" mechanical system, 
namely the kth radiation oscillator. But the statement that the Fouricr coefficients belonging 
to a. certain k all vanish, which statement classically is significant, is now meaningless because 
there is a lowest state with zero-point energy for each radiation oscillator. The field is thus 
made to be equivalent to the assembly of radiation oscillators of all possible wave-vectors 
which, being necessarily infinite in number, contrilJute an infinite zero-point energy for the 
pure field and lead to other divergent integrals for the interaction between different fields. · 

In the new theory, on the other hand, the whole field occupying a certain volume is treated 
as one mechanical system. The field components, each as a whole, arc non-commuting 
quantities, while the energy and momentum arc simply algebraic functions of these. Besides 
the energy and the momentum there occur three other constants of motion. kx, kv, kz forming 
a vector k. The latter arc primarily defined as certain commutators of the field components 
and arc, as such, self-adjoint dynamical variables referring to the whole volume of field. 
lt turns out that they commute with all field components, and hence with the energy and the 
momentum, and also among themselves. Hence if matrices arc used to represent the non
commuting quantities, and if the representation is chosen in such a way that the matrices for 
kx, k 11 , kz arc all diagonal with the eigenvalucs (i.e. the diagonal elements) of each matrix 
grouped together when they arc equal, then all the matrices representing the field components 
and also their functions will appear as step-matrices with each step belonging to a certain 
set of eigenvalucs of kx, kv, kz (or, for shortness, belonging to a certain (k)). In view of the 
way the eigenvalucs of kx, kv, kz are grouped together, the different steps always belong to 
different sets of eigenvalues (i.e. different (k)). 

This decomposition into submatrices belonging to different (k) in the new theory corre
sponds to, and replaces, the expansion into Fouricr terms of different wave-vectors in the 
usual theory. As shown in I, the submatrices belonging to (k) for all the field components, 
the momentum and, when the field equations are linear, the energy, coincide respectively 
with the matrices representing the corresponding Fourier coefficients of the field components, 
the momentum and the energy of the kth radiation oscillator of the usual theory. When 
the boundary conditions are taken into account the possible values for (k) are exactly those 
values which the wave-vector when introduced kinematically can take. (This will be shown 
in§ 1 below.) These possible values for (k) may be taken in the usual way as discrete, forming 
a three-dimensional k-latticc, if the volume of the field is large but finite. 

But in the decomposition of the matrices, including those representing the field components, 
there is no reason why all submatrices belonging to all possible (k) should occur. Exactly 
which of these actually occur depends on the dynamical state of the system (£.e. the volume 

* We shall refer to Part I of this series of papers by simply quoting I. Sec these Proceedings, LXll, 1944, 

40-57· 
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of field as a whole) and is described expressly by the constants of motion kx, k
11

, kz for this 
dynamical state. This elevation from kinematics to Jynamics of the wave-vector k of the 
field as a whole is then the inain difference between the new theory and the usual one. 

It may be remarked in passing that in the usual theory the use of the Fouricr expansion, 
though convenient, is of course not necessary. Indeed the general idea of the usual theory 
has to be formulated primarily in the co-ordinate representation, namely that the field at 
the i1lji1lites£mal neighbourhood of each point r forms a "model" mechanical sy.stcm. In 
this representation the main difference between the new theory and the usual one exhibits 
itself no less fundamentally in that in the new theory no kincmatical analysis of the volume 
of field into i11jinitesimal neighbourhoods of points is allowed. The only kincmatical notion 
still retained is the size of the volume. In applications this volume refers always to that con
cerning a measurement. If one analyses this volume into smaller but finite volumes one has 
to compare the results with those of finer measurements, which is a problem the details of 
which we need not go into for the present. For the whole volume there exists only one 
dy1tamical co-ordinate vector, which is the quantum-mechanical conjugate variable of the 
total momentum contai_ncd in this volume of field and undoubtedly serves its only purpose 
when the motion of the volume of field as a whole is being investigated. 

Having thus emphasised the deep-lying character of the difference between the new 
theory and the usu~l one, we return to the k-rcprcscntation and seck for a physical interpreta
tion of the dynamical variables kx, kv, kz of the new theory. 

To begin with, we may recall the fact that in ordinary quantum mechanics the properties 
of a system of known constitution (by this term we mean, e.g., the masses of the particles which 
are assumed to be known, or the frequencies of the oscillators) are described by a set of 
matrices which are esse1llially z"rreducz'ble; z".e. they cannot all be transformed simultaneously 
into the form (A here denoting any matrix of the set) 

without the step-matrices being simply tautological reproduction of the first step,* 
A'= A"= . . In such cases one can derive all information about the system from the 
set of the first-step step-matrices, which set is also the only irreducible representation of the 
non-commuting set of dynamical variables describing the system. 

But in the new quantum mechanics of fields the properties of a volume of field turn out 
to be described by a set of matrices which are really reducible, because the step-matrices 
belonging to different (k) are distinct. The transition from the type of commutation laws 
which lead to the irreducible matrices of ordinary quantum mechanics, and the new type 
of commutation laws which admit non-trivial reducible solutions, corresponds in classical 
mechanics to the transition from the mechanics of point masses, represented by ordinary 
differential equations (one independent variable, time t), to the mechanics of continuous 
matter, represented by partial differential equations of the hyperbolic type (4 independent 
variables x, y, z, t with the signature + + + - ). This is a new aspect of the relation of 
differential equations to the algebra of non-commuting quantities. It also constitutes a 
generalisation of the representation theory of the ordinary quantum mechanics dealing with 
a system of known constitution. Some physical hypothesis has to be introduced for inter
preting the use of such reducible representations, and thus for enabling us to decide how the 
pure states t of the volume of field are to be described in this kind of representation and 
what the corresponding energy-values are. 

• For the demonstration of this theorem see Born and Jordan, Elementare Quantenmechanz"k, Springer, 
1930, § 23, for a single particle, and § I 7 for a system of particles. 

t The notion of" pure state" wrus used in I, section 3, in a way which did not take account of the funda
mental difference between ordinary quantum mechanics and the present field theory concerning the irreducibility 
of the matrices. We have to correct these statements according to our present better understanding of the 
mathematical structure of the new theory. 
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We shall now show that such reducible representation could have been used also in the 
ordinary quantum mechanics to describe an assembly of systems of known constitution. 
yet the advantage of using such reducible representation only appears when one wishes t~ 
describe an assembly or a grand assembly of systems of variable constitution. To illustrate 
this we consider for simplicity an assembly of two harmonic oscillators of known frequencies 
v1, v2 which are unequal. Instead of studying the Hamiltonian 

H = ·HPi + viqi) + !(P~ + v~q~) 

with the commut~tion law [p1, ql] = - ili8il which is the usual method, working with 
essentially irreducible representations, one can also study that reducible representation of 
the energy-operator E = lCP2 + v2q2) with the commutation law [p, q] = - ih in which the 

frequency-operator is represented by v = ( 111 0 
), v1, v2 being the step-matrices. By com. 

o v2 

paring the two ways of describing the same assembly we obtain the rule for the enumeration 
of the pure states. 

If an assembly is described by a reducible representation, the pure states of the assembly 
are obtained by combining the pure states of the various step-matrices in all possible ways. 
The energy-value for a pure state of the assembly is obtained by summing the corresponding 
eigcnvalues of the various step-matrices of the energy-operator. 

However, if the above assembly of two harmonic oscillators were of variable frequencies 
the values of which depend on the knowledge derived from measurements, the method working 
with the reducible representation is then by far the simpler to apply. This method can also 
be used for a grand assembly of varying number of systems which then corresponds to various 
dimensions of reducible representations. The totality of the pure states of the various 
reducible representations gives the pure states of the assembly or grand assembly of systems 
of variable constitution. 

Adopting this use of reducible representations, we may conversely consider a volume of 
field as an assembly of systems of variable (k). Vvc suggest the term apdron *for the system 
described by the step-matrices; an apeiron of wave-vector (k) is the kth radiation oscillator,f · 
considered not as a virtual assembly of states, but as a kind of material particle (like a photon). 
It has as many degrees of freedom as the number o£ independent polarisations for a real field 
and twice this number for a complex field. For each degree of freedom there exists a quantum 
number N =o, I, 2, ... , which in the usual way may be interpreted as the number of quanta 
of a certain kind occupying the apeiron. 

The reducible representation with kx, k-11 , kz represented by 

where the step-matrices k~, k;, etc. are multiples of unit matrices, then describes an assembly 
of n apeirons of wave-vectors k', k", ... k(n>. Vve thus reach the following physical inter
pretation for the constants of motion kx, k11 , kz of the field; namely that, by their being 
reducible into various distinct steps, they describe the entire configuration of the wave-vectors. 
(They may therefore be called the configuration wave-vector of the assembly of apeirons.) 
Since the step-matrices belonging to a certain (k) arc essentially irreducible, no two apcirons 
can have the same value for their wave-vector. This exclusion principle follows from the 
way we are using reducible representations. 

• The term 6.1r€1pov was introduced by Anaximander of Miletos (about 550 D.C.) for the boundless and 
shapeless primordial matter which is the first product (archc, apx~) of the creation and develops into the 
specific types of ordinary matter. 

t The term radiation oscillator used throughout this paper diil'crs from its current use in the minor point 
that we do not analyse it into simple harmonic oscillators, one for each polarisation. 
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The pure states of the volume of field arc to he enumerated by indicating those wave
vectors for which apcirons appear, together with the quantum numbers indicating how each 
apciron is occupied by quanta. The volume of field is thus equivalent to a grand assembly 
of apeirons, and·can be compared to a volume of gaseous molecules. 

We have therefore to treat a volume of field by statistical methods. In the following 
sections we shall consider in detail the canonical distribution of the apeirons, particularly 
for the electromagnetic field.* We shall sec that Planck's law is essentia1ly valid. The 
apciron distribution is like that of a Fermi gas with a high degeneration temperature, if we 
assume that the number of apeirons in a finite volume is finite and take the zero-energy of 
the apcirons seriously for statistical consideration. Since this zero-energy cannot be measured 
as heat, the "temperature" parameter characterising the apeiron distribution may be unrelated 
to the temperature measured with thermometers. The distribution of the apeirons affects, 
however, many observable quantities, such as the cross-sections for collision processes which 
will be treated in subsequent papers. But it is clear that with such a distribution of the apeirons 
all sums over the assembly of apeirons arc convergent. 

I. PROBABILITY OF DISTRIBUTION 

The mechanical treatment of a field, as explained in I, led to the following description of 
a pure field. Using the reducible k-rcprcsentation (sec I and the Introduction of this paper), 
the Schroedinger wave-equations for the volume of field are reduced to the following for the 
apeirons:-

n 
p<k>'F<k> =-:- grad l£f<k>; 

t 
(I. I) 

The step-matrices p<k>, £<kl arc here represented by operators; these are functions of the 
operators a~k), b~k) and their adjoints which represent the step-matrices of the field components 
(cf. I, § z). Here the index T indicates the polarisation; the total number of independent 
polarisations is I for a scalar field, z for the electromagnetic field, and 3 for the vector-mcson 
field (I, § 5). We shall confine ourselves to such fields. Owing to the fact that the field 
components are complex quantities there are two operators, denoted here by a and b, fur 
each wave-vector t k and polarisation T. For a real field the a's and the b's of opposite 
wave-vectors are identical, thus reducing these field variables by one-half. 

The wave-functions involve x, y, z, t as parameters; as their arguments one may take 
the eigenvalues ak.,, bkT of the operators a~), b~k); i.e. 

lp'<kl = qr k(a~.....,., b~.,...,.; x, y, z, t). (!.2) 

The operators a<;>, bCf), applied to (r.z), simply multiply the wave-function by a,...,., b,...,. re
spectively; while their adjoint operators, applied to (r.z), produce the partial derivatives 
with respect to a~.....,., bkT respectively (see I, § 3, equation (J.Io)). 

Since the operators p<k> and E<k> do not involve x, y, z, t, the solution of (I. I) is, by the 
method of separation of variables, a linear combination of the eigenfunctions 

The eigenvalues Pk and Ek are (after the symmetrisation of factors, see I) 

Pk=nk~(N~...,.+- Nl.r-), 
'T 

El:= Ek~(NkT+ + Nl.--r- +I), Ek=ncV7J2 +k2
, 

'T 

(I.J) 

(r.s) 

* It can be seen that the application of statistical mechanics to the apeirons of a pure electron (Dirac) field 
leads to no canonical equilibrium. 

t Here and in what follows k denotes the wave-vector of one apeiron. We regret that the same symbol 
has been used in I both for this and for the configuration wave-vector of the assembly of apeirons, but the 
context and the other symbols which occur in an equation will determine the meaning of k. 
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where the last equation is restricted to the case of linear field equations, and liryfc is the rest 
mass of the quanta (zero for photons). For a complex field the eigenvalues Nk7 ± represent 
the number of quanta of positive and negative load (i.e. charge in the elementary unit), the 
eigenvalue of the load being 

qk= _L,(N,.."T+- Nl."T-). (I.6) 
7' 

For a real field the eigenvalues NkT± satisfy the restriction 

where k and k refer to any two apeirons of equal but opposite wave-vectors. 
In thermodynamical considerations the assembly of apcirons has to be considered as 

enclosed in a box with walls. If the volume .Q of the box is large and if the shape of the box 
is rectangular, one can replace the (unknown) boundary conditions at the walls by the postulate 
of periodicity of the wave-functions of the apcirons. Since _L,(Nl."T+- Nk7 _) can assume all 

7' 

integral values, one has from (I.J), for a cube of volume n, 

(I·8) 

with integral values hx, hv, h= forming a k-latticc. By the usual consideration there arc thus 

.Q 
gs = (

2
TT) 3dkxdk71dk: 

possible values for the wave-vector of an apciron to lie in the sth interval, k to k + dk. 
Let Llk =I or o if the possible value k for the wave-vector (called the kth radiation 

oscillator in the Introduction) is taken up by an apciron or not. If L11.: =I the apeiron can 
be occupied by a certain number NkT:J: of quanta of the kind T:l:. Hence the total number 
of apeirons and the total number of quanta of the kind T± in the sth interval arc respectively: 

k+dk 

ns= L L1,., 
k 

k+dk 

VST± = L LlkNkT±' 
k 

(I.Io) 

W c have confined ourselves to such fields as the electromagnetic field where the number 
of quanta can assume the values o, I, 2, 3, . . . The occupation of the 1l5 apcirons by the 
v87 ± quanta thus obeys Rose's statistics. Since the occupation by quanta of different kinds is 
uncorrclated for a complex field, we have for the probability for the distribution where there 
arc v87 ± quanta of the kind T± occupying some or all of the 1l8 apcirons of the sth interval, 
and so on for all other intervals, 

logWn= .L,.L,.L,n.~T± (1.11) 
·' 7' ± 

(I. I2) 

On the· other hand, since Llk can only be o or I, we apply Fermi's statistics and get for the 
probability for the distribution for which n5 apeirons occupy some or all of the gs possible 
k-values of the sth interval, and so on for all other intervals, 

log W 11 = _LF .• (I. IJ) 

The compound probability W for the distribution where n 5 apcirons and v87± quanta of 
the kind T± are in the sth interval, and so on for all other intervals, is therefore given by 

log W =log (WpVVn) = _L,Fs+ LLLBs7 ±· (I. IS) 
I 7' ± 
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We note that for this distribution the total momentum, the total energy, the total load and 
the total number of apeirons of the assemhly arc respectively, by (1.ro) and (1.4), (1.5), (1.6), 

P= LL1kpk= Lliks.L,(vR,.I· -Vs7 -); (1.16) 
k T 

E = LL1kEk= LE"sL(vsT+ + VsT- + 1), E = licV n 2 + k 2 • s ., 6' 

k T 

(I. I 8) 

For a real field we have, from (I. 7) and (1. 10), 

(I .20) 

so that, by (I. I 8), q = o; the load-operator becomes insignificant. The remaining equations 
given above hold, provided we add a fact6r one-half everywhere in connection with the summa
tion over s. This factor comes in in ( 1. II) and ( 1. I 3) because the distribution is now 
correlated by (1.2o), and in (1.I6), (1.17), (1.19) because the step-matrices are no~ identical 
in pairs. 

It is convenient to adopt throughout this paper the convention that a factor one-half is 
always hidden in the summation symbol over s for real fields. 

2. CANONICAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE QUANTA 

We assume in this section that the apeiron distribution is arbitrarily given. The 
canonical distribution of the quanta is then obtained by making (LIS) a maximum under 
suitable subsidiary conditions. 

Since we have enclosed the assembly of apeirons and quanta in a box with walls, the 
total momentum (I. r6) of the assembly in equilibrium is zero. The total energy of the 
quanta is constant 

U = ,LLikEJ,,_L(N,..T+ + N,,.,._) = L/sL(VsT+ + V5,._). (2. 1) 
k T T 

(This differs from the energy-value (1.17) of the assembly merely by the zero-energy of the 
apeirons, which is known from the given apeiron distribution.) The total load ( 1. I 8) is also 
constant; but it vanishes identically for a real field. 

Taking into account these subsidiary conditions we get, for the determination of the 
canonical distribution of the quanta, 

(2.2) 

where a, {j, y are Lagrange multipliers. Substituting (1.I5), (1.12), (r.16), (2.1) and 
(r.I8) into (2.2), we get 

(2.J) 

or 

This indicates that the distribution is independent of the polarisation. It is easily seen that 
a vanishes identically because the total momentum vanishes. y is to be determined from 
the total load and vanishes if the latter vanishes. Indeed for a real field y should have never 
been introduced because the total load vanishes z"de?Ztical!y. We have therefore for the 
canonical distribution of photons, 

(2.$) 
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\Vc shall prove that the multiplier f3 is inversely proportional to the temperature 1' 
Consider a volume of electromagnetic radiation and change the volume Q slowly by a rcvcrsib!~ 
process, allowing transfer of heat to take place which means a variation of the number of 
quanta. \Vc have, for the total variation of log vV, p and U, 

o lo \V= ""' ""' ""'8 log vV"' l g £..J £..J £..J ':I OV.rr± 
S T ± OVsr± 

= L L L ( ± a . liks + f3Es)Ov,fT:!:' 
S T ± 

(2.6) 

8p= LLnk.iovsr+ -DV57-) + LL(vsr+ -V57_)Bii.~~8Q, 
• I T S T ()Q 

(2.8) 

The second equality of (2.6) follows from the assumption that the radiation was originally a 
canonical distribution of quanta. The terms of (2.7), (2.8) containing the variation of k, 
with respect to the volume Q arc to be calculated from (1.8) without* changing the quantum 
numbers hx, h11l hz. 

On combining (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) we get, on dividing both sides by {3, 

I I 
~Slog W =8U +~a. 8p + PSQ, (2.g) 

where P stands for the expression 

""' ""' ( ) 0 E s I ""' ""' 0 Jik s p = - £..J £..J Vsr-t- + VsT- ati -
13
-a . £..J £-..J(VsT-1-- Jl.~r-) off' 

S T S T 

(2. Io} 

Since we can treat the motion of the total volume of radiation by classical mechanics, we have 
op = f8t, where f is the total external force acting on the volume of radiation during the 
interval of time St. Thus the last two terms of (2.9) represent the total work done by the 
system 

-Dw=P8Q -V. f8t, (2.I 1) 

and hence P signifies the pressure and 
V=-a/{3 (2.12) 

is the molar velocity of the total system. 
Comparing (2.9) with the first law of thermodynamics 

8Q=8U-8w, (2.13) 

we see that {3 is an integrating factor of the heat transfer 8Q and hence, according to the 
second law of thermodynamics, proportional to 1jT. As usual we put (here k denotes the 
Boltzmann constant) 

{3= IjkT, S=k log W, 
then S is the entropy. 

(2.9) shows at once that (-a, {3) = (vjkT, 1jkT) form a four-vector. Hence temperature 
is not a scalar but its reciprocal is the fourth component of a four-vector. This has been 
already considered in a formal way by Bergmann.t 

In our present case, however, we have, by our use of the k-rcpresentation which is the 
analogue of the usual Fourier analysis, committed ourselves to the system of reference which 
is at rest with the walls of the volume Q. Hence, by (2. I z), we sec again that a= o. 

In equilibrium the distribution of the quanta must be isotropic. This imposes, by (2.5), 
a condition on the distribution of the apcirons. For an isotropic distribution of quanta it 

* This follows from the adiabatic principle of quantum mechanics. 
t Bergmann, Phys. Rev., LIX, 1941,928. 
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can be easily verified that the pressure (putting ex= o in (z. 10)) 

99 

(2.15) 

can be considered as produced by the rebounding of the quanta on the walls. For this 
purpose consider the group velocity of the waves which, according to de Broglie, represents 
the particle velocity and is defined by the dcrivatc of the energy with respect to the momentum. 
In our case the momentum is 

(2. 16) 

for the positive or negative quanta; the energy is Es; and therefore the group velocity is 

OEs 

us± = oliks± . 

Introducing this into (2.15) and using (1.8) we get for the pressure 

p = - ~ ~ ~ v,T± ~Es . ol~~± =_I L L ~ VsT±(u8± . /ik,±). 
I T ± OJlk,± O~t. 3.Q 8 T ± 

(2. 17) 

(2. I 8) 

Consider, on the other hand, the momentum imparted to the wall by the quanta, the momcnta 
of which arc /iks:I:; their velocities us± and their number for unit volume V 1T±j.Q. The pressure 
produced by the impact and rebounding on the wall is, by the considcrati familiar from the 
kinetic theory of gases, 

where the inward normal to the wall is chosen to be the x-axis. The summation over s extends 
over all directions of k, including the quanta hitting the wall (likxs± < o) as well as the qum~ta 
rebounding from the wall (likxs± > o). For an isotropic distribution of quanta comparison 
of (2.18) and (2.19) shows immediately 

Px=Pv=Pz=P. (2.20) 

For a real field the same result holds. The hidden factor one-half in the summation 
symbol compensates the superfluous summation over the positive and negative quanta which 
are physically indistinguishable. 

For photons, since the rest mass vanishes, (2.15) gives the well-known relation between 
the radiation pressure and density: 

P=_!_ ~~2:.vn±Es=~ ~. (2.21) 
3.0. I T ± 3 .Q 

We have thus established the physical meaning of U and {3. Comparing (2.5) with 
Planck's law of black-body radiation, we conclude that for all frequencies up to the ultra
violet where Planck's law has been experimentally verified 1l5 cannot differ appreciably from 

. g5 • That is to say, all the harmonic oscillators of low frequencies must be occupied by 
apeirons for the electromagnetic field. 

3· CANONICAL DISTRIIJUTION OF THE APEIRONS 

We consider now the distribution of the quanta as arbitrarily given and determine the 
canonical distribution of the apcirons by making (1.15) a maximum under suitable subsidiary 
conditions. 

For the subsidiary conditions we assume the total number of apeirons (r.rg) and the total 
zero-energy U' of the apcirons are constant, 

U' = ~L]k~Ek=W ~1l8Es· (3.1) 
k T 
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Here m denotes the total number of independent polarisations of the field. U' differs from 
the energy-value (1.17) by the known energy of the quanta. 

Taking (1.I9) and (J.I) into account, we get for the determination of the canonical 
distribution of the apcirons 

The two Lagrange multipliers are here denoted by {3' and -{3'p.. Substituting (LIS), (I.Ig), 
and (3.1) into (3.2), we get 

or 

'lls=--- -

ei3'(C:<• -,...)IT IT _'~!.:!_ ___ + 1. 

T :i: 'Jl;; + v.~T± 

This is essentially a Fermi distribution with a degeneration temperature proportional to J.L. 
The factor involving Vs7 ± indicates how the apciron distribution is influenced by the quanta 
occupying the apeirons. But this influence is only appreciable where the first term of the 
denominator of (3.4) is comparable to unity, i.e. where the occupation of the harmonic 
oscillators by the apcirons is falling off. In this region the distribution of the apeirons depends 
very much on how they arc being occupied by quanta. 

If the given distribution of the quanta is canonical we introduce (2.4) (putting a= o) into 
(3.4) and get 

(J.s) 

In the case of the electromagnetic field we must suppose {3' p. > > 1 so that the apeiron 
distribution is degenerate in order to meet the demand ?ts = gs for all frequencies up to the ultra
violet where Planck's law has been verified. The falling off of the apciron distribution then 
occurs at such high energy Es that the factor of (3.5) containing e-f3e. can be replaced by unity 
for all ordinary temperatures. Substituting (1.9) for gs and making use of the fact that the 
rest mass for the photons vanishes, we get from (3.5) for the number of electromagnetic 
apcirons of an energy between E and E +dE: 

n E2d€ 
?Z ----. ----· 
s- Z7T2Ji3c3 e~'(2e -,...) + I (J.6) 

The number of polarisations is m= 2. Remembering the hidden factor one-half in the 
summation symbol over s, we get from (1.19) and (3.1) 

n Jt() E
2d€ 

?l = 47T2JiJc3 o ef3'(2. -,...) + r' (J. 7) 

(J.8) 

These integrals c~m be treated by the usual method dealing with a degenerate electron gas, 
but the results in our case are much simpler and more exact because the numerators of the 
integrand are rational. The expansion into powers series of 1j{3'p. now terminates; the 
maximum percentage error in nor U' is due to the neglect of e-fJ'~-'-(f3'p.) 2 or e-fJ'~-'-(f3'p.)4 in 
comparison to unity. We get thus for nand U' 

(J.g) 

(J. 10) 
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Since f-L has to be much larger than the energy of an ultra-violet photon, (3.9) shows that the 
number of apeirons per unit volume must he larger than one per ultra-violet wave-length 
cube. The energy-density due to the zero-energy of the apeirons is, by (3. 10), larger than 
that of one ultra-violet photon per ultra-violet wave-length cube, and is therefore larger than 
the average density of matter (times c2) of the universe. 

One might speculate that the number of apeirons per unit volume is even larger so that 
there will be one apeiron per volume of an elementary particle, i.e. per cube of the "electron 
radius." 

Owing to the fact that the physical role played by the zero-energy is as yet unknown, we 
mention a few possibilities of the canonical distribution. 

(a) One might treat the zero-energy on the same footing as that associated with the 
emission and absorption of quanta. For the canonical distribution of the quanta and apeirons 
one has then to introduce one parameter {3 for the subsidiary conditionE= U + U' =constant 
(see (1.17), (2.1), (3.1)). This makes {3' identical with {3 which, as shown in section 2, is 
inversely proportional to the temperature measured with thermometers. Since the zero
energy does not contribute to the specific heat of a volume of black-body radiation, one has 

. , I nfL~ u = u o = ·-
8 

-21-:-3-3, 
I 2 7T lt C 

(J. I I) 

where p.0 is the value of fL at zero temperature. Then C1·0) gives the variation of the total 
number of apeirons per unit volume with respect to temperature: 

(J.l2) 

(b) One might consider the hypothesis that the zero-energy has a separate physical 
significance unrelated to heat. Then {3' is unrelated to the temperature. 

If the material walls enclosing the radiation interact with the radiation only in so far as 
to emit and absorb quanta, the walls may be regarded as permeable for those apeirons, which 
are unoccupied by quanta. {3' is then a cosmic parameter which essentially determines the 
distribution of the apeirons throughout the universe. 

(c) In both cases considered above the enormous total zero-energy creates a difficulty 
for the existing theory of gravitation. Hence one might reject the existence of the zero
energy of the apeiron. This can be done in the new quantum mechanics of fields, in the same 
way as in the usual theory, by simply omitting the zero-energy because the latter amounts 
only to a constant and does not affect the equations of motion. One is then at liberty to 
assume any apeiron distribution guided by known facts, such as the experiments verifying 
Planck's law and the finite cross-section for collision processes. 

We shall leave the decision among these possibilities to future investigation. 
We remark that the canonical distribution of the quanta and the apeirons can very simply 

be obtained by means of the grand partition function* 

- f3~~~k(NkT+ +NkT- )fk -y~~~k(NkT+ -NkT-)- J3'~~1..~•k+~~.:!.k 
- """ kT kT k k ~= £-Je (J.IJ) 

(q. 110.) 

Here the summation (q. no.) is over all the quantum numbers L1k, Nkr± that arc needed to 
specify a pure state of the volume of field. The parameters {3, y, {3', ~ define the grand 
canonical distribution and are related to the average values of U, q, V', n by 

o log :Et o log Z 
1 

o log Z o log :Et 
U= --or' q= -ay, u =----er, n=ar· (J.I4) 

* For the use of grand partition functions sec, e.g., Fowler and Guggcnhcim, Statistical Tlzermodynamics, 
Cambridge University Press, 1939, Chap. VI. 
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The evaluation of~ is elementary and simple; it yields 

log~= 2: log { r + c -,twf, +S'(r - 2c -fiek cosh y + c - 211ek)a}. 
k 

Substituting this in (3.14) and comparing the resultant expressions with those given above 
expressing U, q, U', ?l as sums over the distribution of the apeirons and quanta, we obtain 
the same results (2.4) (with a= o) and (3.5) (with ~ = f3'J.L) for the canonical distribution. 
This method is particularly satisfactory because it deals with the total system (i.e. the volume 
of field or, what is the same, the assembly of apeirons and qu-anta) as a whole, expressing all 
its statistical properties with the help of one partition function which automatically leads to 
the Bose statistics for the quanta and the Fermi statistics for the apcirons (treated separately 
in §§ r, 2 and 3). It also opens the way to applying the powerful methods of Darwin and 
Fowler.* 

* Sec, for instance, Fowler, Statistical illcchanics, Cambridge University Press, 1936. 

(Issued SLJaratdy s~ptcmbcr 22, IS) . .J.J) 
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XV.-Quantum Mechanics of Fields. Ill. Electromagnetic Field and Electron 
Field in Interaction. By Professor Max Born, F.R.S., and H. W. Peng, 
Ph.D., Carnegie Research Fellow, University of Edinburgh. 

(MS. received June 29, 1944. Read October 30, 1944) 

INTRODUCTION 

STUDYING the interaction of different pure fields, we have been led to some essential 
modifications of the ideas on which our quantum mechanics of fields is based. VIe shall 
explain these here for the example of the interaction of the Maxwell and the Dirac field. 

In Part I* we showed that a pure field in a given volume Q can be described by considering 
the potentials and field components as matrices, not attached to single points in Q (as the theory 
of Heisenberg and Pauli), but to the whole volume. Further, we assumed the total energy 
and momentum to be the product of Q and the corresponding densities. In Part II t we 
showed that this conception has to be modified; the cigenvalues of the energy and momentum 
as defined in Part I represent neither the states of single particles nor of a system of particles, 
but of something intermediate which corresponds to the simple oscillators of Heisenberg
Pauli and which we have called apet'rons. The total energy and momentum of the system 
is a sum over the contributions of an assembly of apeirons. Mathematically the differences 
of the quantum mechanics of a field from that of a set of mass points (as treated in ordinary 
quantum mechanics) is the fact that the matrices representing a field are reducible (while 
those representing co-ordinates of mass points are irreducible) ; each irreducible submatrix 
corresponds to an apeiron. 

The considerations of Part II make it obvious that the correct theory of quantised fields 
must be a much closer union of mechanics and statistics than we had anticipated in Part I. 

A second indication of the need for more precise definitions and modifications is now 
obtained from the consideration of the nature of the interaction terms in the Lagrangian. 
We have assumed in Part I that the Lagrangian characterising a systen1 is given by the 
usual function of the field quantities taken from the classical theory. So long as one has to 
do with pure fields this leads to no ambiguity. In the classical theories of the photon, meson, 
or electron field the Lagrangian is of the second degree in the field quantities. If one 
introduces a Fourier transformation (transition to the momentum space) the new expressions 
are still of the second degree and essentially the same as the original ones. It is true, we have 
also considered the case of arbitrary functions (non-linear equations); but we cannot ascertain 
whether the general function assumed to be the Lagrangian has as arguments the field 
quantities in the ordinary space or in the Fourier space. Hence the general theory is formally 
correct but has very little concrete content. 

If we now consider the coupling of two pure fields we cannot avoid a decision about the 
function by which we represent the interaction. In the case (Maxwell plus Dirac)-field this 
function is of the 3rd degree in the sp~ce representation; its Fourier transformed, also of the 
3rd degree, is a quite different and much more complicated function. Which of them is the 
correct one? If this question has been decided, the function chosen will then be considered 
as a matrix function and remains as such unchanged for every canonical (matrix) trans
formation. Hence if we have to choose the Fourier transformed function we would maintain 
that this rather complicated function is also the correct expression for the quantum theory 
of the fields in the space representation ; the simpler classical expressions would then be only 
approximately true, in the sense of the correspondence principle. 

Now we have a guide for this decision in the fact that the Heisenberg-Pauli theory, apart 
from the well-known awkward divergent terms, satisfactorily represents the facts of absorption, 

• These Proceed£ngs, LXII, 1944, 40. t Ib£d., 92. 
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emission, scattering, etc. This theory is based on the Fourier representation (momentum 
space). Hence we have to consider this representation as fundamental, and we have to choose 
the Lagrangian correspondingly, replacing Fourier coefficients by matrices in the same way 
as in the first approach to quantum mechanics (Hciscnberg-Born-Jordan). 

The whole argument which leads to a new and satisfactory theory for interacting fields 
is based on the correspondence postulate, and in order to make this clear it seemed to us 
advisable to go back to first principles. Therefore we begin with the classical form of the 
theory and introduce then the quantisation method of Heisenberg and Pauli. It is now an 
easy step to replace this semi-classical procedure by our new method, which is a generalised 
quantum mechanics using only non-commuting quantities. 

A main feature of this theory is the definition of the total energy and momentum by the 
traces of the matrices representing the densities ; .this is an obvious generalisation of the apeiron 
sums used in Part II. It is further necessary to generalise the commutation laws for the 
field quantities given in Part I in such a way that they include the commutation of any quantity 
with that which is produced from it by permuting the apeirons; in this manner the full 
correspondence with the Hcisenberg-Pauli commutation laws is obtained. 

That the new theory is not less satisfactory than that of Heisenberg and Pauli is obvious 
from its derivation. The difference can be expressed by saying that the new theory admits 
an arbitrary apciron distribution, while that of Heisenberg and Pauli assumes a uniform 
apeiron distribution (in momentum space). Hence all results not involving this distribution 
will be the same, while the divergent integrals produced by the uniform distribution become 
now convergent and may lead to new results. 

We think, however, that the new theory may have more far-reaching consequences con
cerning the connection of the ultimate particles. These difficult problems, which have to be 
considered in relation to the most general principles of quantum theory,' will be postponed 
for another article. 

I. THE INTRODUCTION OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE ELECTRON FIELD 

AND THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN GENERAL 

Without interaction, let the electromagnetic field be described in general by a Lagrangian 
L'(uuh) of the field strengths 

(I. I) 

and the electron field be described by a Lagrangian L" of the spinors v, v* and their derivatives 
vu, v;. The combined field, together with interaction, is then t described by the Lagrangian 

(!.2) 

where only the definition of v0 and v; is now altered so as to take account of the interaction: 

For abbreviation let 

v•=n·v*· !J g , 

oL 
Uuh=--; 

Buuh 
v•=aL 

Bv' 

(r.J) 

and similarly for the conjugates. The variational equations with respect to u1" v• and v are 

(r.s) 

(r.6) 

t This section represents a generalisation of the introduction of the interaction with Maxwell's field given 
by Pauli, Rev. Mod. Phys., XIII, 1941, 207. 
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In order that (1.5) may be integrable the charge-current vector 

sh = -le {(vV:)- (Vhv*)} ne 
must satisfy the equation of continuity, which is by (1.3) and (r.6) 

osh le { • • } -= --:- (vhVh)+(vV*)-(Vhv1J-(Vv*) =o. 
oxh he 

This is the case if the Lagrangian is invariant under the general gauge transformation 

ne oy 
u ~ u --- and hence v0 ~ v0

eir, 0 0 e ox0 

(1.8) 

where y is an arbitrary real function of the co-ordinates. Then (r.8) is verified by varying 
v, Vu and their conjugates according to (1.9) and demanding the total variation of L with 
respect to y to vanish. 

The energy-momentum tensor T 011 for the combined field including the interaction can 
also be partitioned into two parts in a gauge-invariant way: 

T uh = T~h + T;h, 

T~h = U0 j U M- L'Solu 

T;h = (v0 v:) + (Vhv:)- L "Suh· 

(I.Io) 

(I.II) 

(I.I2) 

The divergence of the part T~h which may be attributed to the electromagnetic field is, by 
using the cyclic divergence equations resulting from (1.1) and in virtue of the source term 
of (1.5), 

(I.I3) 

The divergence of the part T;h which may be attributed to the electrons in the presence of 
the electromagnetic field is, by using the identity 

~vu v: = D;v0 • v: +vu. n;v: 
OX; 

(1.14) 

and (1.6) and (r.4), 

( r. Is) 

By using (1.8) the ofoxu here can be replaced by D0 where it operates on v and vh, and by n; 
where it operates on v* and v:. By using ( r. I 3) and cancelling terms ( 1. Is) becomes 

By using (r.3) again and noting that, by (r.I), 

(I. I 6) becomes, by using also (I. 7), 

~T" . 
v gh ze • } -;- = ;.-u110{(vV1)- <Vnv*) = - u,.,psh = uv11h,· 
vx,. ne 

(r. I6) 

(I.I7) 

(I. I8) 
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This verifies the Lorentz law of force in general. The sum of ( 1. I 3) and ( 1. I 8) yields the 
conservation laws for the energy and momentum 

oToh 
- =o. (I.Ig) 
oxh 

2. CHANGE OF NOTATION FOR THE PASSAGE FROM THE LAGRANGIAN FORMALISM 

TO THE HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM. l\11AXWELL'S FIELD AND DIRAC'S FIELD 

In order to prepare the classical theory of§ I for quantisation by the method of Heisenbcrg 
and Pauli or by the new method, it is necessary to pass from the Lagrangian formalism to 
the Hamiltonian formalism by treating the time differently from the spatial co-ordinates. 
It is then appropriate to use the space-vector notation. 

We specialise to Maxwell's field and Dirac's field in interaction described by the 
Lagrangian 

ne • } 2 Q • L = !unhuoh + -.{(v0 a0v*)- (va0 vg) +me (vfJv ), 
2Z 

(2.I) 

where a1, a 2, a3 and f3 are Dirac's matrices, but a4 =t.=V-=-; in consequence of our use of 
pseudo-Euclidian metric. In space-vector notation let 

(x1, x 2, x3) = r, 
(u1, u2, u3) =A, 

( av a 2, a 3) =a, 
(sl, s2, sa) =j, 

ie 
(v1, v2, v3) =f + ;:-Av, 

IU 

x4 =ut; 
U4=t.cp; 

a4=t.; 
s4 =tp; 

v, = <( - ~ ~> ~fv) 
Among the components of the energy-momentum tensor we shall need only T 04 , which by 
integration over a volume Q give the total momentum p and energy E contained in Q, as 
follows:-

J 
0 
(T 14, T 24, T 34)dT =up, 

The equations of § I will now be specialised fo'r the Lagrangian (2.I) and written in the 
notation (2.2) and (2.3), as far as they will be needed in the following sections. They can 
be ordered in four groups: 

(a) Equations which are merely definitions of the densities of current and charge, and 
the total momentum and energy: 

j = - e(vav*), p = - e(vv*), (2.4), (2.5) 

p =J ,(!:EAH- !:Ap + .!!..{(fv*)- (vf*)})dT (2.6) 
fie e 2Z ' 

J (E2+H2 ne ) 
E = -A .j +-:{(f. av*)- (va. f*)} + me2(vf3v*) dT. 

n 2 u 
(2.7) 

(b) The field equations in space: 

grad v =f, 

(c) The field equations in time: 

curl A=H, divE =p, 

I BA 
-- -=E+grad ,J.. c ot 'f', 

I aE . 
--=curl H -J 
c ot ' 

n ov ne 
-:- ;- = -evcp +-:-f.a +eva.A +mc2vf3. 

t vt t 

(2.8), (2.g), (2.IO) 

(2.II), (2.12) 

(2.IJ) 
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(d) The equation of continuity which is a consequence of (2.4), (2.5), 2.8), and (2.13): 

d
. . 1 op 
IV J +- -=o. 

c at 
In addition, in order to avoid the arbitrary gradient which can be added to the vector 

potential A according to the gauge transformation (1.9), it is practical to adopt the restriction 

divA= o (2.15) 

for any timet. This restriction fixes the electromagnetic potcntials and leaves only a constant 
phase factor undetermined for the electron field. The scalar potential is then determined 
by the density of charge according to Poisson's equation 

div grad 4> = - p, 

which follows easily from (2.15), 2.II), and (2.10). 

(2.16) 

3· SEPARATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD INTO A TRANSVERSAL AND A 

LONGITUDINAL PART IN THE WAVE-VECTOR REPRESENTATION 

It is a well-known theorem that any vector field can be decomposed into a divergence-free 
part plus a curl-free part. For the electromagnetic field H is, by (2.9), divergence-free and 
A is, by (2.15), chosen to be so. E is not divergence-free, but its divergence is determined, 
by (2.10) and (2.5), by the fundamental variables of the electron field. 

Hence as the fundamental variables of the total field we shall take those of the electron 
field plus those of the divergence-free part of the electromagnetic field, because the curl-free 
part of the electromagnetic field can be expressed in terms of the variables of the electron 
field. This can be done explicitly by resolving all field variables into their Fouricr 
coefficients. 

We enclose the field in a rectangular box and expand all the field components into three
dimensional Fouricr series, assuming the usual periodic boundary conditions. For the 
electron field the field components arc complex quantities. Let t 

v(r) = L. vleil.r, 

l 

f*(r) = L.fre-•1.r, 
l . 

etc. (3.1) 

The wave-vector 1 covers the whole reciprocal space. For the electromagnetic field the field 
components are real. Therefore t we write 

A(r) = L. (Akeik.r + A:e-ik.l), etc. (3.2) 
k 

Here the wave-vector k covers only half the reciprocal space in order that all the Fourier 
coefficients Ak's and A:'s may be independent. Then the Fourier coefficients of the 
divergence-free part of any vector field are perpendicular to the wave-vectors and will be 
called transversal, while those of the curl-free part arc parallel to the wave-vectors and will 
be called longitudinal. 

By inserting the Fourier series for E and p in (2.10) and equating .the coefficients of 
exp (z'k. r) on both sides we get 

z'k.Ek=Pk· (3·3) 

Thus the longitudinal part of Ek is, by projection along the direction parallel to k, 

k.Ek . Pk 
Ek,long.=kk2= -zkk2. (3-4) 

The transversal part of Ek is therefore 

Ek, tr. = Ek- Ek, long.= Ek + z'kpk/k2
• (3.5) 

t U nlikc the usual practice, no normalisation factor is introduced in the Fourier analysis. The Fourier 
coefficients of a quantity arc then of the same physical dimension as that of the quantity itself. 
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We shall, however, regard this equation as the definition of Ek in terms of Ek, tr. and take 
the latter as a fundamental variable. In fact, as will be shown immediately, the field equations 
for the electromagnetic field can be expressed in terms of the variables of the transversal 
part alone. 

The Fourier coefficients of the scalar potential are determined by virtue of (2.I6), by the 
electron field 

By this and (3.5), (2. 11) yields simply 

I oAk . . Pk -; Bt =Ek+zk~k=Ek +tkk2 =Ek, tr. 

From (2. I 2) follows the vector equation 

I aEk . . 
- ----;- = z kAHk- ]k, 
C ut 

but the longitudinal part of this is, by (3.3), nothing but the equation of continuity 

1 apk . . 
---;- = - zk.Jkl 
C ut 

(J.6) 

(J.8) 

which involves only the variables of the electron field, and is a consequence of the field 
equations for the latter. Hence (3.8) is, by (3.9), equivalent to 

I 8Ek, tr. . . k .jk 
; ~=zkAHk-]k+kF. (J.Io) 

The other variables, Hk and Ak, are entirely transversal. Either may be taken as a funda
mental variable, the other can then be expressed in terms of it. By (2.9), Hk can be expressed 
in terms of Ak thus 

Hk=ikAAk. 

Conversely, this can be solved for Ak (because the latter is transversal) and yields 

Ak=ikAHkjk2
• 

After inserting in (2.6) the Fourier series for the field quantities the integration gives 
total momentum 

1""" I • • • • rz.""" • • ) p=.Ol ~ -{EkAHk+EkAHk-Akpk -Akpk}+-.~{(ftvz) -(vtfz)} · 
\ k C 2Z l 

(J.II) 

(J.12) 

for the 

(J.IJ) 

By (J.I2) and (3.5) this becomes the sum of contributions by the transversal electromagnetic 
field and the electron field without any interaction term, 

(""I • • Ji""" • •) P =.0 ~;{Ek, tr.AHk + Ek, tr.AHk} + ;;·~ {(fzVz)- (vzfz )} · 

However, the total energy E still contains interaction terms: 

E =~:{~:.{E •. "·. E:, "· + Hk. HZ + P•P; I k2 -A •. j; - AZ .jJ 

+ ~ L {(fz. av7) - (vza. f7)} + mc2 L (vzf3v7)). 
2Z l l 

(3. Is) 

The equations (2.4), (2.5), (2.8), and (2. 1 3), which are mainly concerned with the electron 
field, become, in terms of the Fourier coefficients, 

(J.I6), J.I7) 

(3. I 8) 
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The total charge q contained in the volume .Q is, by integrating (2.5), 

q = -en L: cvzv7). (J.20) 
l 

4· QUANTISATION OF N1AXWELL'S FIELD AND DIRAC'S FIELD IN INTERACTION 

BY THE METHOD OF HEISENBERG AND PAUL! 

(a) Simple Treatment 

A simple and practical way of applying the method of Hciscnberg and Pauli for the 
quantisation of a field-in our case the combined field of Maxwell and Dirac-is the following: 
after the field quantities have been resolved into their Fourier coefficients (what we have done 
in § 3), the field is treated as an assembly of oscillators characterised by the wave-vectors. 
Then the field equations in time (§ 2 (c)) give rise to the equations of motion of the oscillators, 
viz. in our case (3.7), (J.Io), (3.19) and their adjoint equations. The canonical variables, 
which can be read off from the time-derivative terms of these equations, arc the following 
conjugate pairs:-

The equations which arise from space-derivatives are, according to this view, to be regarded 
partly as definitions of some auxiliary variables (namely, (3. u) as the definition of Hk and 
(3.18) of fz) and partly as constraints among the above canonical variables (namely, 

z'k.Ak=o, z'k.Ek,tr. =o 

and their adjoint equations). Quantisation consists in considering all the canonically conjugate 
pairs of variables as q-numbers which satisfy simple commutation or anti-commutation laws, 
as follows. 

For the spinor components (s denoting the spinor index) anti-commutation laws hold t 
[vz8 , v~]+ = vlsvra+v~Vzs= Ij.Q. 

All other anti-commutators vanish. 
For the vector components let the axes be chosen so that k lies on the z-axis. The x- and 

y-components of Ak and E;, tr. satisfy the commutation laws 

( Akx1 E;x, tr.J = E;x, tr.Akx- AkxE:x, tr. = z'licj.Q, ( Aky, E;y, tr.J = z'licjQ, 

All other commutators vanish. 
By an arbitrary rotation of the co-ordinate axes (4.3) becomes in general t 

[Ak., Er". ,J = ;~(s .. -kt,·). 
All the vector components of Akl E;, to Ek, tr. and A; commute with all the spinor com
ponents of Vz and v~. 

The quantised equations of motion are 

oF z' 
ot =- rz:[E, F], (4-5) 

where the total energy E of the assembly of oscillators is given by the q-number expression § 
of (3.15). The close formal analogy between the classical and quantum equations of motion 
can be demonstrated by working out the commutators of (4.5). If F is a component of Ak, 
in (3.15) only the term Ek, tr .. E;, tr. does not commute with Ak. By (4.4) and (4.1) the 

t Jordan and Wigner, Zeits.j. Physik, XLVII, 1928, 631. 
:l: Novobatzky, loc. cit. 
§ Since the order of factors can be arbitrarily changed in a c-number expression but not so in a q-number 

expression the q-number expression of (3.15) (as well as that of (3. 14), etc.) is slightly ambiguous. This has 
no effect on the anti-commutation laws or commutation laws. The zero-point momentum and charge, however, 
can be avoided by taking the mean of the two possible q-number expressions as discussed in Part I. 
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commutator has the value 

Hence (4.5) with F = Ak is formally identical with (3.7). If F = Ek, tr. the relevant term of 
(3.15) can be written, using the adjoint of (J.II), in the form 

Hk. H;- A; .jk = (ikAHk) .A;- AZ .jk. (4.7) 

With the help of the ad joint of (4.4), (4.5) with F = Ek, tr. is seen to be formally identical with 
(3.10). Making use of (3.6), (3.16), (3.17), (J.I8), their adjoint equations and (4.2) the 
quantised equation of motion (4.5) for Vz is formally identical with (3. 1 9), if the order of the 
factors </> and v in the latter equation is properly adjusted. 

Instead of working with the Heisenberg representation (4.5) one can consider the variables 
of (4.5) as operators satisfying (4.2) and (4.4) and describe the field (which is here treated as 
an assembly of oscillators) by the Schroedinger wave function \f'. \_1,' contains, besides the 
independent variable t, the variables on which the operators of (4.5) act. One then replaces 
(4.5) by the wave equation 

lio\f' 
- -= -E\f' 
£ at ' 

where the Hamiltonian E is the operator expression of (3.15). 

(b) Complete Treatme·nt 

In the complete and rigorous application of Heisenberg and Pauli's method for the 
quantisation of a field the equations (2.8), (2.9), (2.1o), and (2.15), where only space derivatives 
appear, are to be treated on the same footing as the equations containing time-derivatives. 
The quantised equations of motion in space supplement those in time (4.5), namely 

z' 
grad F=h[p, F]; F = F(r), the field variables at the point r. 

p denotes the total momentum of the field contained in the volume Q. If the Fourier series 
(3.1) and (3.2) for the field variables are used and their Fourier coefficients considered as 
q-numbers (the r in field theories is a c-number which may be compared to the time t in the 
quantum mechanics of particles) (4.9) becomes 

One has now to add to the canonical variables considered in the simple treatment the 
quantities fz, Hk and their adjoints as fundamental field variables. The following additional 
commutation and anti-commutation laws containing the additional field variables have to 
hold and to be considered as fundamental as those given above, (4.2) and (4.4): 

(fls, V~]+= - (f~, VzsJ+ =z'ljQ, ffzsxf~y]+ =fxfv/fl; (4.II) 

It is understood that the vector indices x, y, z in (4.12) may be cyclically permuted. With 
p given by the q-number expression of (3.14), (4.10) follows directly from the totality of 
commutation and anti-commutation laws if one chooses Fz=Vz, fz and Fk=Akl Ek,tr., Hk. 
By using the definition (3.16) and (J.IJ), and also (4.10) with Fz=Vz together with the adjoint 
equation, one sees that (4.9) holds for Fk=jk and pk; for instance 

[p, Pk] = - e ,L {([p, Vz+kJv7) + (vz+k[P, v7])} 
l 

= - e ~ {li(l + k)(vz+kv7) - (vz+kv7)1H} = likpk. 
l 

By (4.2) and (4.11) the combination fzs -ilvzs anti-commutes with all the field variables 
of the electron field and commutes with those of the electromagnetic field. Hence it vanishes. 
By (4.4) and (4.10) the combinations Hk-ikAAk, ik.Ek,tr. and ik.Ak commute with all 
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field variables. Hence these expressions commute with the total momentum and the total 
energy of the field; therefore they vanish in virtue of (4.9) and properly chosen boundary 
conditions, or in virtue of (4.5) and proper initial conditions. 

Thus in the complete treatment (3. r8), (3. I r), and (4. r) as q-number equations result 
from the commutation and anti-commutation laws. In virtue of (4. Io) and (4.9) these 
equations can be written in a way formally identical with the classical equations (2.8), (2.9), 
(2.10), and (2.I5). 

The demonstration of the formal identity between the classical and quantum equation 
of motion in time can now be carried out in the same manner as in the simple treatment. 

It follows from (4. I o) and its acljoint that the components of the momentum and the 
energy all commute with each other. 

[p, E] =o. 

In the Schroedinger representation (4.5) and (4.9) are to be replaced by the equations 

lioo/ li 
i at= - E'Y, i grad '¥ = p'Y, (4. IS) 

where E and p are the opera to::.- expressions of (3. I 5) and (3. I4). Because of (4. q) the wave 
equations (4. I 5) are compatible. 

5· NEw METHOD OF QuANTISATION 

The Heiscnberg-Pauli method developed in the last section can be considered as semi
classical; while it uses the classical representation of the field variables by Fourier series (3. I) 
and (3.2) which are ordinary fm1ctions of the position vector r, it considers the Fourier 
coefficients not as functions of time, but as q-numbers. Now we proceed to a method 
of complete quantisation in which space and time are treated on the same footing. 
We discard the Fourier series as a sum of terms and replace for each field variable the set 
of its Fourier coefficients by an array of elements which form a more complicated matrix t 
than that needed to represent the individual q-numbcr Fourier coefficients by matrices in the 
Heisenberg and Pauli quantisation. The total matrix belongs to the volume Q as a w!~ole 
and contains, as will soon appear, the totality of information about the field variable it 
represents throughout this volume. The only non-vanishing anti-commutation and com
mutation laws for tbe total matrices are those given in Part I, § 5 and § 6 (equations (5. IJ), 

· (5.I8), and (6.28)); they arc the following (s denoting the spinor index):-

[vs, v:],_ = IjQ, 

[fs, v:]+ = - [f:, Vs]+= i1jQ, fsx,f;J+ =//,P., 

[Hx, E:, tr.J = - [H11, E:, tr.J = [Ey, tr. 1 H:J = -[Ex, tr., H;) = lickz/Q, 

where x, y, z may be cyclically permuted; 

• • ilic 2 2 2 -1 
[ Ax, Ey, tr.J = [ Ax, Ey, tr.J = Q {Dxv - (kx + ky + kz) kxk11}. 

(5.2) 

(s.J) 

(5.2) and (5.3) contain also the definitions of the new self-adjoint variables 1 and k thus intro
duced. These variables, like all the field variables, are represented by total matrices and are 
not to be confused with the c-number wave-vectors used in § 3 or § 4 for Fourier analysis. 
As shown in Part I, § 6, the three components of 1 commute with all the field variables of 
the electron field by virtue of the anti-commutation laws (5. r) and (5.2) only. By (5.2) again 
they commute among themselves. In the present case, because the field variables of the 
electron field all commute with those of the transversal electromagnetic field, lx, !11 , and lz 
commute also with all variables of the transversal electromagnetic field. Similarly, as a 
consequence of (5.3) and (5.4), kx, k 11, and kz commute with all field variables, among them
selves and also with lx, 111, lz. 

t Such a matrix will be referred to in what follows as a "total matrix." 
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Since all the field variables commute with kx, k 11 , kz, l,n 111 , and lz the set of matrices which 
represent them is reducible. In the representation where kx, k 11 , kz, lx, 111 , and lz are 
simultaneously diagonal the total matrices for all the field variables will appear as being 
composed of submatriccs placed along the diagonal. The representation is the direct 
product of the two representations for the two pure fields considered in Part I, § 5 and § 6 
separately. In this representation we have ' 

F k'l', k"lw = Fk'ok'kwOrzw for F = H, Etr., A, j, p and their adjoints ; 

Fk'l',kwz .. =Ok'k"FrOnw for F=v, f and their adjoints; 

(s.s) 

(s.6) 

(5.7) 

where the submatrices k~, k~, k~, !~, z;, and z; are scalar (i.e. a number multiplied by a unit 
matrix) and the submatrices Fk' or Fz· will be shown to be the same as those matrices 
used in the Hcisenberg and Pauli quantisation to represent the corresponding q-number 
Fouricr coefficients. 

As in the Hcisenbcrg and Pauli quantisation where it is convenient to treat the field as 
an assembly of oscillators each of which is described by the Fourier coefficients belonging 
to a wave-vector, so in the new method of quantisation it is convenient to treat the field as 
an assembly of apeirons each of which is described by the submatrices belonging to an eigen
value of the total matrices k or 1 introduced by (5.3) and (5.2). Yet in the new method of 
quantisation the eigenvalue k' or 1' needs only to assume a selection of the possible values of 
the wave-vector, while all of them are automatically included in the Heisenberg and Pauli 
quantisation where the wave-vector is introduced by means of Fourier analysis. 

The non-vanishing anti-commutation laws and commutation laws obtained by taking the 
diagonal submatrices k'l', k'l' of (5. I), (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) coincide exactly with those of 
Heisenberg and Pauli's Fourier coefficients, namely (4.2), (4. Io), (4. I I), and (4.4), except 
that now k' and!' are written in place of the former k and/. The vanishing anti-commutation 
and commutation brackets obtained by taking the non-diagonal submatrices k'l', k" !" (either 
k' :;e: k" or 1' :;61" or both) of (5. I), (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) arc trivial identities because no field 
quantity, by virtue of its being reducible, contains any non-vanishing non-diagonal 
submatrices. 

In order to obtain the full correspondence of the commutation laws and anti-commutation 
laws for the submatrices with those for the Fourier coefficients we have to supplement (5.I) by 

(5.8) 

where P denotes any permutation matrix permuting all the l' -apeirons. It is sufficient, 
however, to take P to be the set of cyclic permutations. (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) are to be 
supplemented in a similar way. 

Let I denote the unit matrix ok'k" and trace(k) A denote the sum Lk'Ak'k'· Then the 
operation I trace(k) produces a scalar matrix of the same number of rows and columns as the 
matrix on which it operates. Let J tracew have a similar significance where J denotes the 
unit matrix Ol'l·· Corresponding to (3. I4) and (3. I 5), which express the total momentum 
and energy as summations over the Fourier coefficients, we use now the summations over the 
submatrices, namely 

p =n(2 I trace<k>{Etr.AH* +Et~ AH} + !!:..J trace(l){(fv*)- (vf*)}). 
C • 2Z . 

E =il( I trace1k,{E., .. E:. + H .H• + p(k! +k; +k;)-1p0
- A.j•- A• .j} 

+ ~J trace(l){(f. cxv*) -(vex. f*)} + mc2J tracem(vf3v*)), 
2Z 

The density p and current j are now defined by 

\ 

(5·9) 

(5.10) 

j = - eJ trace(l)(CvC*cxv*), p = - eJ traceu)(CvC*v*), (s.u), (5.12) 
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where the matrix C satisfies the following conditions:-

kC=Ck, C1-1C=kC, 

137 

It follows from (s. IJ) that ck'l', k"l* vanishes except if k' = k" and 1" -1' = k' when it is of 
modulus unity. Hence we have 

(CvC*)k'l', k"lM =Dk'k"vl' +k'Dl'l" (s. 14) 

and the correspondence of (s.u) and (5.12) with (3.16) and (3.17) is apparent. 
The total charge is 

q = - e.O.J tracew(vv*). 

The correspondence of the submatrices of the new method of quantisation with the 
Fourier coefficients of the Heisenberg and Pauli quantisation is so close that the demonstration 
of the field equations given in § 4 for the Fourier coefficients may be now taken over for the 
submatrices with corresponding formal change, which is too obvious to be repeated here. 

In the Schroedinger representation (4. r 5) holds with E and p now considered as the 
operator expression of (5. ro) and (5.9). 

Since the total matrices representing k and 1 commute with those representing the energy 
E and the momentum p, k and 1 are constants of motion in time and space. That is, the 
distribution of both the electromagnetic and the electronic apeirons (which is described by 
the values k', k", etc., and 1', 1", etc., that actually occur as submatrices of k and 1, cf. Part II) 
remains the same throughout space and time in spite of the interaction between Maxwell's 
field and Dirac's field. The interaction affects only the number of quanta occupying the 
apeirons, the quanta being electrons and photons respectively. Hence our attempt made 
in Part II to determine the apeiron distribution by statistical considerations cannot be based 
on the theory in its present form, which is very likely only provisional. Then there may be 
another way, also mentioned in Part II, to determine this distribution, namely by studying 
its effect on the self-energies of the quanta and the transition probabilities of collision processes. 

(Issued separately December 14, 1944) 
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The Divergence Difficulty of Quantized 
Field Theories 

1::-: the theory of intemctiou of pnrt.icle:-; like photons 
und electrons or me:-;ons and nucleons, etc., the ex
periments are nhvays made in :-;uc;h n WHY that the 
different kind;-; of particles are observed in different 
parts of spuce wit.h different instruments. In these 
parts of space one can speak of pure kinds of particles 
and describe them by pure quantized fields-Max
well's field, Dirac's field, etc. However, in the part 
of space where the collisions really take place, the 
pure fields are not simply additive but have to be 
supplemented by an interaction field. All effects due 
to the interaction can be obtained by considering 
the stationary states of the whole system. 

Because of the complication of the problem, one 
has to use a method of successive approximation 
called the perturbation method in which the inter
action is regarded as small. It is well known that 
then special care must be taken to remove the de
generacy of the states of the unperturbed system in 
a way so as to anticipate the eigenstates of the per
turbed system. This preliminary step has, however, 
been ignored in t.he usual practice for the inter
action of fields ; and consequently divergent ex
pressions appear as soon as the next higher order of 
the perturbation method is attempted. 

The results obtained by the usua.I practice were 
in good agreement with observations in the case of 
the photon-electron interaction, although the diver
gence of the higher approximation indicates that 
some mistake must have been made, which mighl; 
be physical or mathematicnl. No such agreement 
with observation has been fotmd in the case of the · 
meson field. Some time ago an improved method' 
based on physical reasoning was developed which 
takes account, to the first approximation only, of 
what is classically known as the 'radiation reaction'. 
This method· is well confirmed by its applications, 
especially to the meson field, but hitherto its theoret
ical basis was not satisfactorily established. 

It has now been found that this provisional method 
can be rigorously established by a systematic appli
cation of the ordinary perturbation theory for degener
ate systems adapted to the case of the continuous 
spectrum. I have found that the treatment of the 
radiation reaction referred to above constitutes ex
act.Iy the preliminary step of the removal of de-



genel'acy. The continuation of the pert111·batiou 
method to higher approximations is then possible 
without any ditliculty. 

\Vith this mathematical improvement, it might be 
that the present field theories (without any change-
such as that proposed by Dil'uc 2 , or that by Born 
and Peng3 ) are suflicient to explain most of the 
known .facts. For example, the anomalous value of 
the magnetic moment of the proton or the neutron 
can now be rigorously dealt with. It seems possible 
that the infinite self-energy of the point electron, 
which has always been a ditl:culty in the classical 
theory, will also become finite in the quantum theory. 

H. \V. PEKG. 

Department of Mathematical Physics, 
University, Edinb~1rgh. 
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